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PREFACE.

THE value of Psychologic physiognorny as an exponent of the un-

expressed and otherwise unknown capabilities, characteristics and

powers of mentality is daily gaining in the estimation of intelligent
men. The business man realizes more keenly the advantage of

knowing at a glance the strongest and weakest factors in the men-

tality of those with whom he deals. Parents find from experience
that the subtle natures of their children are hidden, except as they
appear at unexpected moments and in unforeseen ways; that, much

remains concealed ; that, much time and money is often wasted where

a study of their children's faces would have revealed the natural

trend of power and desire.

Equally true is it that discord and unhappiness continually dis-

turb marriage ties and home life, simply because the husband

and wife fail to realize the fundamental characteristics of the other's

nature ; fail even to sense the full force of their own intentions and

impulses.
Psychologic physiognomy is the only art by which all the powers

of the Intellect, Affections, and the Will can be thoroughly and

accurately measured.

It isa natural and practical art with a scientific foundation-

psychology, physiology and anatomy. It is a normal prophetic art

-measuring both the active and dormant powers of the brain.

Each mental faculty has adirect influence upon one or more parts
of the face, hand and body. The stronger the mental faculty is,
the more 1'//leurs, ('0llJ'f(IlI/ and //zarknl will its force be upon the

parts governed, consequently the larger its signs will be in propor-

tion to the signs of the weaker faculties of the same mentality.
( iii ;



iv PREFACE.

After a moderate amount of study the ability to interpret inner

powers and tendencies develops by observation. The discemment

of the size and power and proportion of psychologic faculties in-

creases with practical life. As the .vzgfns of the faculties are now

clearly located in the face-in fact, registered throughout the whole

body-there is no longer need of the old haphazard methods that

had invested physiognomy with overlapping contradictions and

misleading generalizations.
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How to Study Descriptive Mentality.

FIRST, read the book throng/1. 'l`hen return to the drawings
upon which the facullxks are printed, draw imaginary lines mid-

way between each faculty and the next, studying one faculty
at a time, and the result of its being "

very large," "large,"
" medium," or

" small," as noted by the section (§) or paragraph
(Tl) indicated by the text as describing the faculty. Master the

location of all of the faculties of each feature (as the bridge of the

nose, end of the nose, mouth, cheek, chin, forehead, etc.). After

the locations of the signs are readily recalled, and their general
boundaries clear to you, it will then be necessary to notice which

faculties naturally support each other directly, which less directly,
and those that oppose each other. To this end'study the busts,
where it will be clearly seen that opposing faculties are on oppo-
site regions of the head on each side -as Amity and Defence,
Form and Stability, Hope and Appetite, Faith and Aversion, etc.

After this study the "Quality," or what is sometimes called

"Texture." This must be studied from life. Upon the judg~
ment of "organic quality

" the skill of the delineator rests.

Detennining the size of the faculties gives their proportion or

ratios to each other, but capacity to judge of the fineness of the

person examined alone can gauge the possibilities of that person.
Master the parts of the subject in the following order: the lora-

Izbn of t.he signs; the principal degrees of size; the full description
of the faculty; quality of person examined; temperament; effect

of strong faculties over weak ones; effect of strong opposing
faculties ; the trades, professions and commercial pursuits growing
out of single faculties, and of groups; how to cultivate each fac-

ulty; how to repress each one; when best to do so; sources of

enjoyment for each faculty; and finally the combinations of strong
faculties necessary to make the greatest success in any given
occupation. Do not become discouraged, for each element gained
makes the next one easier.

To cultivate your own character, follow the rlrongext faculties

for occupation, and cultivate the zzfcakert faculties in order to

make them closer to the average in power and useful support.
T





Advantages of Descriptive Mentality.

This is an age of RUSH and PRECISl0N combined. Every
person in practical life, of whatever kind of occupation, must

become as expert as possible, in order to succeed.

Few people work to the best advantage, simply because

they did not start in the right branch of mental or physical in-

dustry. They did not know, without experience, what occu-

pation to choose, and /W is no! long enough lo by wry marry

er/fcrimenls q`l¢*arnz`ug a [fade 0fpfM'55I'07l.
There are almost innumerable arts, sciences, trades and pro-

fessions, but to become an expert in even one of _them requires
NATURAL AP'r1'rUDE 1=oR rr, and that necessitates a riht
choice. That right choice is seldom easily made, and may

not be successful even then, simply because the person does

not MORE FULLY UNDERSTAND 1115 OR HER OWN PECULI-

ARITIES OF CHARACTER, TEMPERAMENT, CONSTITUTIONAL

STRENGTH, AND N.-'I'UR.~L QUALITIES.

The proficient mentologist can greatly assist in understand-

ing and in making a choice of occupation. He is to the brain

and mental nature what the capable physician or the practical
physical trainer is to the body. He points out the weakest of

the mental faculties, and gives a method of increasing their

power; he reads which are the strongest faculties, and treats

of their product and active development; and what is often

more important, calls attention to new sources of pleasure and

social profit, to the possibilities that may be dormant within

solely through lack of knowledge of them and opportunity for

their expression.
Phrenology did much good in its time, but under the pride

of an established popularity, it wholly failed to keep pace with

or assimilate the profound and useful discoveries of the past

forty years.

9
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Fleasurements.

The measurements the mentologist gives are generally of the

cranium ; these are valuable as memoranda for the snbject's fu-

ture use, and as giving the constitutional strengths of the parts
of the mental nature.

When the quality and texture is taken i11to consideration,
the measurements are valuable in determining power. A small

brain may be powerful through extra fine quality, or through
some few faculties being exceeding large, the others being
small. See also Temperaments.

The first measurement to be taken is that of circumference

of the head over Memory and Defence; 18 I-2 inches is a

small head, 21 inches medium, 22 1-4 inches large, and 24

inches very large. The next measurement is that of diameter.

This is made by calipers or a sliding double square with inches

or millimeters, as the examiner may desire.

In diameter measurements, 7 1-4 inches is a small measure-

ment, especially when the head is narrow through the sides,
7 3-4 a medium, 8 x~8 large, and 8 3-8 very large measure-

ments. All the above measurements are what may be called

whole-head measurements; they take the fore-head, side-head

and back-head into consideration.

Then should follow the temperament measurement, both di-

ameter and circumference. The auditory meatus (ear open-

ing) becomes the centre from which all these are made.

Fore-head measurements are those of the Intellect. When

very large or large in proportion to the size of the head, they
indicate "mental temperament

"

and strong nerve system.

Thus, suppose tl1e head to measure in circumference 22 1-8

inches. If the fore-head measured I3 I-4 or I3 3-4 inches, it

would not indicate " mental temperament," but if the fore-

head measured I4 1-4 or more inches, it would indicate "Men-
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

tal temperan1ent," and in like proportion smaller heads would

indicate mental temperament.

Narrow, long fore-heads indicate the middle and second

range of faculties strong (see bust and symbolic head), as

Fomi, Attention, Inspiration and Amity, Color, Memory,
Reason and Reform.

Vide fore-heads generally indicate the outer range to be

strong, as Number, Language, Construction and Connuunion.

Vith the same circumference, 22 1-8 inches, the measures

over the side-head and top-head indicate whether the affec-

tions are large or small. A circumference from ear to ear of

I3 1-4 or I3 3-4 inches would not indicate Vital temperament,
but I4 1-4 to I5 1-2 would indicate Vital temperament and

strong Nutritive system.

If the side-head were broad a11d low, 5 7-8 or less in height,
would indicate the side faculties were large, and top-head fac-

ulties small, and the reverse if the side-head were narrow and

high.
If the circumference of the head were less than 22 1-4 inches,

smaller measures over the top-head would indicate Vital tem-

perament.
Vith head circumference of 22 1-4 inches as a basis and the

back-head measurements only I3 1-4 to I4 inches around, and

5 1-2 to 5 7-8 in diameter to
"

Dignity," these would not indi-

cate "Motive temperament ;" but if I5 inches or more, and di-

ameter 6 1-4 inches or more, these would indicate Motive

Temperament, strong muscular system and dominant Vill, in

proportion to the rest of the nature.

The same proportions hold good with smaller or larger
heads, the difference in Mentality depending upon these pro-

portions aud upon quality. Each measurement must be com-

pared with the other measurements of the same in reading a

Mentality; in comparing the mentality of one person with that

of another, the quality of both must be very carefully studied

and compared. After considerable practice the reader may

not need to make
þÿ�l�I�l ¬�8�S�I�.�l�l�' ¬�l�l�l ¬�l�{�.�g�.



DESCRIPTIVE MENT XLITY.

Temperaments.

§|-11' I.-There are three principal temperaments. each

caused by a predominant cast of mental nature, that is, where

the Intellect or Affectious or the Vill are strongest. 'I`hese_
are the effects of hereditary influence, sometimes modified by
training and education, and sometimes increased by these.

T 2.*E3.Cll mental temperament causes its related physical
condition, and modifies the body to harmonize with it. The

phrenologists have generally failed to understand these rela-

tions of the brain over the bodily growth.
._ § 2-11 _?,.*)'l}'INT.I, TEM-

_ _<%"§_ "-3 '31 1»1s1<.masr.-Wliexi the ner-

*¢¢_§=  fa  vous system is strongest and

  'é  S , the Intellectual faculties are

V., 5»J gg/sch if  57° /_
predominant, they cause the

-  Eff !
'N SQ* Q7 2? ,nature to be largely intellect-

 '  
' *fr 

i

ual,thoughtful and constructive

_

  i/1/bro/Jorfion lo ils zvko/r mf'/1/al.
"
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igy. The Intellect is the cool,

'
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;j judging and impartial region of
E

the brain.
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.Vhen the circumference of

g _

the head is I9 1-2 and over

r.
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J~
the fore-head I3 3-4 or more

þÿ�B�¥�1�1�'�°�"�? ¬�¢�¥�;�"�'�d� �i
'

inches, it would indicate men-

I ~  l»"~1» )' 
'

' tal temperament.
If circumference were 2I and forehead I4 1-4 inches or

more, it would indicate mental temperament.
If circumference were 22 1-4 and forehead I5 inches or

more, it would indicate mental temperament.
§ 3-il 4.*SOCIAL AND Vrmi. TMIPERAMENT.-\'l1en the

Affectionate faculties of the brain are strongest, they cause

mentally large sociability and strong affections and physically
a strong nutritive system. The Affections are the attractive,
binding and genial faculties of the brain, and govern the nutri-
tive organs of the body.
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DESCRI PTIVE MENTALITY.

tal temperament," and in like proportion smaller heads would

indicate mental temperament.

Narrow, long fore-heads indicate the middle and second

range of faculties strong (see bust and symbolic head), as

Form, Attention, Inspiration and Amity, Color, Memory,
Reason and Reform.

Vide fore-heads generally indicate the outer range to be

strong, as Number, Language, Construction and Communion.

Vith the same circumference, 22 1-8 inches, the measures

over the side-head and top-head indicate whether the aiec-

tions are large or small. A circumference from ear to ear of

I3 r-4 or I3 3-4 inches would not indicate Vital temperament,
but I4 1-4 to I5 1-2 would indicate Vital temperament and

strong Nutritive system.

If the side-head were broad and low, 5 7-8 or less in height,
would indicate the side faculties were large, and top-head fac-

ulties small, and the reverse if the side-head were narrow and

high.
If the circumference of the head were less than 22 I-4 inches,

smaller measures over the top-head would indicate Vital tem-

perament.
Vith head circumference of 22 1-4 inches as a basis and the

back~head measurements only I3 1-4 to I4 inches around, and

5 1-2 to 5 7-8 in diameter to
"

Dignity," these would not indi-

cate "Motive temperament;" but if I5 inches or more. and di-

ameter 6 1-4 inches or more, these would indicate Motive

Temperanxent, strong muscular system and dominant Will,  
proportion to the rest of the nature.

The same proportions hold good with smaller or
'

heads, the difference in Mentality depending UPG"  
portions and upon quality. Each measurement I

' il

pared with the other measurements of the sam*

Mentality; in comparing the mentality of 0ll¢ '

of another, the quality of both must be vet

and compared. After considerable pmt'
not need to make

measurements).



DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

about equally strong, the nature may be called Hamionic. and

generally gives symmetry and roundness to the character and

a well proportioned physical system.
§ 6--1? xo.-FoRM.'r1vE þÿ�'�F�E�M�P�E�R�A�M�E�N�T�.�-�v�h ¬�l�lthe Men-

tal and Vital are strong and the Motive weak. It combines

the effects of the two leaders. See sections 2 and 3.

§ 7-1? I 1.-CONSERVING þÿ�T�E�)�I�l�'�l�£�R�¢�M�E�N�'�l�`�.�"�-�'�v�l�l ¬�l�lthe Vital

and Motive are equally strong, and combines those two in

their effects. See sections 3 and 4.

§ 8-if I2.*ESTIM;TIVE TE){I'1£R¢)lENT."-Vl1Cll the Men-

tal and Motive are strongly developed, and the 'ital is small,
give a nature adapted to developing and constructive work,
but often lacks vitality enough to produce great effects. See

sections 2 and 4.

Indications of Quality and Texture.

§ 9-ii l3.*TllC Texture and Quality of the brain and body
varies their power much more than the sizes of the faculties

and organs do. 'I`he finer the texture in proportion to the size

the more power it gives the mentality. This is one of the

most essential parts of the art of reading mentality. lt re-

quires good judgment and close observation, and should never

be neglected by the reader.

The study of the physiology of the skin and organs of sense

will greatly aid in judging the quality and texture of the body
and its nervous systems.

§ I0-1 I4.-GOOD Qt'=i.1'r'.-/Qws full of lustre and

strength, with steady inovements and strong observation.

'Z I5.*»Sl'fll full of life. soft, flexible, and surface deli-

cately marked.

1 16.-/lair full Of energy and life, and may be fine or

coarse, but generally of medium texture, but the hair is of less

importance as an indication than is generally supposed.
fi 17.-Jlusclcs should be round and flexible, clear cut and

responsive to demands upon them.
15 .



DESC R IPTIYE M E STALITY.

1? 18.-.?rve Forrrs vivid, clear and impressive, direct rays

with calm and steady flow. The reader of character must cul-

tivate the power of discerning the character of nerve-force in

order to discriminate between the comparative power of those

he reads. There is a great difference between silk and shoddy,
and so there is in the quality of the skin, the organs of the

body and brain and the vibrations of nerve energy.

17 19.-The bearing of the body indicates very much with

regard to quality and power, and also in regard to occupation.
But it is impossible to here make a description elaborate

enough to be of value to _the reader of character.

'lf 20.-One essential of good quality is nearly always appar-
ent to the learner, and that is personal grace, or ease of

movement, and the accompanying quality of expressive ges-
ture. This, however, does contradict the eccentric`s habits of

expression.
§ n-fl 2| .-MEDIUM QL';LIT'.-T116 indications of me-

dium quality are those of good quality, except in less marked

degree, and the strength of the nerve forces vary much more

from time to time.

Hi 22.'*£:1'£S strong and observing (unless injured by over-

work), with much vividness of expression.
T 23.-Skin soft and flexible and of good

" tone."

1l 24.--Hair should be life-like and "lively," is generally
quite thick and vigorous in growth.

1]' 25.-Jiusrles, strong and active, of compact structure, and

those of the face denoting energy and movement.

§ I2-1[ 26.*PO0R QUALIT'.*II1diC3tl0llS of poor texture

and quality are very numerous, and need little description.
Some of the most marked are as follows:

il þÿ�2�7�.�* ¬�l�'�t�'�5changeable and shifting. with generally dull

force and lnstreless influence, although sometimes full of

energy and force of a physical nature derived from bodily good
health, or from the expression of the various passions.

1I 28.*Skl.)l generally coarse, with poorly marked veins and

arteries, and the papillary surface coarse and irregular, espe-
16



DESCRIPTIVE Ill£NT.~LIT'.

cially noticeable on the inner surface of the hands, and in the

tracings of movements in the bending surfaces.

Tl 29.*1l1llS¢'/£5 are generally strong, but slow in responsive
action and devoid of graceful and calm movements, unless

trained to do so in some particular direction.

fl 30.-Prrswzal c.r/aresszkm in those of poor quality nearly
always lack meaning in the motions taken; these motions sel-

dom denote anything except emphasis to what is said, and are

not in themselves expressive of ideas.

il 31.-/Wrzfe jizra' lacks strength and tone, is dull and in-

direct, of a cloudy nature, and not easily felt, except by those

of sensitive natures, and then, perhaps, only the angular
forces from the repelling faculties of the back-head.

Cultivation.

§ I3-ll 32.*CAPACITY is dependent largely upon the qual-
ity and texture of the body and its nervous system; but how-

ever fine the quality of these may be, every faculty must be

cultivated and trained in order to reach its maximum capacity,
and the expert in any direction of human effort is so because

of cultivated nervous aud muscular systems; contrary to this

lack of accomplishment is often the consequence of lethargic
energies, even where the natural capacity denotes power and

quality.
ll 33.*c_1l/ffi'(l/fd persons show the effects of training in the

contour and harmony ot the organs of the face, in the shape of

their hands and in the expression of their whole organization.
'J 34.*L~'7lt`ll/[1'2'd/fd persons are noted by the lack of expres-

sion in the face and hands, and ofte11 the position assumed by
the body. Persons may have many lilies and marks of expres-
sion in their faces, and yet these may be almost meaningless
when studied. The mentologist and reader of mentality must

thus learn to detect the /iii/e in mark, as well as the "

much in

little."
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DESCRIPTIVB MENTALITY.

Mental and Physical Compactness.

5 I4-1 35.-Mental and physical compactness comprises
that condition of the body and brain wherein they respond
quickly to each other, and where by nutrition, nervous energy

and muscular work, they support the one that is strongest.
The 'athlete has nervous and nutritive response to his mus-

cular action and strength; the scholar and scientist who have

strong bodies have muscular and nutritive support to their ac-

tive nervons systems. Hence we see extreme power mani-

fested by mental and physical compactness. Although not

always present, such compactness invariably adds uniformity of

power.

Twelve Mental Functions.

The human brain is governed by twelve great mental func-

tions, the limits of some being quite clearly defined, while

others less closely related to the organs of sense are not so

easily recognized, and yet, when analyzed, are clearly seen.

They respond to each other across the mental mechanism, and

produce distinct mental products in a regular order, according
to their natural laws.

In this drawing of the mental functions the names of the

functions and their products are printed over the region of the

brain that produce them; the student should study the loca-

tion ol these very thoroughly.

Signs of Character.

The drawings used in this book to illustrate the art of read-

ing character were designed for that particular purpose, and

are what carefully drawn and named maps are to geography,
or an architect's drawings are to the builders.

The location of the signs ali?)
to be carefully studied, their
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

general limits well learned, their blending into each other

noticed, and then finally their comparative sizes carefully con-

sidered.

The larger the part upon which the name of the sign is

written, the larger the faculty, and the more powerful its ef-

fect upon the action of the person being read.

Persons of poor quality of muscular and bodily texture must

be read very much lower in capabilities than those of 'due

quality, even when the faculties are larger in size.

No attempt has been made in this book to include faces of

all kinds of characters, and in fact, it is not only unnecessary,

but quite impossible. The student can learn to lead easier

and with better success by the thorough study of the signs and

their meaning, and the strength they show in a few faces, and

then judge qualify and size by comparison.
Do not be in too great haste; take time and ease in the art.

It is worth both study and experiment. You will enjoy all

the rest of your life the power you have of reading faces. You

will find much value in the analysis of the mental nature given
in the descriptions of different sized faculties, and will be sur-

prised in how many directions your study of Mentality will

amply repay your time and research.

In this connection we will say a few words in reference to

the "Class," "Function" or "Group"
"

Faculty" and "sub-

faculties." In geography we design our maps with bounda-

ries of nations, states, counties, towns, etc., for commerce, and

because they are combinations or extended boundaries of

legal, judicial and legislative power.

But towns combine into counties, these into states, these in-

to nations. The towns or counties may be very much alike,
while in the Mentality of mankind each division l1as its own

particular duty to perform, and these combine to effect more

general products, etc., so that to class the faculties into func-

tions, these into classes, and these into the whole mentality,
is true naturally and of value to the student. Sivartha's class-

ification is, in our estimation, the first natural one ever made

of the mental nature of
mag()

The "

Temperaments" are
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known by the strongest r/ass, the °'dominant nature" by the

strongest _/unrlian, the "varied capacities" by the stroiiest
faruII1`¢'s, and the

"

absent powers
"

or incapacities by the

weakest faczcllzks, and "methods of details" by the sulvj/2u'u/-
lies.

Thus somewhat of the character can be read from knowing
the size of the region of the three r/asses, very nmch more by
knowing the size of the twelve _/imc/ions, but only completely
read by knowing the location and si:'e of the 36 _fb(`1l[f/.£'.Y, and

sometimes the sub-faculties aid in reading the methods of

the faculties themselves. See the following maps of tlc Brain

Surface and Symbolic Head.

Only a few of the 105 sub-faculties are given in the engrav-

ings. They make the art of reading very complex and com-

plicated, and only a few are of great importance. These con-

sist of the sub-faculties of the faculty of Defence. consisting of

Aggression, Protection and Self-defence, and mark very clearly
the different habits of persons in their self-protection and self-

aggrandizement. Aggression indices more particularly the

mental habit of the individual, Protection the financial meth-

ods and Self-defence the physical and personal methods of per-

sonal defence.

_ Analysis and Synthesis are sub-faculties of Reason, and

specialize that faculty in the septum of the nose.

When Analysis is most strongly marked, the method of

reasoning is analytical; when Synthesis is most strongly
marked the method is synthetic.

In other regions two or more faculties may unite in pro-

ducing an effect that is indiced by one term better than by the

names of the two or three faculties. Thus Concert. which

widens and raises the crest of the nose, is the united product
of Reform and Communion: and Control. at the corner of the

mouth, the united effect of Parenity, Reverence and Stability.
Energy is the united product of Mobility, Industry and

Defence.
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Brain Surface. Cortical Periphery.

The convolutions of the brain are arranged to give the

greatest possible surface of uerve cells, in which mental life is

principally carried ou. These convolutlons are deepened by
study and good quality, and are thus made more capable in

thought, feeling and volition. It is estimated that powerful
brains have nearly 360 square inches of surface, containing
over 3,o00.oO0.ooo of nerve cells, connected with each other by
fibres and nerve tubes, inter-relating the surface and centers
with each other and with the body.
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Symbolic Head.

We present as the Brst map of the mental faculties, a syrn-

bolic head, designed by Sivartha, to present to the eye the

leading traits of the mentality of the 36 faculties, This map is

valuable in its giving a symbolic outline of the faculties, thus

aiding the memory and making for the nature of mankind a

picture of his principal wants and habits.

The faculties of the intellectual region produce the plans,
methods and desires for obtaining and creating knowledge and

wisdom; those of the side~head, the social region, give rise to

the aHections, love and desires of association; the faculties of

the Will in the back-head, the industrial region, create the

impulses for wealth. industry and physical preservation. The

dark lines on the map are not intended as divisions of the

brain, but as the divisions of mental functions for the conven-

ience of study, and to assist in classing the mental faculties.

It must always be remembered that the faculties of the brain

blrnd 1'mp¢'rrrplz°b{1' into each olhcr, but there are channels, or,

it might be said. paths over which the currents of nerve forces

flow around the surface and through the brain more freely and

because of natural laws more frequently than over others, and

for this reason some faculties blend more easily and gradually
with one near faculty than with another. But this is in itself

an elaborate study into which it is unnecessary for the student

to enter deeply ,for the single purpose of reading character.

The student will easily understand that each faculty sup-

plies material, as it were, for the faculties above and beyond
it. Thus the mental path is from the body, first through the

sensations of Appetite and its duties, then Feeling, then Im-

pression; these the whole brain must use. Next to Form,
Color and Number, for the brain must have sensations from

the body organs before it can remember or arrange its facts.

The five physical and two mental senses supply these. See

sections 31, 35, 39, 51, 55, 120, I24, 128.

Then the faculty of Attention arranges these facts, Memory
takes their titles, Language names them and also adds the

23
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTAI.IT' .

sense of hearing to those senses above noted. Following these,

Inspiration foresees their application, and gives their future

tendency.
Reason then takes up their analysis and comparative duties

and arranges rules, laws and judgments, after which Construc-

tion deals with their mechanical relations, if there are any,

and Reform urges or restrains their application.
At this stage become also active those impressions or grow-

ing ideas that pertain to persons, as friends, companions and

communication between them, and the faculties of Amity and

Communion make choice of such as they desire, and the im-

pulse or mental thought then passes on to Faith and Hope,
which spur them on with encouragement toward the organs

that execute, those of the Nill; first Dignity moulds the organ-

ization of power for accomplishing tl1e end, and Stability gives
firmness for its execution, thence to the faculties of the func-

tion of Labor (or Co-action), thence into the defensive facul-

ties, the product of which is called and dealt with as \'ealth,
and finally those of Impulsion, that cause its distribution in

Commerce.

This is a general survey of the path of ideas, from their

simplest to their most complex stage-that of putting into use

the thought created by the brain faculties.

Some ideas, or impulses, may not go the whole circuit, "may
cut across

"
or stop at some more or less completed part of the

course, depending upon the product desired.

The six faculties on the middle side-head are not in the

path of this wide range of organs, and they do not form a part
of the process, but form two groups of organs, acting as centres

to the faculties around, and in reality these create the greatest
of human desires which all the other faculties strive the hard-

est to satisfy. These two groups of faculties relate to the

pairing of the sexes in marriage and the relationships of the

family. This whole class of faculties on the side-head, the

Affections under the general terms, Love or Association, are

the static faculties: the group of Home faculties supply the

physical needs, the family group the parental desires, the
25
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

group of marriage the sex desires, and the faculties of the re-

ligious group, the desire for unity with spiritual and harmon-

ious laws and unity of mental action.

Thus this complex mental machine is`completely governed
by law and natural methods, complex and yet yielding to each

other.

The student of character will find intense pleasure in trac-

ing out the possible combinations of needs and powers of the

faculties, their chords, responses, assistants, source of mate-

rials and final products.

The Brain and Face.

Thus far we have treated the brain and its organs as the

basis for reading mentality.
We will now proceed to locate the signs of the mental fac-

ulties in the face, and the influence they exert there. The

face is more flexible, mobile and expressive than the skull ; it

changes much more rapidly under intense mental application,
and is in many respects much more distinctly marked with

character than the more general contours of the brain. The

student may read both or either; they never contradict each

other, except that the face gives the "latest evidence."

We now trace the regions of the brain influence to their

regions of the face, by the use of looped lines enclosing both

regions.
The Intellect, with the exception of Amity, Reform, Com-

munism, Memory, Language and Number, indicate themselves

in the end, septum and lobes of the nose. Aniity, Reform and

Communion around the eye. These are also read by their

brain sign in the forehead. Connnunion, Construction, Mem-

ory, Language, Color and Number are also read by their brain

sign in the forehead. The Intellect is _/bfllld/, and conse-

quently does not manifest itself in as large a region of the

face as the V5/ill faculties do; but their indications in the face
27
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and forehead are very sharply marked, the forehead changing
its contour much more easily and quickly than the side-head

or the back-head.
_

The Affections are sialic, and indicate themselves in and

around the lips. Faith, Hope and Love under the word "up-
per," Parenity and Reverence nearly under the word "mid-

dle," and Devotion, Heredity and Caressing in the under lip,
and Patriotism under the word "side;" Impression, Feeling
and Appetite do not indicate their power in the face. but in

the regions named and around the -{- marks.

The upper regions of the Vill indicate themselves in the

cheek and in the lower jaw; the lower \'ill faculties support
these, but do not indicate themselves in these regions.

The faculties of Reserve, Economy and Defence indicate

themselves in the bridge and base of the nose.

Aversion, Destruction and Mobility indicate in the side of

the cheek and under the mouth. See the limits of their

region.
This general survey nov prepares us for the special loca-

tions of the signs of the faculties, and their indices of strength
or weakness.

Bust of Mentology.

The bust of Mentology indicates the location of the facul-

ties in the brain and face. The product of these faculties in

the individual we term Mentality, the Mental life and nature

of one person as distinguished from the Mental laws, forces

and constitution of all mankind in Human Social life, Men-

tology.
The student of Descriptive Meutality is urged to study care-

fully the location of the signs given on the drawing; but as we

are to consider very thoroughly the face, an elaborate descrip-
tion is not necessary for this drawing, which is a sunnning up
of all that has preceded it in regard to sign locations.

28
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The Study of a Face.

In this face we see clearly indicated an Harmonic Tempera-
ment (§ 5); the features are evenly balanced in power, the

length of the forehead quite long, the eyes of moderate depth,
the nose wide and a full third of the facial length, the mouth

strong and well supported, and the chin showing strength and

force.

Ve would estimate: the quality to be good (sections 9 and

ro), Compactness to be excellent (section 14), and faculties

very uniform in power.
The following description by section and paragraph would,

if printed here in full, occupy nearly twenty pages of this

book, and hence this method admits of our describing many

characters without such additions, and often of repetitions.
Each section includes all the numbered paragraphs to the next

section. Ve will read the mentality of this face as the facul-

ties proceed through the descriptive part of the book. Exam-

ine first the location of the sign, its size, and then tum to the

section or paragraph noted to find full description. 'I`he first

faculty in the descriptive part is that of Form. Form is

located at the inner end of the eyebrow, and gives fulness and

width to that part of the face. Form, large, section 32? Color,
large, section 36; Number, medium, section 41 ; for the indice

of large Attention, we can look at the end of the nose, in the

direction the arrow points, described by section 44; Memory,
return to the fore-head and find it large, section 48; Language,
large, section 52; for Inspiration we can again return to the

nose, the long septum gives very large Inspiration, section 55;

Reason, in the lobe and septum of the nose large, section 60;

Construction, medium, section 65; Amity in the upper lip/
large, section 68 ; Reform and Communion are not plainly seen

in the forehead in this engraving, but these produce the sign
Concert in the upper part of the nose; this is full, and we can

read it as sections 72 and 76.
We will now read the Affections. Faith, largey section 80;

Love, medium, section 85; Hope, medium, section 89 ; these are
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located above the corner of the mouth, and like the other fac-

ulties demonstrate their power by fulness.

The faculty of Devotion is 11ot quite as strong as reads sec-

tion 93; Heredity is large, section loo; Luxury, large, sec-

tion IOS; the Parental faculties are indexed by the sign Con-

trol, and in the side-head, see engraving page 18; these we

may read from the sign Control to be medium, sections 110

and 114; Patriotism, large, section 117. _

For the indices of Impression, Feeling and Appetite we

must again retnm to the side-head, the depth of which is not

clearly indicated by this engraving. From the contour of this

side of the face, we judge Impression to read as section 121,

Feeling as section 126, Appetite as section 130. This com-

pletes the Affections.

The highest faculty of the Will is Dignity. Its indication

in the face is just back of the lobe of the nose on the cheek;
in size we read, medium, section 134; Stability, large, section

137; Laudation in the upper lip, medium, section 142.

Integrity in the lower part of the face we read medium, sec-

tion 146; Industry somewhat larger, section 149; Liberty, be~

low the faculty of Dignity, we read medium as section 154.

Economy at the base of nose we read large, as section 157;

Caution, medium, section 162; the sub-faculties of Defence

we read as Aggression, paragraph 649, Protection, paragraph
650, and Defence as paragraphs 651 and 652.

Aversion, large, section 169, excepting paragraph 666.

Destruction, large, section 173 ; Mobility, large, section 177.
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Studies of Faces.

The student of Mentality will find a series of imaginary

-`
lines of much value in the

es
study of faces. and for this

,, purpose we give a few profile
5 faces with lines intersecting

_ parts of the features. Three

_g angles of thirty degrees meas-

` P' ure the face; the first angle
"

" measures the forehead, the

second the nose, and the third
eq! the month and chin. These

angles measure nearly all hu-
) man faces closely. The

power of the character de-

pends much upon the distance

outward from the opening of

the ear. The farther out-

»_ ward the feature. the longer

1' the face, or that portion of

the face, and the stronger the

faculties are in the longer region. In order to aid the student

yet more in this method of measuring, we present an engrav-

ing representing a well proportioned face, with the angles
drawn over it, with a perpendicular line of distance, and four

space lines.

In a face eight inches long the space lines would be a little

less than 2 7-10 inches apart. In a well proportioned charac-

ter, these space lines at the base of the nose, point of the brow

and medium curves of the forehead and chin, cross this verti-

cal line very near the profile line of the face. This profile line

we have continued in the three following faces. Vhere the

strong line face protrudes beyond this line, the faculties in

that region are larger; where the strong line face recedes from

this median line, the faculties are in proportion. To the

reader of Mentality, a median profile very easily establishes

,
_
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itself to every face, and greatly aids in reading the strength of

the profile features, and assists in reading those of the side of

the face.

Taking it for granted that this person has a medium grade
_

of quality, and has a large
'face (head 22 inches in cir-

cumference), we would nat-

urally begin by reading the

observing powers. These are

quite long from the centre of

v$_ Mentality, and if broad fore-

head over the eye would read

¥ 
Estimative Temperament,
§ 8; medium Quality, § 11;

Form, § 32; Color, § 37; In-

spiration, § 57; Reason, if 225
'Z

and 226; Amity, § 69; Re-

form, § 73; Faith, § 81; Hope,
§ 89; Devotion, § Q4 ; Hered-

ity, § 101; Caressing, § 107;

Patriotism, § 118; Dignity, §

1342 Laudation, § 143; Lib-

erty, § 156; Economy. § 155;

Aggressioii, TI 646; Protection, 1 645 ; Defence, 1[ 643; Aver-

sion and Contempt, § 170; Destruction", § 174.

NOTE.-\Ve have purposely omitted the names of the fac-

ulties from these drawings, in order that the student may

locate the signs before finding the paragraph or section de-

scribed ; and also omitted the size of the faculties, giving only
the numbers which describe the sign. Please observe these

when reading, and 'if the location of the sign is not yet familiar,
return to the faces already described and relocate that particu-
lar sign. At first glance these simple drawings appear to be
of very minor importance, but after a little study and a few

practical tests at reading a living face, their practical use will
be appreciated. The student should read the descriptions
often enough to become thoroughly familiar with 'them, in

_order that verbal and written cgiscriptions may be easily given.
J
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treating from our imaginary
line, and short from the cen-

tre of Mentality, the ear open-

ing; the nose and the chin ad-

vances beyond the outlines.

Suppose the quality to be

medium; section 1 1 and all its

paragraphs; Motive temper-
ament indicate by strong nose

and chin, §4; Form, §33;
Color, § 38; Attention, §45;

L Memory, § 48; Inspiration, §

, 57; Reason, § 60; Amity, §

'L 69; Reform, 72; Devotion §

) 94; Patriotism, § II7 ; Dignity
and Determination, § 132;

Laudation, § 141; Industry, §

159; Economy, § r67; Aggres-
sion. Tl 646, 647, 648; Protec-

tion, 1' 645; Defence, 1 643 and 644 ; Aversion, § 180.

In this profile we see the line of the forehead somewhat re-

l

lb

þÿ�N�U�P�E�.�*�T�l�l ¬descriptions of the chart are intended to give
the essence of a very large number of mentalities, but the stu-

dent should learn as much new and accurate language as pos-

sible, and the requirements of as many occupations as can be

mastered. The study of mentality and the art of reading it in

others opens to the student a wide field of condensed and ac-

curate knowledge, useful in many directions of thought and

labor. The mental faculties are the machines that guide us

in accomplishing all kinds of tasks, and to study their effects

in others gives us power to understand those tasks and effects.

In reading a mentality we must remember that power is not

the only quality necessary; the person must have /rozvvr, d¢'sz`re

and candilions; power and desire may create the conditions;

just as there are all grades of capability, so there are all quali-
ties of desires for success. More persons fail through lack of

desire than through lack of capacity. .

_
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

In t11is profile we have the face of a child, or if mature, the

face of a childish person.
This face indicates as the face

of a child, the immaturity of

nearly all the faculties, be-

cause they are all small or

only medium in size. It is

not infrequent that the reader

_

of Meutality is asked to read

ii mature faces of a similar pro-

file, except that they are gen-

erally larger than this is de-
'

signed to illustrate. This

!__ face indicates that the brain is

undeveloped and not severely
trained, the Vill not strong

enough to push the nature

forward ; tl1e Intellect maybe

bright and active, but not

investigating cr deeply con-

cerned, as will be observed by the end of the nose. The

mouth indicates playful friendship and rather undefined affec-

tions and the chin lack of commanding force.

NOTE.-The tendency of readers of mentality is to uncon-

sciously over-rate those they read, and to avoid saying or

writing the defective parts of the nature they read. These

are defects the reader should avoid, for nothing is more injur-
ious than to give a person a false estimate of his or her own

character. Ou the other hand, due credit should be given to

all good qualities, advice as to occupation, health and correc-

tion of defective faculties; encouragement to overcome injuri-
ous habits, to study new and natural pleasures, seek accom-

plishments, and to widen as much as possible the range of

mental life. These can all be done by suggestions of their

various capacities until their attention is called to them. Many
people have intellectual as well as physical cowardice, until

stimulated to study and expeigment.8



DESCRIPTIVK MENTALITY.
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Mentality of Napoleon Bonaparte.

Numbers of sections relating to each fucultv shown in this

face, the student to make a choice of those that describe most

dtllely the faculties named. Form. § 3| to X4 : Color S gr, tc,

38; Number, 5 39-42: Attention, § 43-46; `Mem<'»ry. § 4;-g(J§
Lmguage, 55|-54; Iuspxration, #255-524; RL-arson, § 59-6;;
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DESCRIPTIYII BIEXTALITY.

Construction, § 63-66: Amity. § 67-70: Reform, § 71-74; Com-

munion. § 75-78: Hope, § 87-90: Devotion, § 9|-96; Hered-

ity. § 98-102: Caressing. § ro4~|o7: Control, § 108-xxx; Pat-

riotism. § IN;-ll9! Imprewion. § 1:0-123: Appetite (hunger)
§ 12S~131: Dignity. § 13:-155. Stability. § |36-I39; Lauda-

tion. § 140-145: Integrity. §l44-147: Industry, §x48-151;
Liberty. § 15:-155: Economy. § 156-159: Caution, § 160-163;
Defence. Aggression. Protection. § |64-167: Aversion, Rigor,
Vengeance. § 168-171: Destruction. Contempt. § 172-175; Lo-

comotion. Energy. § |76-170.

In presenting this outline engraving of the face of Napo-
leon, we shall simply give a general description of his features

and leave the student to study out the size of the different

faculties. To make it less ditiicnlt to tiud the faculties in the

descriptive part. we will insert under the engraving the sec-

tions between which can be found each faculty. but without

stating \'lllCi size: very large. large. medium or small, must

b: chosen.

The remarkable mentality of this face will be seen at a

glance. The forehead has immense breadth and great dis-

tance from the opening of the ear. The proportions of the

face seem to shov great tineness of texture and quality, as

well as harmony of strong features. and consequently, strong
mental faculties. \`e cannot be certain of quality from a

portrait.) The bridge of the now is high from the face, and it

has great length from the eyebrows to the end: the cheek bones

are very full and strong in the region of Caution and Author-

ity. the side of the face full and apparently muscular. while

the jaw is long. wide from side to side. and deep ll0\'ll\'al'd in

the direction the arrows point: the chin remarkztbly long from

the ear, and full from the iudentnres under the mouth.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Studies in Profile.

The four following pages of relief plates are well worthy of

careful study. The page of foreheads treats the faculties of the

Intellectual class, and give their central points with careful con-

sideration of the sizes of the faculties. These readings are based

upon good quality of brain tissues. If the quality of the person

read were poor, it would necessitate much lower markings. Many
of the faculties of the fore-head indice themselves in the nose, as

will be seen by the sections noted on the second page of these

studies. The student can learn to read both locations of the

Intellectual faculties.

On the third page we present six studies of the nose, and six of

the mouth. On the fourth page are nine studies of the chin, four

of which are read by sections.

The reader of mentality finds no two faces alike, and very
seldom a feature proportioned like one before described. Yet,

reading each faculty by itself, with such peculiar comments as the

reader will easily leam to observe, the faculties will be found to

come within reasonable bounds in many different persons.
In mentality, we find that different proportions of a compar-

atively few faculties will give great variety of character; just as

in the material world, different proportions and qualities of a fev

substances create a great variety of different fonns, forces, com-

bined powers, and habits of material bodies.

It is well to read each faculty separately- not to read general-
ities-and, if reading verbally or writing the mentality, after

such separate description, enlarge it by noting the effect of that

faculty upon the others. Opposite faculties tend to modify the ef-

forts of each other; as instances, when Amity is large it will modify
large Aversion ; when Communion is large it will modify large
Destruction. Powerful opposites sometimes create great charac-

ters. The student will find much interest in reading the separate

drawings and then constructing faces from dilierent features each

time.
41
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DESCRXPTIVE MENTALITY.

Mentality

or

BY......... 18 ..._._..

Length..................._............._...._. inches. Width_..._,.. ....,.. inches.

Circumference of Head (see pages 4 and 5)..._...... ....__,._ inches.

Over Intellect.................. .._........ inches. Affection ___.__. .._..... inches.

Will, or faculties of the upper back~head............... ........ inches

Mental Temperament, described by§ 2 ._........_ .....,.., inches

Social and Vital Temperament, § 3 .......... . ...... ...._.. inches

Industrial and Motive Temperament, § 4 .._.......,. .....__. inches

Harmonic Temperament, § 5 ,..................._...._ __ _._...._ inches.

Formative Temperament. § 6, and 2 and 3.

Conserving Temperament, § 7, and 3 and 4.

Estimativc Temperament, § 8, and 2 and 4.

Good Quality, Ts 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 2o, of § ro.

Medium Quality, Ts 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, of § 11.

Poor Quality, Ts 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, of § 12.

Cultivated, Ts 32 and 33; Uncultivated, Ts 32 and 34.

Mental and Physical Compactness, very good, medium, poor,

see § 14. 46
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FACULTY. SUB-FACULTY.

Sha .

Form. Outiiime.
Individuality.

Color.
Color Size._

Location.

Unity.
Number Geometry.

Measuring.

Vision.
Attention. Mental Focus.

Observation.

8' Facts.

Memory. Time.

iSystem.
Words.

Language. Sounds.
Music.

. Intuition.

I';?§:a` Foresight.
'

Spmtualxty.

Analysis.
Reason. Synthesis.

Iudgment.

Coqstmc_ gnlzsgination.
hon'

Invention.

Truth.

Amity Kindness.

Hospitality.

Improvement.
Reform. Progress.

Reform.

Commum émitstion.
ion.

an or

Mirth.
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THE INTELLECT.

§ 30.-From this class of faculties arises all the intellectual

and scholarly desires. These guide the person in the pursuit
of knowledge and wisdom and the general forms of friendship.

Function of Perception.

Its products are the arts.

'i xoo.-F.CL'L'1'' OF FORM.-From which arise the studies

and departments of Zoology, Geography, Botany and Archi-

tecture. Principal faculty used in the following occupations:
geologist, botanist, architect. designer, engraver, penman,

sculptor, chaser, photographer, explorer, ornithologist, type-
setter. barber, conductor, bricklayer and conveyancer.

§3|-X rot.-I?rj' Large FORM.-You are an excellent

judge of symmetry and harmonic proportions, and extremely
fond of that which is elegant and beautiful.

_

T þÿ�I�0�2�.�-�H�a�' ¬a clear memory of forms and of faces ; of the

shape, outline and individuality of a large variety of objects.
þÿ ¬103.-YOU notice clearly perspective angles and propor-

tions, remembering very well the peculiarities of things you

see.

T 104.-Beautiful tints and colors. elegant forms, fantastic,
strange, or weird objects are attractive and interesting to you.

Scenery. landscapes. architecture and paintings you appre-

ciate and enjoy.
1 ro5.-If you have very large Imagination and Color. com-

bined with Form, they will give you an exalted sense of

beauty in natural objects and in Art. _

1 106. With large Reason you gather natural facts, and

have ability to apply them toward pleasure and industry.
1 I07.*"'ltll Imagination and Reason medium or lower,

you are apt to turn your art

tpga simple mechanical use, and
4
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

to simply take a wide observation of objects and passing
events.

1 108.-You are a good judge of distance and locality, and

ot visible motions.

§32-11 Io9.-Large FORM.*'0I.1 have a very fair mem-

ory of the shape, contour and proportion of things you see,

notice clearly what is going on around you, but are not an

intense observer of detailed events. You are a fair judge of

distances, angles, actions and levels.

11 no.-Your Form is large enough for all ordinary pur-

poses, and by training would enable you to become a good
mechanic if you so desired.

11 1 I 1.-If your faculty of Color is large, you will remember
very distinctly that which attracts your attention.

11 112.--You have hardly perceptive energy or enthusiasm

enough to reach a high rank in art or architecture.

§33-11 II3._.|/fdfllfll Form.-You have very little inter-

est in art, or those things that are delicately beautiful, and

care little tq, adorn home or its surroundings with costly orna-

mental objects.
11 1 14.-Beautiful tints and colors, elegant forms, fantastic.

weird, or strange things are not particularly interesting to

yon.

11 115.-If your reasoning faculties are large, you have a

tendency to make the most practical use of everything around

you, and look toward the utility of things rather than to good
order from an artistic point of view.

11 116.-Your occupation should be one that required very

little purely artistic ability, such as the various branches of

architecture, designing, engraving, or natural history would

require.
11 117.-Nearly all natural object. are beautiful in their

forms, colors, or actions, and the careful observation of these

may greatly add to your pleasure.
§ 34-11 118.-Sma/I FOR)l.*'0l.l should cultivate a

50



DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

closer and more careful attention to what is going on around

you, the ways and instruments of use, study art and nature

more closely, observe that which is beautiful, train yourself to

see and remember clearly every object that is of interest to

you.

1 1 19.-Your mental pictures are often vague and indistinct,
and you` do not notice that which is not conspicuous or

directly referred to.

11 Izo.-C`ulIz`z'aliorz.-Peculiar forms, rare scenes, strong
colors, delicate tints, or richness of color harmonies, imposing
structures and delicate mechanisms, give the artistic sense

the variety its cultivation demands, while they strengthen the

memory and reasoning organs.

1 121.-FACULTY or COLOR.-Studies are: Drawing,
Printing and Penmanship. The principal faculty used in the

following occupations: painter. sign painter, lithographer,
draper, milliner, dyer, decorator, botanist, florist, costumer,

printer, weaver, grainer, naturalist. clothier.

§35-il I22.= Very Large COLOR.-YOU have, naturally,
a strong passion for colors, and perceive their harn1onies;
retain excellently the impressions of light, its hues, tints,
reflections and refractions.

1 123.-You would readily succeed at painting, coloring,
costuming, and in the many occupations where colors and

their harmonies formed the principal part.

1 124.-With large Form and Imagination you would have

rare artistic talent, and with Form and Reason large, you

would succeed in physical science.

§36-1' 125.-Large COLOR.*VilllC you are not passion-
ately fond of colors and their harmonious effects, you are

interested in the beautiful and enjoyable in art and nature -

landscapes, paintings, architecture and various products of

the fine arts-and believe, as far as practical, in beautifying
home and its surroundings, in cultivating a taste for oma-

mental enjoyments.
51
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

'I 126.-This faculty would be of value to you in any occu-

pation where the sense of color was necessary to success.

§ 37-li þÿ�I�2�7�.�*�.�)�|�1 ¬�d�1�'�1�l�7�l�lCOLOR.--\70l1 do not notice the finer

harmonies of color unless trained to do so.
_

ii 128.-Are a Vfair judge of size and proportion, but are not

"X exacting with regard to order and arrangement.

1l 129.-You should interest yourself more in colors and in

accurate and vivid perception of the hues, tints, and reflec-

tions of light.
ii 130.-You are not well adapted to the arts that require a

knowledge of painting, coloring, or a discriminating sense of

shades, tints, and their harmonies; hence, you should choose

an occupation that arose from other faculties than color.

/\ §38-11 131.-.gllltlll COLOR.-Beautiful colors are seldom

noticed by you, and their harmonies cannot stir you to much

'\_` enthusiasm. Your ideas of size are not exact and you would

not succeed in the fine arts.

Ti 132.-A thorough knowledge of colors may not be neces-

sary to you, but the eye that sees well, and remembers well,
,gt Q must cultivate a sense of colors and their harmonies.

'N

KT;-5

/\
Wi 133.-Cul/iz'alz'on.-You should notice the delicate shades

»@, Q of colors in the various objects around you, and compare one

'?;_)| %§\vith another, at every opportunity. Natural objects will
$5-~ become more beautiful, and those of connnon use more easily

cm n remembered.

_®_
Wi I34.*FACULT\' ox-' þÿ�N�L�T�h�I�B�E�R�.�*�S�t�u�d�l ¬�Sare: Geometry,

_
Arithmetic and Measuring. The principal faculties used in

the following occupations: mathematician, geometer, book-
NU MBER keeper, astronomer. surveyor, accountant, civil engineer,

auditor, seainan, treasurer, carpenter.

§ 39.-fi I35.*1'2'fJ' Larger' NUMBER.-You are naturally
rapid at mental aritlnnetic and computation, and could easily
become a mathematician.

Tl I36.*'\70ll can readily become accurate in the science of

_J quantities and in the measurement of distances by instruments
»--»-\ and nlathenmtical calculationséo

`

, /) a



DESCR IPTIVE MENTA LITY.

WT 137.-Vith a large faculty of Form, you could easily
master Algebra and Geometry, which treat of quantities,
solids and surfaces.

'T þÿ�I�3�8�.�i�C�1�¢�{�f�l�2�'�0�f�l�0�l�l�.�*�T�h ¬use of _this faculty entersnntoc( r ,anti
e ery occupation of man, as an act1e necessity, and is the I kg1

basis of the great problems of astronomy, civil engineering, , / |

surveying, financial accounting, commerce, statistics, etc.
'

`,Z/°

§ 40-11 139.-Largz' NUMBER.-You are not an enthusiast

in numbers, and care only for necessary accomplishments in -

that direction. Your mathematical faculty is large enough
for all ordinary purposes, and with cultivation you might / -t"

"

acquire much mathematical skill.

'I 140.-Mental arithmetic is not au easy method, but by i
 

practice you can become ready in reasonable calculations. fa  
T 141.-You have a fair idea of time and rhythmical

motions. These would assist a musical faculty.
§ 4|-ii 142.-.llcdium NUMBER.-You find arithmetic

somewhat diflicult for you to understand. Figures are diHi-
___

cult to remember, and mathematical calculations quickly
become irksome. .

'A7 143.-Your ideas of measurement maybe good, but geo-

metry and algebra seem a little indistinct and dull, and hard '1 /-`

for you to keep an interest in. @ l Q
11 144.-By severe cultivation you may very much increase

'

your arithmetical abilities, but it would not be advisable for
___

you to choose as an occupation one requiring great calcula- "ff-"

tions or exacting measurements.

§ 42-*J 145.-Sma/I NUMB!-tk.-Nunibers are uninteresting
and often very dull to you; diiiicult or long calculations

become very irksome; mental arithmetic slow and uncertain.

1' 146.-The intricacies of Algebra and Geometry seem like
I I

systems and plans which are neither easily studied or valuable A "5
/in practice. ,' /1' 147.-You are not adapted to measuring or surveying, or

 /to any system of accounting, and are apt to leave things in

disorder.
'
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DESCR IPTIVE M ENTALITY.

Function of Retention.

Its products are Letters.

Wi 148.--FAcUL'rv 01-' ATTENTION.-Studies: Printing,
Museums, Correspondence. Principal faculty in the follow-

ing occupations: explorer, guide, hunter, reporter, editor,

librarian, switchman, engineer, brakeman, biographer, and all

occupations requiring active sight or closely confined examin-

ation.

§43-1[ I49.*I by Large ATTENTI0N.*70Uf intellect is

wide awake, on the alert for all that is going on around you in

your general observation, while your attention is clear, vivid

and not easily distracted.

ii 150.-You are capable of very close application to your

work, and concentrate your thought easily. In mental life

you see a wide range of objects-arrange the pemianent

parts of your perceptions in scene-like, synthetic views which

make even gathered fragments appear to you like complete
wholes.

1l 151.-This faculty is a valuable assistant to the organs
from which arise all the mechanical, artistic, scientiic and

literary occupations.
WT 152.-You are quick to notice the implied thoughts and

motives of others by their motions or attitudes.

§ 44-1T 1 53.*Ldfg¢' A'r'rxax'rxox.-You are quite attentive

to the work you are engaged in, and anxious to keep familiar

with its details.

ii I54._Y0l1l' attention would hardly sustain you in long
and exhaustive research, unless you were under somewhat of

external pressure.

1] 155.-Your nature is apt to demand change and variety
of occupation, and you are easily disturbed or distracted in

your thinking.
Qi x 56.-It might be well for you to cultivate more consecu-

tive thought, and more concentration of method.

F 157.-As a traveller you wiuld notice a great variety of,
J)



DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

and remember many, curious and striking objects, and with

large Reason you would make an interesting travelling com-

panion.
§ 45-1 I58.*x'|{¢'dl°1¢lI1 A'r'rEN'r1oN.-You have large

observing powers, but are not apt at condensing and concen-

tration of thoughts or observation.

1 I59.-Y0l1l' mental-focus is not sharp, and your attention

and thoughts are often random and disarranged, while your

memory of the past seems broken and unsystematic.

1 r6o.-You can train this faculty by associating new

and unfamiliar ideas with old and familiar ones, and by close

application to one thing at a time.

§ 46-1 161.-Small ATTENTION.*'0U find it hard to con-

centrate your thoughts upon a topic until it is completely inas-

tered, or to arrange your ideas in clear conceptions.
1 162.-Your mental visions are indefinite and uncertain,

likewise hard to recall.

1 163.-You should study that which is of value to you,

and apply yourself steadily to one vocation.

'I 164.-Cultz`z'alz°on.-Study accuracy; dwell upon that

which you wish to remember; trace over the occurrences of

the past; read concise thinkers; pay particular attention to

concentration of thought and accuracy of statement.

1 165.-FACULTY or MEMORY.-Studies: Civilization,
Biography and Chronology. Principal faculty in the follow-

ing occupations: recorder, historian, statistician, curator,
clerk, student, and essential to all great accomplishments.

§ 47-il 166.- Veg' Large MEMORY.-'ou have naturally
a strong and retentive memory: one that remembers facts,
time, dates and systems with great ease.

il 167.-You recall easily your own personal history, the

detail of events that are past, and facts and thoughts you have

read of. You make an orderly and careful debater.
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T x68.-With large Form and Attention you would readily _ . <5acquire an extensive and accurate fund of knowledge.
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1 169.-Vfith large Reason your ideas will have system and
gi

/' fp connective arrangement. with a clear succession of thought.

 \)~i §48-11 170.-Large lIEMoRv.-You remember facts very

"Q well, especially such as pertain to your largest faculties.

`) Such dates, actions, events, rules and laws as are of most

_ interest to you are recalled very clearly and distinctly.
Tl 171.-YOU also retain easily the infonnation necessary in

ordinary business or trade, or the general pursuits of life; but

_  \ where very great memory is required, you would prefer to

'

 ¥ rely upon memoranda and records.

<5-

"*J
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I if 172.-With large Attention and Perceptive faculties, you

Tmight gain a vast store of information ; the use you put this

information to would depend upon your Reflective faculties.

§ 49-fl 173.-/lI¢'dz`um MEMORY.-Your memory is not par-

ticularly vivid or quick. You require somewhat of study and

effort to remember that which is unfamiliar to you.

Tl þÿ�I�7�4�.�*�-�T�h ¬systematic order and arrangement of facts is

something you pay little attention to, and you need to culti-

vate that disposition more.

ll 175.-Unless some other set of faculties were very capa~

ble, you would hardly make a rapid and elegant debater, and

you are not apt to become an easy conversationalist.

1[ I76.1It would be well to pay particular attention to the

order and arrangement of your thoughts, and put particular
stress upon that which you wish to remember, not so much by
often repeating, as by severe attention.

§ 50-W l']7.1SIN¢1// Mmrokv.-Your memory often fails

yon; much of your past is disconnected and confused: you

gain special information by slow and often laborious steps.
11 l78.*c`1¢[/I"£'d/1.071.*Y0l.l should pay careful and strict

attention to what you wish to remember. You should asso-

ciate general and special laws, facts; pay attention to time

and dates; associate a new idea with an old and familiar one,

and depend upon your memory from one impression.
1[ l79._F;CULT' OF LANGUAGE.-Stlidies are: Grammar
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Speaking and Music. Principal faculty used in the following
occupations: bibliographer, grammarian, author, ortho-

grapher, musician, poet, elocutionist, orator, canvasser, etc.

§ 5|-11' 180.-I by Large LANGUAGE.-YOII have an

excellent power of verbal and written expression, and notice

clearly the syllabic sound and arrangement of language.
1 181.-Are naturally adapted to verbatim reporting. elocu-

tion and the study of foreign languages.
1 182.-You have a strong liking for music, and have an

accurate ear for sounds -their pitch, variety and rhythmic
force.

_

T 183.-You easily accumulate strange and unusual words,
and can readily use a large variety of words in expressing
your ideas.

`1 184.-You can, by study, become a thorough musician,
and if Imagination, Time and Number are large, you might
succeed as a composer.

§53-1 185.-Large LANGUAGE.-YOU can express your

opinions easily and accurately; have a discriminating sense

of the proper and easiest method of impressing your ideas

upon others.

1 186.-With cultivation you can acquire quite an exten-

sive list of words for use, and remember with accuracy what

you hear or read.

1 187.-You are not apt to desire to become a linguist or

grammarian, but could learn other languages with moderate

ease.

T 188.-The constant study and practice necessary to the

musician would be irksome, although you may appreciate
music, and its harmonies be very attractive to you.

5 53-1 189.-.1/cdium I..xoL'.<;i:.-'ou can express your

thoughts with moderate ease and accuracy, and are usually
concise and definite in what you say.

1' 190.-You would find new languages very difficult to

remember and would soon tire of them.
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DESCRI PTIVE MENTALITY.

'I' l9I.°*Oll subjects not thoroughly familiar to you, your

language may be marked with hesitation, repetition, and

more or less diilidence; but this can be remedied by careful

study of words and their meaning, and by reading scientific

literature.

§ 54-1i I92*S)Ild]] LANGUAGE.-Your verbal memory is

weak and you iind it very diiiicult to remember conversation

as it is spoken.
1T 193.-You do not ind it easy to express your thoughts in

words, use but few forms of argument, and possess very little

variety of expression.
1 194.-Your thoughts may lose very much of their power

of conviction, or their attractiveness to others, because oi your

natural lack of power of discussion and speech.
11 I95.*°CI(]fl'?'t1fl.07l.1Y01 should study language and V85

bal expression.
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Function of Reflection.

Its products are the sciences.

'J I96.-FACULTY or INSPIRATION:-FI'0lll which arises

of }Esthetics, Symbolism and

in the following occupations:

the studies and departments
Adomment. Principal organ

pathologist, author, magician, seer, symbolist, ethicist, and

similar branches of knowledge.
INSPIRA'l`ION.*\'0ll are, by§ 55.-1[ 197.- Wfy Large

nature, a very intuitive person, full of sensitive impulses,
easily repulsed by persons of gross natures, and are more in

harmony with all that is inspiring and vivid than with the

common or familiar.

1198.-When strong minds are around you, they very

often impress you by their impulses, wishes, and concentrated

thought. If these are opposed to your ideas they are often

repellant.
17 I99.*Ill many cases you receive impressions of coming or

passing events, and are easily enabled to keep in the front

ranks of intellectual advancement.
l

il zoo.-In daily life your nature is toward the better side of

growth and action, believing in a spiritualized range of

thought and feeling.
'l 201.-You should exert your influence toward the better-

ment of humanity around you, urging yourself and others

toward putting into practice the concepts of refined natures,

and the growing harmonies of a natural life.

§ 56-11 202.-Large INsP1RA'1'ioN.-Your large faculty of

Inspiration acts in sympathy and depends somewhat upon

your faculty of Reason. and you are apt to form a quick opin-
ion of persons or condition, and yet not rely very fully upon
that opinion.

1 203.-This faculty will sometimes create hesitancy in

your decisions, because not strong enough to assert its first

impressions, and yet large enough to waver the reasoning
faculty.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

'I 204.-'YOU do not have an intellectual sensitiveness of the

character and habits of others, but depend largely upon your

~"-,§ observation of their habits and methods.

K
Tl 205.=y0l1 prefer, in your literature, positive and even

_

»> dogmatic assertions, compact and exacting, and do not fancy
much of a mixture of the ethical and scientific. Rather given
to positiveness than to provisional statements, and if your

N

faculty of Aggression is large, you would contend upon the

C

'

positive side of all arguments.
' 1i 206.-In business, so far as your intuitions are concerned,

'T )& \ you are indccisive, and depend upon other faculties to assert

(ELA what shall or shall not be done.

§57-il 207.*M£df1(lll IXSPIRATION.-Y'0l judge the
'

_

future much more through reason than through your intui-

/M tions, and hence reach your opinions of coming or passing
. events by slov processes, or from commonly accepted facts.

if 208.-In forming opinions of other person's natures, you
do so from personal appearances and from their language

 very much more than from your nerve-impressions of them.
l

 11 209.-Your spirituality is calm, cool, and lacks intellect-

ual brilliancy, but may be steadfast in its conclusions, and

supported by firm reasoning.
il 2IO.*It would be well to try to sense the opinions and

aims of others, to judge of surrounding conditions and pro-
`

gress, and to enliven your thought with an ethical element, to

practice foresight where possible, and cultivate the ideal and

1 _

T

instinctive methods of reasoning in connection with your more

positive habits of thought.
Q il 2I 1.-You are apt to feel more enthusiasm in what

'lt you consider beautiful than you are given to express, and thus

'; quietly repress somewhat of your nature in this direction.

(See W 215, on cultivation.)

,Jr §53-F 212.-Sma/I INSPIR;TlON._~SO far as your intui-

tional nature is concerned, you have a weak idea of the
`5 future. and cannot form much of a positive conception of gen-

i eral growth and progress.
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*J 2I3.*It would be well to cultivate sagacity and fore-
v

sight ; to be apprehensive of the changes and new forms and gi
methods of action; to observe and study the trend of ethical

'

and spiritual thought, and in some specific way, cultivate the

symbolic illustration of the arts and sciences.

/)
Lp

Qi 214.-You rely very largely upon your Reason to find

beauty and originality, except where the perceptions are used.
- ~` 'fsIn other words, you may lose much of that beauty of Il1lIlgS®

which cannot be seen with the eye; are 1lOt responsive to

the more delicate elegance of things.
"

Qi 21 5.-Cul11`:'a1zbu.-Tliis faculty may be greatly aided by
having large faculties of Form, Color and Attention. Its cul-

tivation is found in reading refining and standard literature ; J

by studying the arts.; by habits of delicate thought ; by com-

munion with nature aud that which is beautiful. fu

'J 216.--FACULTY OF RE:S()N.*FfOIll which arises the _

studies and departments of Laws, Rules and Mentology. REASON
Principal faculty used in the following occupations: mentolo-

gist, analyst, logician, cosmologist, geographer, horticultur~ Q; sg
ist, naturalist, physioguomist, physiologist, councillor, chem-  11 _

ist, physician, aurist, and the natural and mechanical sciences
,  

where knowledge of natural lavs are essential.
i

-5'  <

§59-Hi 2r7.- I-213' Largo Rx-:;s0N.-You are naturally a "_ ,

`*

very strung reasoner ; have great power of analysis; are close '7 ; hs 
and careful in your methods of thought and in your work.

l

5 .  - 'els'

F 2l8.*'Ol1 readily analyze and dissolve the nature of
__<

objects or principles into their component parts, find the pm- "°`\
portions of their power or elements to each other, and easily  
rearrange your own thought to suit new conditions. IE ,Q

fi 219.--Y'0ll might very clearly combine the facts you can { |

gain from study and observation into a systematic view: and
 

'lo

if your Reason is well supported by other faculties of the

intellect, you might be able to discover natural laws, invent

new methods, and arrange philosophical or synthetic ideas.

Mentally you are given to extremes.

,;/
1' 220.-Your judgment should be keen and definite, care-
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

fully measured and founded upon a well balanced series of

facts.
4

;;"?` 1 221.-You should very easily understand human nature,

7

"A and the foundation laws of the human constitution; to outline
`

$6  
just government; to see methods of advancing education;

_.-5 S

and

tgius, by influence, broaden the social and civil life

4 aroun you.

\ il 222.-You are capable of understanding the most pro-

%found subjects, but require more than ordinary evidence to

I/ "\§Q establish a position which seems in the least doubtful to you.

 if 223.-You are liable to grow arbitrary in opinions as you

I \._ grow older. This should be avoided, because new discoveries
'

change the standpoint from which we view the whole face of

I

`

I/1 the universe. All men are liable to be wrong or being only
l' '

partially right. Simpleness of statement is often the most

perfect way of imparting scientific knowledge.

/Z§&\_,\ §6o-11 224.-Large REASON.-Your reasoning faculties

are large and broad in range. They are hardly predominant
, enough to force you into their constant confined exertion; that

2 ¢~__ is, to becoming a discoverer in natural science or physics, and

___`_7"' yet you will, no doubt, be much interested in some branch of

5/QR these.

I
fm' ll 225.-Your faculty of analysis is quite acute ; it dissolves

_ Jw' things and ideas into parts, and gives you a fine understand-

\-4 ing of the nature and outgrowth of logical conditions, but is

lb
,\ ~hardly strong enough to force you into abstract science or

_
.

philosophy.
WI 226.-Business plans and principles are clear and easily

formulated. Your judgment is naturally good, your tact

quick and decided, and you have a fair degree of punctuality.

HT 227.-'1`he nature and needs of other people do not

impress you strongly. Their character you get from compar-

ing their acts and expressions.

1] 228.-This faculty deals with some part of every action of

your life, and it is only enough to say that it is strong enough
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in your nature to generally demand the right thing being
done, and in directing the right way to do it.

§ 6|--1 229.-Jlledium REASON.--Your reasoning organs
are large enough for ordinary purposes, and are moderate in

their decisions; not much given to long and careful considera-

tion, or to constant examinations.

1 230.-You generally decide upon the subject before you

very moderately, take plenty of time, and are then satisfied

with your conclusions.

1 23I.*YOU have somewhat of a distaste for abstract or

complex subjects, and prefer to think and talk about practical,
substantial matters-matters of interest directly in every-day
life, and conceming your own occupation or profession.

1 232.-Your business or occupation has your close atten-

tion, and you are much given to finding out how to make its

success easier, and to do the same amount of work with less

labor or care.

1 233.-In many matters, especially in regard to mental

work and thought activities. you seldom go to extremes, do

not crave to accomplish objects outside of the general course

of your life, and are generally satisfied with your attainments.

This may be modified or intensified by a large faculty of

Aggression and with large self esteem.

1 234.-W0uld advise steady and consecutive thought, and

a course of study in some branch of natural science.

§ 62-1[ 235.-Small REASON.-Facts may impress you

strongly, but you do not analyze them carefully, nor do you

enjoy critical reasoning.
1 236.-You do not take much interest in natural laws, in

the study of principles and their application to their products,
in natural movements and the progress of the world.

1 237.-Generally depend upon your observations for your

conclusions, not only of people, but of the business facts and

trade movements.

1 238.-Things of a spiritual nature are more of an emo-
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

tional quality than of intellectual perception, and you cannot

be reasoned into changing your opinions of what is generally
considered of a religious nature. -

Hi þÿ�2�3�9�.�i�C�1�l�1�f�f�U�d�f�f�0�)�l�.�'�°�T�h ¬reasoning faculty is capable of

great culture by the persistent inquiry into natural laws, the

physical forces, methods of actions, and the relation or differ-

ences between things of a similar nature.

'E 240.-To simply memorize a vast number of stated rules,
or to copy and consider the nature of objects as a whole, is not

sufficient, or, in fact, of much value to the reasoning faculty.
It must be strengthened by self-observation and careful criti-

cisms, and the continuous construction of ideas, processes and

laws.

1l 241.-The study of physics, biology, mathematics and

mentology are of great value to the reasoning faculties ; these

give a fund of facts, natural laws, proportions and practical
information that is always useful in an occupation.

QI 242.-FACULTY or INVENTION.-FTOIII which arises the

studies and departments of Mechanics, Cosmology and Dyna-
mics. Principal faculty used in the following occupations:
carpenter, electrician, machinist, blacksmith, book-binder,
cooper, cutler, lapiclary, glazier, locksniith, jeweler, dentist,
farmer, paper hanger, minerologist, lneteorologist.

§ 63-11 243.*l'2'7;l' Large IN'l£N'l`ION.*Y0l1 are possessed
with an exceedingly large amount of constructive ability, a

native instinct at improvement and variation. You have an

intuitive sense of the right application of mechanical action,
and the distribution of physical forces.

Hi 244.-*'1`l]C problems of mechanics are easily solved in

your calculations, and, taught or untaught, you can easily
accomplish with tools that which ordinarily requires much

study.

il þÿ�2�~�|�,�5�.�*�S�O�l�l�l ¬�l�.�l�l�l�l ¬�Syou are given to visionary and even

fanatical projects; are carried away by the improbable or

impractical ; but these are nearly always of an original nature,
and may lead to valuable inventions.
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1 246.-It is from such brains as yours that, by persistent
efforts, new ideas and inventions are wrought ont. This is

especially true if this faculty is in connection with a large
organ of Reason and supported by a strong Vill.

1 247.*If the Vill is small and your temperament of a vital

nature, you may be of a much more romantic turn, and dis-

posed toward romantic and idealistic thought, to visionary
literary work, and the poetical methods of expression.

'J 248.-Your nature is such that, whether you intended or

not to use the material, you would constantly gather up facts,
effects, producing causes, etc., that the skilled mechanic or

inventor would need; and no matter how great mental power
a person may have, to invent requires ideas and facts, and

methods of using them. ~

§64-qi 249.-Large IN`ENTION.*Y0l1 have much con-

structive genius, and by study and careful observation, ought
to' be able to make a very successful mechanic, and, perhaps,
important discoveries or inventions.

1 250.-You can demonstrate your idea of mechanics very

easily, have a clear conception of what ought to he to

accomplish a given plan, and are quite apt at conveying to

others your methods of work and the details of an art.

T 25x.-Your Imagination is vivid, clear and constructive.

You have mental plans clearly demonstrated to you. In liter-

ature or in art, these vould make you very vivid and often

original, sometimes picturesque, in your views or creations.

This faculty enhances other mental organs by vivifying their

natural efforts.

'J 252.*If this organ of Invention is in support of a very

strong money-making group of organs, it will aid greatly in

working out new and original plans of finances, of successful

business operations and of clear-cut commercial gains.
1 253.-Your tendency is toward originality in everything

you do-either great or small.

§65;1T 254._;l/fdflllil IN;Ij'N'I`lON.-Y()ll
are able, with
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

considerable practice, to become a good mechanic, and may

gain some ability for manufacturing and the various trades.

1 255.-Not apt enough, however, to understand, or to eas-

ily master the mechanical arts so far as invention is con-

cerned, but may be aided in your constructive power by other

strong faculties, as, for instance, if you have large Form,
Color and Mathematics.

il 256.-Would not advise you to take up architectural

work or anything requiring mechanical skill.
4

11 257.-Your ability does not demonstrate much Imagina-
tive quantities, or the disposition to ideal creations in the

practical arts.

WT 258.-Very little of the visionary in your make~up, espe-

cially in this direction or in mechanics, although, with care

and attention, you might carry out the plans and theories of

others.

11 259.-In business you would be exacting and careful;
Somewhat conservative in method and not given to novelties.

§ 66-il 260.-Small INVENTION.-You have, naturally, not

a strong inclination toward constructive work, and mechanics

would not be very easy.

1T 261.-You are slow to form plans and theories; have a

desire to be concise and to work in channels away from tools

and instruments of a mechanical nature.

HT 262.-Your Imagination is small and you do not create

mentally much more than your eyes or ears hear. That which

is strange, peculiar or unnatural has very little attraction for

you.

1T 263.-Cullizfalian_-Study the skilful arts, mechanics and

mechanical laws, the application of forces and the value of

quantities. Arouse the Imagination, train the hand and body
and notice the essential as well as non-essential elements of

artistic and symbolic structures.
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Function of Reception.

Its product is Culture.

1 264.-FAcUL'r' ox# A)IIT'.*FT0lll which arises the

studies and departments of Mimetics, Morality and Elocution.

§ 6]-1 265.- lfkfjl' Large AMIT'.*YOU have an extremely
large faculty of friendship, a strong desire for intellectual inti-

macy, and for friendly and genial companionship.
1 266.-It is natural for you to be polite, to put others at

ease, to harmonize, as it were, the friendship of others, and

thus to increase your own.

1 267.*T0 please others, to demonstrate social nature, to

know intuitively other person's wants and to iind a half

unconscious way to gratify them is easy for you.

1 268.-In conversation you please others by knowing their

desires and seeking to apply your thoughts to their wishes,
and geniality thus serves wit and fancy, all of which you pos-
sess. -

1 269.-You are in no wise a valetudinarian If you have

trouble or cares you keep them much to yourself, and do not

seek to make yourself a subject of commiseration.

1 270.-You are unselfish to the last degree, and through
your unseliishness gain much pleasure and friendship, much

quiet enjoyment, and give to others also an amount equal to

your own.

§ 68-1 271-Large AMITY.-You have a warm and genial
friendship, somewhat buoyant in expressing it, and seek to

make yourself appreciated and well thought of.

1 272.-This faculty gives you somewhat of natural grace
and ease, with disposition toward frankness and confidential

friendship. Are more or less prudent in your early acquaint-
ance, and gradually become more expressive on better

acquaintance.
1 273.--You would not find it difficult to be agreeable and

attractive in society, and easily win regard from those around

you.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

,_;;;, if 274.-Large friendship and kindness both trend to make
"'

you master of your own pleasures and the pleasures of your

(QD friends. You win the regard of strangers, the respect of a

would-be enemy, tl1e gratitude of the powerless, and the inter-

est of the strong.

TT 275.-In this connection it may be well to say that you

'

'

are constant and attentive to the wishes and needs of your

<§ friends, and you notice any inattention or wilful neglect on

b' their part; are always courteous where there is reason to be,
and polite in habit of thought and action. This rules the

\ motive of a lady or gentleman from inherent nature rather

than desire for outward effects.

- § 69-if 216._.'lh'dl'1Hll AMITY.-It is not your nature to be

:exceedingly attentive to any' one except your very close

+ Yi, friends, and then only when there seems to you to be need of

gl 0% attention.

if 277.-Unless you are careful you may be disposed to

; J, negligence, or at least appear to be, which is almost as disa»

C../o<
"Q/"

»§~

Q,->
|-_|3..4

)

>~

greeable a habit.

Tl 278.-You are quite friendly when well acquainted and

on very intimate terms; more so, in fact, than you appear to

be, because you do not demonstrate your friendship in a very
active way.

WT 279.-By a little thought and care, you could become a.

very attractive member of society or home, and would put at

ease those with whom you are thrown. It is these little

things that give others pleasure and that test in other people's
minds the value of our character.

Tl 280.-If you have large or very large Inspiration, Hope
and Dignity, these will make your nature much more atten-

tive and considerate than this faculty does. Please notice

your markings on those faculties and compare those with this

faculty, for very often one organ much modifies another. By
the cultivation of a similar organ both are made stronger.

§ 70-Tl 28r.-Sma1/ Anrrv.-Amity is the faculty from

which arises the sense of "

platonic love " that now is particu-
v8



DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.
`

larized in sincere and constant friendship of a high quality,
and this may sometimes be taken by other faculties. Your

faculty of Amity is small, and leads you to be self-contained,
seldom expressing strong friendship and generally maintaining
a calm indifference toward its presence in others.

1 282.-Those personal attachments you do have are not

quickly made, and only last while you are in direct relations

with the person toward whom they extend.

1 283_-Cu[l1°i/all`0I2.-Study the wishes, habits and needs of

others, and especially your friends; study graceful carriage
and good manners, sympathetic habits and pleasing address.

il 284.-Study good nature and ease of expression, the

pleasant and humorous elements of social relations, to take

more interest in the ludicrous and mirthful, and in the

rational amusements of your friends.

1 285.-Avoid severity and pungent sarcasm, bluntness of

manner or speech, or carelessness of the welfare of compan-
ions.

`

1 286.--FACULTY oi# REFORM.-From which arises the

studies and departments of Discoveries, Teaching and

Adaptation.
§ 7|-1 287.- l/'2'lj/ Large þÿ�R�E�F�O�R�)�I�.�'�-�T�l�1 ¬�f�Cis imbedded in

your nature a very strong desire for attaining a useful and

profitable place in the world, a desire to amount to as much

mentally and socially as possible, and to bring to the race as

much enjoyment as the world affords.

1 288.-You have an exalted sense of the value of life -its

pleasures and possibilities, its progressive elements and its

prospective enjoyments.
1 289.--Desiring progress and constant improvements in

the race, you are aiming at a high personal development and

in carrying out for your own the elements of pleasurable exist-

ence.

1 290.-You have a strong desire to gain mental strength
and brilliancy from new discoveries, improved methods of

teaching and in the careful consideration of ethics.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Tl 291.-This faculty is so predominant that you are made

miserable by those who are discourteous, thoughtless or igno-
rant, or by the lack of opportunity and desire of those who are

of a gross or vicious nature.

§72-ll 292.-Large RE1='o1thisfacultyyou this faculty you

are of an even-tempered, good-natured tum of mind, find

pleasure in the enjoyments of the world, are in habit given to

make pleasure for others, to wish them happiness and mental

growth and ease.

1I 293.-You would rather ridicule that which you dislike

than to severely condemn it; rather treat with mild sarcasm

than to bitterly destroy; would avoid disagreeable things
instead of annihilating their causes.

il 294.-Your tendency is to adapt new methods when they
seem efficient, to inquire into the progressive movements of

the age, and to advance causes you only partly agree with.

1l 295.-You utilize every opportunity you can for giving
others pleasure and advancement, and are a source of enjoy-
ment to your friends and of comfort to strangers around you.

11 296.-In your business or profession you will be good-
natured, frank, and careful of other people's needs; desire to

have a good time and make others enjoy themselves, and

there is very little in your social nature that is sly, severe or

covetous.

1 297.-You gain friends easily and hold them well.

§ 73-ii 298.-.lh'dfI())I REFORM.-This faculty does not

influence you into making radical changes or into adapting
new methods of thoughts and action. You are not in a hurry
to gain new social changes, but rather allow them to be forced

upon you, so far as their ethical elements are concerned.

E 299.-You enjoy good humor in others, and when

acquainted would be of a genial nature. But so far as the

world at large is concerned, you have only a small interest in

its mental progress, and are careless as to its social condition

and moral improvement.
" 300.-You enjoy sarcasm, keen wit. pungent ridicule and

T0
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caustic criticism, unless they are turned toward yourself, and

at such times you would reply with severity; still you do not

wish to be severe yourself if you can avoid it.

1 301.-Having only a medium faculty of Reform, you will

not be able to turn off the shafts of ridicule others might fling
at you, and you would be very sensitive to sarcasm, scorn or

impoliteness.
1 302.--A very small amount of attention to the cultivation

of this faculty would considerably change your sources of

pleasure and increase your social value to the race. Read

carefully the description of very large Reform.

§74-il 303.-Small Rraroiui.-Your nature is of a con-

servative and retrogressive kind, careless of the aims of a

developing civilization and of the social changes going on

around you.

1 þÿ�3�0�4�.�*�'�U�l�l�l ¬�S�Syou have large Ambition, Reason and Hope,
you will be careless of your own place in society and of the

value there may be in keeping abreast with the age.

WI 305.-So far as morality, ethics, or good government are

concerned. you are a disinterested party. You are wound up
in your own small enjoyments, and those, too, of a very

material kind.

1 306.-A reader of character dislikes very much to mark

this section of his chart, and as counsel is sometimes better

than condenmation, will pass on to methods of cultivation.

'I 307.-Cu/liziahbn_-Study the natures and needs of other§;
take interest in the development of friendship, hospitality and

good government; take pains to be polite, just and friendly to

strangers, and to return good favors with good favors

þÿ ¬�{308.-Make the most of your social opportunities and con-

ditions. and use the pleasantest means possible in trying to

influence others. Read the whole section devoted to the

faculty of Reform.

11 309.-FAcUL'x'' or Ccmztwxios.-Front which arises the

studies and departments of Entertaimnent, Conversation and

Friendship.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

§ 75-il 3ro.- I/Evjy Large Conmumon.-You have a very

entertaining manner, full of imitation and mirth, and an ele-

gance of habit that makes every movement pleasant. Your

gestures are smooth and appropriate when you see fit to make

them, and are coupled with an eamestness of manner that is

very attractive.

il 31.1 _-Your descriptions are clear and vivid, given with a

natural elegance that is in itself eloquent. You create deep
friendships. make easy acquaintance, and keep them with no

other cause than that of genial manners.

HT 3I2.*S0 far as the power of imitation is concerned, or

candid expression of others' opinions, you are eminently
adapted to oratory, the stage or the pulpit. You have an

intense sprightliness and vivacity in conversation, and as a

friend you are social, cheerful and companionable.

il 313.-Full of humorous anecdotes, of droll views, of logi-
cal mirth, of vivid comparisons. Express your sentiments in

a refined and graceful manner, and can, when occasion war~

rants, manufacture fun out of almost any incident. You can

give and take a joke with pleasure, are seldom revengeful
in your expressions, and hence are always in demand where

either pleasure or advancement are desired.

§ 76-il 314.-Large COMMUNION.-Naturally you have

grace and ease of manner, and in communicating your ideas

0; in expressing your witticisms, much of the pleasure is due

to your habit of expression.

ll 315.-YOU have a little tendency to lose the more delicate

essences of mirth in your disposition to overdraw your

description or remarks.

1l 316.-Your quick idea of mimicry is very enjoyable to

your friends, but must be governed not to go to extremes. In

general you are genial, fond of amusement, quick to see and

copy the ludicrous, ne'er give away to melancholy, and aim to

be as pleasant and companionable as possible.
1l þÿ�3�I�7�.�*�v�l�l ¬�lin the society of your more intimate friends.
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you have much of mirthfnl quaintness, of congeniality and of

appreciation.
1 318.-In public you can entertain an audience by droll g

stories or manner, and are in accord with every propensity to
W 6)

get fun out of life.

1' 319.-You would, so far as this faculty is concerned, be

well adapted to the occupation of the teacher, or, in less

degree, tl1e actor.
,  (A

1 320.-You never fail to praise your friends or to express
'

' `
'

your admiration for their accomplishments.
§77-11' 32I.*.]|{¢'dl'1l7lI COMMUNION.-You are frank in /c-/0

your friendships and not much given to expressions of friendly /,/7°
attachment. This makes you seldom plausible or suave, and

P

not at all given to praising and applauding others for their

accomplishments, and yet you are willing to acknowledge
worth where you think it belongs. >`1,`

1' 322.-You may admire elegance in others, but care very P'
little for it personally, unless you have an object in cultivat- .

ing it.

1 323 -There is very little of the imitative in your nature,

and consequently you act in a very individualized manner,

seldom copying other people's modes of expression, using very `  
few illustrations to convey your meaning. and those you do

A

K J.
use contain very little flourish, but are direct and trenchant

.I _/
in their action. / iv /gs

11 324.-In case of distrust you are very evasive, getting
'

indirectly out of an inquiry or examination, and ignoring the gf Q
manners or wishes of others. It would be well to cultivate §` ___ A

`.

this faculty as directed under
" Cultivation." £5 §~

§ 78_~`f 325.--Small C()MMUNION.- It is your nature to be A

self-contained, blunt in expressing your opinions, and heed- '~ QS'
less of the ease or opinions of others.

,cg
1 326.- You care very little for the mental companionship

of others, do not distress yourself if you disconnnode those

around you, and pass thoughtlessly by many opportunities for

genteel action.
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L'
'°

i  327.-Your powers of mimicry are very small, and you

*iff 'Q would not succeed in easily portraying other persons' ideas.

1 328.- CUL'r1v.-'rxQN.-The possession of pleasing social

itself almost an art.5  habits, of graceful movements and elegance of manner, is in

I

The cultivation of this faculty does not depend simply upon

conforming to the manners of society, but should become a
'

part of the very nature. There are many things to avoid and

ra many to attain, among the first of which is to never inconven-

pl' ience others more than is necessary, and second, treat all

3'  others as your equals.

.§AmL_ Cultivate good feelings toward others, move smoothly and

'i NL;,L|55 easily, avoid angular motions, either mental or physical, and

remember that good humor and line deportment are capital
that pays in proportion to their quantity and place of invest-

ment.
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sun-FACULTY.

Belief.
Love of Deity.
Worship.

Good Will.
Trust.

Philanthropy.

Aspiration.
Zeal.

Immortality.

Desire.
Sex Worship.
Romance.

Ardency.
Sex Fealty.
Constancy.

Petting.
Sexality.
Luxury.

Parental Love.
Providence.

Authority.

Modesty.
Respect.
Filial Love.

Love of Kin.

Country.
Home.

Character.

Spheres.
Nerve Force.

Touch.
Heat.

Gravity.

Hunger.
Taste.
Smell.
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THE AFFEcT|oNs. ";'§cT°N5'h

From this class of faculties arises all the lo e and social de

Function of Religion j
I;

_ _ . _

,

.

_ li. fn
e þÿ�e�P�¢�l�'�p ¬ 1 5 e

.

ean e ace

I  
sir s, th tuatiox of the famil ', th hom d th r .

~

' m
' 

°

,

' '

. I... !E

lispIts produéts are Unity and Spiritual Hamiony .

,

1329.-FACULTY Asn FAI'1`H.- From which arises the \"i;  
studies and departments of Ceremonies, Spirituality and ' il'//
Belief. / '~

§ 79-1T 33o.- I/2'ry large F.-'ITH.*Y9l1 cannot be content

without some form of worship-some way to express a vivid '

sense of veneration-and you are anxious that the form shall '

'KE,LlQ0N.

_/

be of consequence as well as the substance.

1 33x.- Are enthusiastic in the expression of your belief, in

the exercise of religious obligations, in the conformity to the

regulations of your doctrine.
if 332.-No half way manifestation will satisfy your reli-

gious nature, and unless you have Reason and Imagination
large, you would have a strong tendency to condemn and dis-  
credit other creeds than your own. 'iiW~3---~l

*I 333.- You are apt to manifest much reverence and respect 9jg7&{'/"/
for the aged, and the unprotected. and to esteem the thoughts

'

}
and opinions of the sage and the religious enthusiast.

.a_ _ag

1 334.-It is easy for you to End harmony as well as inter- xfépz-
est in the nature of the world, its uniformity of laws, in the

id

majestic and marvelous, and in the belief in a universal bene-

faétor. (oy
1 335.-In faét, you are disposed to magnify as much as g

possible the goodness of what yon consider right, and spiritual, M1
and Worshipful.

¥_/
§8o-1 336.- Large F.u'rH.- You have a strong liking for

religious methods, are inclined to accept a creed and cling to
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it; you like in moderation the ostentations that church-going
I

'

and religious worship give opportunity for, and are not ad-
"":'

verse to defending your belief.
`

il 337.-You believe that religion should be full of life, warm,

,

- sunny and genial; that, whether true or false, it is a good way
'

to live. That there is something sublime in the worship of an

9 Infinity, and that morality and religion are one.

_ / Tl 338.-Your nature is to practice what you preach as far

--~.. as conditions will admit.

4
IJ You rejoice in the advance of true religion, and are not ad-

verse to the critical study of ethics.
.

T 339.-In manifestation of benevolence, and the overlook-

KQ ing of deficiencies in others, you are quite practical, and do

 not go to extremes.
X' ll 340.-Your nature is of an extremely ethical kind. much

given to hypothetic speculations regarding the Supreme Being,
and are apt to become interested in the more philosophical re-

ligions, such as Harmonism and Idealism. It would greatly

/ ';fI) please you to find a scientific religion, that is, some natural re-

ligion based upon things and laws employing your Reason as

4_._ well as your Faith.
"1" § 3|-if 34I.*.ah'd!`I(lll FAITH.-You have a suitable respect
_/ for religion, but could hardly become an enthusiast in its

I

`

forms and demonstrations. Your actions may very often fail

to convey to others a sense of your religious feelings, for your

manner is not inclined to magnify your real interests.

"§` I
WI 342.-The real element of faith you have well developed,

fébut are very lax in making devotional showings. In some

Af y- ways your faith turns rather to the visible and the know-
'

» I' able than to the invisible and unknown, and consequently
may be. by some people, considered irreligious.

11 343.-You place more confidence in duties than in wor-
ln(

'hi than in forms; in the conscientious respect for that which'B',f";1ii1?
_ ship; more in the essence than in the foam; in principles

seems good than in the habit of denunciation.

-Ol'A`fHfz.. *J 344.-You care more for human good and fraternal actions
78
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than for any religious manifestations; more for what you con-

sider common-sense obligations to the living than to fear for

the condition of the dead, yourself in the hereafter not

excluded. In a sentence, you are much of the stamp of a

materialistic uioralist and practitioner, who prefers not to

preach and pray except by doing something.

§ 82-HI 345.-Small FAITH»*Th8 faculty of Faith has very

little power in your nature and you are very well qualified to

become an agnostic in religion, to pay very little attention to

sacred writings and to ignore the church as an institution

dealing with the moral and religious sentiment of the world.

1 346.-You can see no promise of felicity in religion, in

worship through creeds, and, as a consequence, you judge
Faith by Reason, or deny it from a lack of the religious
impulses and feelings.

T 347.*YOU cannot easily be influenced by the fear of an

angry deity nor by the admonitions of the religiously devout,
and do not often find it amiss to turn on them the shafts of

ridicule and the arrows of contempt; or, if your faculty of

Aggression is very large, you may search their own or other

pious peop1e's histories for examples of broken faith, hypoc-
risy. deceit or disgrace which may be used to discredit either

creed, practice or authority.

1 348.-Cullizwlzbn.-The sources from which some form of

religious evidence can be drawn are so numerous, varied and

vital, that it is hardly essential to go over the vast field in

this place. Will simply say that every faculty should reach

its normal strength ; and that which is good and true conduct

toward mankind generally leads to a consideration of the

nature and worship of a supreme spirit.

1 349.-FACULTY or Lovza.-From which arises the

studies and departments of Philanthropy. Interchanges and

Discipline.

§ 83-1' 35o.- I/by Large LOVE.-This is the static faculty
of the religious group, as it were, the sunny and vivifying
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

organ, and its tendencies are toward the preservation of har-

monic conditions between mankind.

1[ 351 _-This faculty gives you a deep and constant interest

in the happiness and success of your friends in particular, and

the race in general, and leads you to disinterested acts of

benevolence, to the expressions of kindly sympathy, to the

tenderest as well as strongest relations of friendship.
1l 352.-70l.l are made miserable by the misery or misfor-

tunes of others, but would bear your own with fortitude and

grit.
11 353.-This faculty is so strong that you could hardly be selfish even of what you need for your own pleasures and com-

forts. You would enjoy yourself most when observing the

 1 unalloyed enjoyments of others. Fraternity has much pos-
( 1

Ja

session of your nature, and in its establishment among men

 ff) you find as much pleasure as in the manifestation of any form

,g
lb of enacted religion.

'fl
"T>\

.' Z

ff

Q B

|
I

`°§_ _

_.W
`

11 354.-You have little regard for the philanthropy that

displays itself with ostentation and pride, are usually severe

toward what seems to be hypocrisy, and believe that the

greatest religion consists of doing the greatest good.
§84°-'qi 355.- Large LOVE.-You have a large amount of

philanthropy in your nature, wish the rest of the world to suc-

ceed, and do not begrudge any one their honest gains.
WI 356.-Your benevolence is strong enough to prompt you

to generous giving. and especially if you find a need for its

presence. You do not believe much in charity, but rather

trust to justice and its claims than to miscellaneous charities.

1| 357.-From a religious point of view, you have a strong
desire to promote the welfare and better conditions of the race,

and are doubtless interested in any reasonable plan for the

establislnuent of a wider range of happiness.
15 358.-You have also a sense of the fraternal laws that

ought to unite all mankind in peaceful life and under equit-
able laws: that these should become foundations upon which

to build ai true society.
Q"
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Q 359.°-'0l'l have a large trust in probable truth, and are

willing to grant confidence in some things that do not seem

fully proven.

T 360.-You put much confidence in other people's motives,
and are sometimes liable to be imposed upon, where a person
of less hopeful and confiding nature would not be.

§ 85-if 361.-fl[¢'dz`unz LOVE.-You are benevolent to those

who are suffering or in want, but are not largely generous

unless you have very solid evidence of need.

1' 362.-You are not very much interested in the general
progress of mankind from a social point of thought, and gen-

erally conclude to let it go along as it may without your par-
ticular attention.

il 363.-Under disappointment you would be much discour-

aged, and inclined to condemn both the guiltyand innocent for

your misfortune.

1 364.-You may be much inclined to believe in moral or

ethical laws without the idea of particular sacredness invested

in them, much after the honest infidel who expects no repay-
ment nor finds any cause for philanthropy except that vhich is

of momentary pleasure.
1 365.-You will not make large personal sacrifices, nor

waive your 0\'l1 interests and pleasures, unless there is good
cause for so doing, and you are urged by _circumstances to

do so.

17 366.-It would be well to cultivate a larger interest in the

social and religious progress of mankind; to enlarge your

sympathies, take interest in ethical and social reforms, deal

with the needs of the race from a pleasurable standpoint inde-

pendent of self-interest.

§86-11 367.-Sma/I LQVE.-In a broad or humanitarian

sense, you care very little for the welfare of others, and pay

particular attention to your own interests.

1 368.-Have very little confidence in t_he use other people
would make of any benefits you would offer them, either in a

social or financial way.
6 81
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DESCRI PTIVE MENTALITY.

'I 369.1Y01ll` sensibilities to the misery of others are very

/ weak: you seldom give expression to compassion to others'

pain or defeats, and in the emotions usually aroused by reli-

gious enthusiasm you find no sympathy.

7 1F 370.'-(_ll[fl.'£'d[l'0Il.*T]llS is, in a mental sense, the high-
""~ est of the mental organs. Love. as here used, is not yet the
V s most dominent faculty of the race, but is fast becoming the

controlling faculty of the more civilized portion. Study the

, nature described as very large Love.

if 37I.*FACULT' OF HOPE.~Fro1: which arises the studies

and departments of Reclamatious, Improvements and Under-

takings. .

Qfcrel, 1
§ 37-il 372.--1273* Large HOPE.-You are keenly awake

, to the higher aspirations of Hope, to the beautiful in life and

#fi the spiritual feelings, to the tender emotions of religious and

»  humanitarian growth, and to the gaining of a possible immor-
5

jraliry-.ii 373.180 strong is your faculty of Hope that it influences

those around you, inspires them to constant improvement,
gives enthusiasm to your ovn and their concerted actions, and

takes away much of the despondence of sickness or defeat.

1 37.|,.*'OU believe in the perfection of the physical nature

in order to better sustain the spiritual or mental nature; are

passionate in pursuit of that which you think is ennobling or

valuable. and thus are very hard to daunt in gaining your

aim.

ii 375.-Vith large Faith and Reason you would be most

constant and persistent in your work, or in spreading or aHirm~

ing your opinions.

'R

J

/ fl 376.-Vith large Imagination and Intention, you vould

 
i

be extremely vivid in your feelings of the religious elements of
'G

life, and would set a high and exalted estimate upon the

future life.

/ ~ 1[ 377.-Your nature cannot bear antagonism or discord,
'gs-%*

_E and craves a harmonic social life and grovtl.
F 3 § 88-11 378.*'LlJI:Q'(' HOPE.-Your hope is of a constant and
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enthusiastic kind, and in a religious direction you would as-

pire to reach a safe and comfortable belief, but would not be

of a zealous and passionate nature.

1' 379.'*YOll have much confidence in gaining your ambi-

tions, in the continuance of your successes, in the increase of

your pleasures, in the enjoyment of your rewards for your

cares, and in the final consummation of all reasonable plans.
1 380.-You generally look upon the brightest side of life,

take pleasure in expecting an increase of human happiness,
your own included.

1 381.--You will succeed where those of a less hopeful na-

ture would fail. Hope is the staunch friend of pluck.

1 382 -There is hope enough in your mental nature to

make you happy under very adverse circumstances, as you find

sources of pleasure in contemplation and in the aspirations of

your social nature.

1' 383.-Your Hope faculty is hardly strong enough to

hurry you into imprudent and undesirable speculations, and

yet sustains you in those that seem safe.

§89-HI 384:-~;1fL'df1l7ll HOPE.-'0Uf aspirations of a reli-

gious nature are very moderate, almost without enthusiasm or

vitality; you care very little for those things that seem im-

probable, or for any doubtful gains in the future.

1 385.-In business you have only a cool and calculating
desire to reach moral or ethical influence, believe very much

in a matter-of-fact sort of a world, and only one world at a

time.

1' 386.-Your friends would rely upon your judgment much

more than upon your feelings, and expect very little of the

visionary nature from you.

1' þÿ�3�8�7�.�*�~�S�0�m ¬of your other faculties may make you intense

and enthusiastic, aspiring or ambitious, pushing and confi-

dent; but this faculty will not. _

1 388.-You have a tendency to be variable between de-

spondence and hope, sometimeésafilled with strong anticipations
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

and then with doubt; at times buoyant and again ascetic; at

others congenial and vivid, then sober and sedate. These

changes are largely dependent upon the success of your finan-

cial moves, or the strength of your pride. Their cure rests in

taking a broad survey of humanity and its progress in the

spiritual and material realms.

§ 90-il 389.1.Sl)l(1/I HOPE.*YOU¥ thoughts and feelings in

regard to religion and immortality are like the changeful vis~

ions of a restless dream, rising and falling without order: bright
and then doubtful; full of forebodings at one moment, and

careless of consequences the next. Other faculties may mod-

ify this faculty. See for support the faculties of Faith, Rea-

son, Inspiration, Dignity and Reform.

Fl 390.--If you have largeor very large Reason, Construction,
Defence and Fonn, you will worship nature and her physical
forces, will hope only for success in this life, and will antici-

pate no pleasures of immortality.

1] 39l.'_\'0I.l think religion and ethics are only playthings
for innocent amusement, and religious zeal and enthusiasm

are much the product of a very psychometric force of a very

material kind.
_

T 392.-(`ulfi:'ah}v1_-Only the more advanced forms of re-

ligious evidence can influence you, but these can be found

most abundantly in the hannonic laws of nature, in the great
synihols of spirit forces-ilu /ffr rr-lukh mafirr rarmo! crralc or

x:¢.Thepossibilityofimmortalityrestsintheforcesof The possibility of immortality rests in the forces of

spirit sultstances. for life itself is a product of spirit substances

and their inrccs. Evolution is a law of spirit and not of mat-

ter. Sec the works of Dr. Sivartha, also this author's essays.
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Function of Sexation.

Its products are mating and marriage.
1 393.-FACULTY OF DEVOTION.-Its studies and depart-

ments are Sex-structure, Floration and Rites.

§9|-if 394.*l'2'fj' Large DEVOTION.-Masculine. Your

Devotion is very strong, and leads you to worship at the

shrine of woman's intellectual, social and physical worth and

beauty. There is much that .is ecstatic in your feelings of

love.

1 395.-YOU idealize the one you love, fill your thoughts
with creations of attention you are willing to give, and believe

in mixing romantic love with enduring constancy. If there

are no other faculties which detract from this, you will make

an ideal husband.

11 396.-You should exercise stability and judgment in the

choice of your mate, for you will demand affectionate atten-

tions, constancy of feelings, and mental as well as physical
worth. Your nature would be to give as well as receive the

causes of happiness.

þÿ�1�3�9�7�.�*�F�8�I�1�l�l�l�l�l�l�1 ¬�.Your devotion is of a delicate, tender

and suppliant kind, 'milled with the desire to make your com-

panion supremely happy, the wish to perpetuate all the deli-

cate feelings of courtship days, to establish invisible bonds of

unity and power, and keep constant the contentment of recip-
rocated Devotion.

1' 398.-You should marry a man of calm, gentle and atten-

tive nature, but without extremely passionate affection.

tional nature is of a constant kind, full of feeling, seriousness

and emotion, ready to respond to somewhat of ideality, but not

particularly romantic.

1400.-The other sex have much attraction for you, and

you are not slow to accept their society, nor to reap pleasures
from their companionship.

1' 401.-You would be an ardent and devoted lover, intense
85
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

/ at times, a little vehemenent, sensitive to praise or blame, and

not slow to praise those you love.

if 402.-As a husband you would enjoy the presence of

f -your wife, would seek her happiness, consider tenderness a

part of devotion, and, in short, would deeply love, zealously
guard, constantly support, and express in strong and sturdy
manner your feelings.

(,/_U §93-11 403.-Feminine. Your affections are not easily
awakened, and are of a quiet but everpresent kind when they

'late aroused. You vould ex ress them with moderation, and
>~/ P

they would cling with much tenacity to one you had loved.

Rf! 1 404.--You might occasionally take the part of the coquette,

(@` and for the amusement it afforded, seek the admiration and

attentions of the male sex. This however would be only a

/*fb little by-play, and is not a part of the real elements of the

tender passion.
if 405.-You should not marry a inan of very passionate or

of very passionless nature; you would disagree, and disap-
point each other. He should be of a warm, genial, demon-

strative nature, willing to manifest his feelings of affection,

ea
and not take for granted that true love needs no constant sign.

'°

§94-1i 406.;.l£.'dI`1l77l þÿ�D�E�'�O�T�I�O�N�.�*�}�r�l�2�.�S�C�U�l�l�I�l ¬�.Your De-

votion is not of the most ardent kind, nor is it largely emo-

"kfj
tional or ecstatic. In fact, the purely mental part of your sex

love is not the strongest element of your attaclnneuts.

_-_ T 407.*1.-lllCSS you have large Stability, Reason and Annty,
you will have a tendency to degrade your feeling of Devotion,

xx-/J
and the finer sense will be very slow to awaken.

¢-`

Hi 408.-You are not very fond of the emotional side of mar-

5§- ried life; have a tendency to be frank, blunt and calculating, or

_

`
even selfish.

""_g|~ if 4OQ.*Y0l1 should marry a woman of large Devotion, but

"visa" not of an aggressive, independent nature-one \'l`lO is willing
6,g'= 9% to accord with your wishes and habits.

§ 95-'T ..|,lO.'*F8lllllllll8. Your devotion is not intense, nor
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is it vivid, ecstatic or sentimental. It is rather of an unde-

fined kind, varying much in strength from time to time-now

strong, now weak, and again mental.

'E 411.-Your feelings depend very much upon the charac-

ter of the man who aroused them. If his nature was cool and

calculating, yours would respond with an opposite form.

'T 412.-As a wife you would care very little for the ethical

and romantic parts of marriage. and would pay more attention

to the feelings of duty, necessity, or the home needs.

11 413.-Should marry a man of calm, dignified and positive
nature.

§96-WT 414.-Sma/I DEVOTION.-Masculine. I find your

love for the other sex is deficient and of a very ordinary range.
You may be either very much unconcerned about their pres-
ence. or be very variable in your inclinations, and prone to

seek variety.
'

5 415:-T112 more amatory element of the marriage feelings
are apt to rule in your nature, and when not well acquainted
you will be shy, reserved and distant.

1 416.-If you are of a mental temperament, yon will care

very little for feminine companionship, and marriage would

come as the result of convenience or necessity.

fl 417.-You should marry a strong and positive woman, and

pay more attention to the refined and elegant sex relations.

§97f1T 418.-Small þÿ�I�)�l�£�`�O�'�l�`�l�O�N�.�*�F ¬�l�l�l�l�l�l�l�l�I ¬�.Your affec-

tions are cool, calm and unromantic, not easily awakened, nor

vi'id when they are aroused. 'l`he element of romance is not

strongly felt. and you vould care more for other elements of

social relations.

' 419.-(_`ulh'z»alz2m.-See the nature and habits described

under very large Devotion and large I)evotion preceding
this.

1 420._-f'h¢'Il1{|'OF þÿ�H�l ¬�R�E�l�)�I�T�'�.�-�*�F�F�O�I�I�Iwhich arises the

studies and departments of Transmission, Permanence and

Variation.
87
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

§ 93-if 42I.*I?fj' Large HEREDx'r'.-Masculine. Your

nature demands the expression of your affections and their re-

ciprocation. You are intense in your sex relation, are apt to

be in love with some one all the time, and find the society of

the feminine sex most congenial and attractive.
'

if 422.-The feelings of conjugal love are very strong; you

would intensify your devotion by all the attention you had op-

portunity to give. You are nearly always vehement.

T 423.*If you have children, they would resemble you very
much in feature and in nature, and your ardency would have a

strong hereditary effect.

§ 99-ff 424.1 I/213' Large HERED1'1''.-Feminine. This

faculty is predominantly feminine in its nature, and in your

character lends an intensity and tenderness to the love element

that is very strong and vital. .

I

11 425.-Your nature craves deep feelings, constancy and

earnestness, and exclusive possession of your mate's aHection.

1 426.-If you were a mother, your children would worship
you, and if your husband were of a strong character, your
children would resemble him much more.

§ loo-1 427.-Large Hnannrrv.-Your sex-affection is

of a permanent nature, deep-seated and enduring, and would

make you covet the constant and tender regard of one you

loved, and give you power to impress your influence very

strongly upon their feelings and thoughts.
HT 428._'AS a parent, you would have power over the habits

and nature of your offspring, and would much mould their

habits and desires.

if 429.-You would greatly enjoy family life, and would

mould your actions much in accordance therewith.

§ l0l-1| 430.-/llediznn HEREDr'r'.- Your nature inregard
to the pemianence of family relations is of a calm and quiet
quality, and you would not strongly impress your characteris-

tics upon the nature of your offspring. _

Y 431.-Your tendency is to pay too little attention to the
88
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various feelings and impulses of parental life, and it would be

well to study the influences of heredity upon offspring.
T 432.-In your love nature there is not an abundance of

constancy, especially in this faculty, but some other organs

may counterbalance this.

1' 433.-Would advise you to read- carefully some of the

many good works upon the subject, especially if you are mar-

ried or intend to become a parent.

§ |03-11 434.-Small HEREDJTY.-You like change in the

objects of your devotion, and are variable in your influence

and characteristics.

T 435.-As a parent, you would pay little heed to the pa-
rental influences, and would not very strongly impress your

nature upon your children.

'Q

o

3
1 436.*Y0u might show strong devotion, and also con-\'»°.°' 5-"W-s'__

stancy, but they would be the product of faculties other than 'iw
heredity, and I would advise the study of hereditary laws,

physiology, and kindred subjects. /MO
1 437.-FACULTY os CARESSING.*FI'OIll which arises the CARESSWG-»

studies and departments of Recreation, Caressing and Pet- /_

ting.
' 

§ |o4-1 438.-I?r;v Large Caiznssrxo.-'ou are inclined

to be an ardent and devoted lover, and to express your affec-

tions in tender and constant actions.

11 439.-You like the elements of romance and worship in ,Q
the love relations, seek admiration and approval from the op- /'

":¢='

posite sex, and you are none the less sensitive to any rebuff or

infringement upon your feelings.
1 440.-Your nature is capable of great passion in love, and

of its expression by a variety of delicate attentions.

§ |05-1 441.-Large CAREss1x<;.-You are expressive in

your affections, and like to manifest them by attentions of

fondness, constancy and regard.
1 442.-You have also a desire for the perfection of the sex

relations, for their considerate responses, and for the exchange
of radiant nerve force from the affectionate faculties.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

11 443.%YOUf ardency is governed and calm, and the ro-

mance of your nature is of a quiet tone, while yet you greatly
desire the admiration of the opposite sex.

ii 444.-As a married mate you would be calm, dignified
and responsive, and constantly remindful of your feelings
and associations.

§ |06-if 445.*J1{¢'dl'Il7Il CARESSING.*Y0u are not varia-

ble in your feelings, although you are not much given to de-

monstrating them, nor to expressing confidence and continued

interest.

Si 446.-You might have deeper love than you appeared to,
and with other faculties of the affections large, you might
make a very kind, tender and constant mate.

§ |07-qi 447,-Small CARESSING.-Your marriage feelings
are small and undenionstrative, and you seldom express any

tenderness by your actions, while your impulses are slow in

action and cool in their manifestations,

1i 448.-You have little disposition to fondle or pet children,
nor to win their caresses.

qi-lt-|»9.*'Oll° sense of the nerve forces of the opposite sex

are slow and negative, and you do not iinprss your own very

forcefully upon others.

T 450.-It might be well for you to cultivate more of an aiec-

tionate nature, and to make more vivid your sense of sex devo-

tion and intersex ties. If married, to increase your expres-
sion of devotion and attachment. You should cultivate

Amity, Reform and Communion, that they may strengthen
your faculty of Caressing.
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Function of Parention.

Its products are the Family, the Group and the State.

1 451.-FACULTY or Panxazvrrv.-Front which arises the

studies and departments of Obedience. Guidance and Study.

§ |08-'J 452.* I 'eg' Largé PARENITY.-YOU have an

abundance of congenial tenderness toward children, and find

it very easy to take their attention, and charm them into doing
as you desire them to do.

1 453.-From your keen appreciation of childhood you are

enabled to easily win children's confidence and love, and to

govern by kindness where harsh measures would fail.

HT 454-If you have a family of your own, you will provide
for them as bountifully as possible. and exert every effort to

make them happy, and at the same time exercise a natural

authority over them.

§ |09-QI 4SS.*].dfgC P;REN'ITY.*'O1l are warmly at-

tached to children, and find it easy to entertain them, as well

as to win their confidence and companionship.
1 456.-You prefer to rule by reason rather than by the rod,

to convince the understanding rather than to abuse the body,
and hence most easily rule them.

*J 457-with children of your own, you would be lenient

and kind, sometimes over-indulgent, and inclined to await

the effect of conviction and growth; would watch their individ-

ual welfare, and endeavor to carefully guard their advance-

ment.

§ no-458.-.llfdium Prxursxrrv.-You are attached to

your own, but care very little for other children. You desire

your children's general welfare, and to protect them from ad-

versity, and to provide for all their needs.

ii 459.*Vltl1 large Stability and Dignity, you would be a

stern and determined parent, somewhat arbitrary in your com-

mands, and expecting to be obeyed without question.

1460.-You care little to cultivate the friendship of the

young, nor to take time to answer their questions or satisfy
91
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

their demands upon your time, unless through large faculties

of Amity and Communion.

§ Ill-1F 46r.-Smal/ PARENITY.-I should judge that you

care very little for children, and would provide for them only
as a necessity, not as a source of pleasure.

11 462.-So far as the government of children is concerned,

you are not interested very much, and if you had children of

your own, would rather that someone else would govern them

and arrange their domestic affairs.

li 463.-If angered by children your nature is liable to be

severe and rigid, and not to modify, because of the facts of

their youth or lack of experience.
Tl .|,6.|,.*Cl.'LTI'.-TION.'°It might be well to cultivate a

more tender and affectionate nature toward the young and the

unprotected .

1|` 465.-F.cUL'r' ov Rxsvsnxzxca.-From which arises the

studies and departments of Vork, Plays and Festivals.

§ na-'W 466.-120' Large REvE|uzxc1=:.-You are very

strongly inclined to reverence your parents, to protect them

when need be, and in every way possible to make life pleasant
for them.

1 467.-In your love for your parents you do not hesitate to

demonstrate your feelings and to show your appreciation for

the tenderness of your parental home. You also take much

delight in the surroundings of your youth, and in the history
of your family and its past.

1| 468.-Your nature is observant in the habits towards those

older and more experienced than yourself, and you are not

given to showing self-confidence in your family surroundings.
§ |13-T 469.~Lar;g¢~ Rrsvmusxcu.-fI`ovard your parents

you are loyal, kind and temperate, cherishing their happiness
and good will, and their fond recollections.

TI 470.-You maintain toward them a genial filial love. and

are mindful of their social and affectional needs as well as pro-

tecting care.

§ II4-T 4']I._/|/¢'dl'I()l1 REVERENCE.-'our relation toward
92 '
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your parents is one of calm feeling, seldom fully expressed,
and in general you expect it to be taken for granted.

11 472.-If circumstances compelled you to maintain them,

you would do so in a kind and genial manner, more as a duty
than as a pleasure, and you would not be ruled by their judg-
ment, but would depend upon your own judgments and ca-

pacities.
§ l|5-1 473.*'SI)ll1// REVERENCE.-YOU are very slow to

manifest filial love, and think it a needless task to manifest

any love for your parents.

1 474.-If pride or ambition did not urge you, you would

care very little for the relation of your youth, and take no

thought of family history, or pride in their achievements.

'E 475.--You think much more of the present than of the

past, care very little for its history or its associations. You

might provide for your parents if need be, but would not look

upon it as a pleasure.
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11 476.-FACULTY ov P.=t'riuo'rxsM.-From which arises the§1,_
'__ 2

studies and departments of Waiting, Altruism and Patriotism.

§ II6-11 477.- Very Large PATRIOTISM.-YOU have an in-

tense liking for your home and for its surroundings, enjoying
its associations both of a mental and physical nature, as well

as the blending memories of its past.

1 478 -Your sense of kinship is very large and strong, and

unless contradicted by some other faculty. you will have a

strong feeling of relationship with those who are of your own

descent.

ll 479.*Y0l1i have strong attachments to your native coun-

try, and sympathise with its usages, styles and manners; like

to praise its people, revert to its past, and prospect its future.

§ II7-HI 480.-Large PATRIOTISM.-YOU have considerable

feeling for your home life as such, are interested in making it

beautiful as well as comfortable, and enjoy its surroundings,
its associations and companionships.

'J' 481.-Your nature is not aaiéch that you crave relationship

'
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or its manifestation with its kinships. and you can easily re-

concile yourself to new or changed conditions.

1 482.-Your love of country and native state is of a mild

and perhaps romantic nature. and you can lind qualities to

please you in new relations.

§ ||8>-T 453.-.lledium P_\'l`Rl\.7'l`ISl.*\'0lIl' patriotism is

not \'erytleu1onstruti\'e: you do not care to make much fuss

about it: End yourself xitished with new surroundings and

conditions: do not hesitate to change your location because of

losing familiar objects.
T 434.-Your feelings toward kith and kin are largely those

of friendship. and seldom reach the intensity of aiectiorlate

regard.
W 455.-You are more liable to criticze than to praise your

own country. and do not look upon the achievements ofthe

past as objects of worship.
§ no-F 456.-Small P_\TRlOTl$)l.-YOU! attachment ior

home and its surroundings seems to be very moderate and

easily overcome. You are not particularly interested in family
history. or in the past beyond your own near relationships.

i' 487.-Your tastes and habits do not lead you to a very ro-

mantic interest in the land of your nativity. and you care hard~

ly more for one country as such than for another. \\`ould ad~

vise you to grow more patriotic in a broad. sense of that term.
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Function of Sensation.

Its products are the home, and the senses of weight, taste,

feeling, smell and hunger.
T 488.-FACULTY OF IMI'RESSION.1FI'0lTl which arises the

departments and studies of Flavors. Odors and Digestion.
§ no-if 489.~I2'7f}' Laqgr Inrklassiox.-(The sixth

sense.) Your impressions of the character and organic nature

of persons around you are very clear and distinct. and you

sense their desires very acutely.

1 490.-You notice the nerve spheres of persons near you,

and have great power in controlling your ovn forces.

if 491 .-You very often sense the life forces of living things
around fou, and easily come in sympathy with them; perhaps
are often unaware of the source from which them come, or the

influence they hold on you. It would be well to study this

great series of forces discovered by Sivartha as Spirit force.

§ |2l-if 492-Large Inrxuassrox.-Your impression of the

character and impulses of others is quite acute and quick, and

vou easily discern brilliancy, purity and power, and the char-

acter of their nerve forces.

1 493.*'0l1 have a clear and active nerve force of your own,

which has a tendency toward elevating and controlling tne

nerve forces of others.

§l22--1 494.-.~l/cdium IMPRESSION.*h'O1l are quite im-

pressible by nerve force of a strong quality, but not by the

more delicate qualities.
7

-

1 495.-With a large faculty of firmness you would very

easily resist the influences of others, and also throw off such

impressions as might injure you.

1 496.-Your own nerve force is strong at times, but varies

much as you are interested or not.

§I23=1497.°-SMG" IMPRESSION.-Your physical sensi-

bilities have very little influence over your conduct; you do

not easily distinguish the quality of the nerve forces of other
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

persons, and judge them more from your observations or intui-

tions of them.

17 498.-You do not sense the life-forces of living things
around you, and must depend upon other organs to aid in

their discovery and impressions.
il 499.-FAcUI.'rv or FEELING.-From which arises the de-

partments and studies of Bathing, '1`oilet and Costume.

§ |24-11 5oo.- Wry Large FEELING.-You are extremely
sensitive to the effects of heat and its absence, cold, and your

sense of touch is keen, quick, acute and very accurate. There

are many occupations in which this will be of great assistance.

il 501.-Climate and clothing affect you very much, and you
should exercise somewhat of care, especially as you advance

in age. _

Wi 502--With practice you could become an excellent judge
of weight and quantity.

§ 25-HI 503.-Large FEELING.-Your sensations of heat

and cold are quite acute, and you are at times very much in-

fluenced by them.

WT 504.-You are not easily overcome by either heat or cold,
but should exercise care not to withstand too much of either.

*l 505.-Your idea of weight is somewhat accurate, and you

have a fair sensation of equilibrium.
1F 5o6.~-The sensation of weight is derived from gravity,

oneof the seven great forces.

§ |26-11 507.-.Medium FEELING.-By practice and atten~

tion you could become quite sensitive in touch, but ordinarily
your faculty does not give you very great delicacy or acute-

ness.

11 508.-Heat and cold do not influence you very much un-

der ordinary conditions, but you are quite variable in regard
to both.

11 509.-Your sensation of weight is of a moderate charac-

ter, and would require much practice to become discriminating.
§ |27-fi 510.-Sma/I FEELING.*'1'Ol1' sense of touch is far
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DESCR IPTIVE MENTA LITY.

from being acute or sensitive, and would require much prac-
tice to become so; even with practice it would easily relapse
into its normal condition of ordinary sensibility.

1 511.-The variations of temperature do not affect you as

they would a person of larger sensations, and you have a very

indefinite impression of weight and quantity by pressure.

il 512.-FACULTY ov APPE'rr'rE.-From which arises the

studies and departments of Agriculture, Cuisine and Feasts.

§ |38-1 5r3.- 120' Large APPETITE.-YOU have a su-

preme sense of hunger when your body is in need of nutritive

supplies, and you digest your food well, supplying it very

thoroughly to your body, and make the most of a little food,
when plenty cannot be had.

1 514.-You are apt to be very fond of stimulating drinks

and condiments, and accordingly it would take considerable of

them to effect you much mentally.

1 5I5*Y01I° sense of taste is very acute, and you distinguish
very clearly the different flavors of your foods.

il 516.-Your sense of smell is also naturally very acute and

delicate, and you appreciate delicate odors.

'I 517.-It might be well for you to severely control your

appetites.
§ |29-ii 518.-Large .'PPETITE.-YOU are adapted to en-

joy food highly, derive a large amount of nutrition from what

you eat, and can accomplish considerable labor with a very

moderate amount of food.

'I 519.-#Your desire for stimulants is strong enough to need

government by your other faculties, and you are apt to go _to

extremes in the use of sauces or food condiments.

1 520.-Your sense of taste is somewhat delicate and at

times dainty, but does not always demand intensity.

1] þÿ�5�2�I�.�1�T�h ¬very delicate odors do not impress you very

much, but those of a pungent or distinct nature impress you

very clearly.

§ |30-1 522.*°;1{£'dI'l¢l)l APPETITE.*YOll relish your food
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

'E
very well when not exhausted, but are easily affected, so far

,.
as hunger is concerned, by overvvork or unnatural excitement,

5
p both of which you should avoid immediately before your

jf: meals.

f TI 523.-You do not fully appropriate the nutritive qualities
of the foods you eat, and need to exercise care that your foods

shall be of a nutritive and easily digested nature.

1T 524.-Your sense of taste is only moderately acute, and

you are not particularly fond of stimulating drinks or foods.

il 525.-Your sense of smell is moderately acute, and could

be cultivated to considerable delicacy.

§ 13|-11 5;»6.-Sma// APPETITE.-Your appetite is of

rather a dainty nature, easily destroyed by foods you do not

relish; you do not easily apply the food you eat to your body,
and may very often be troubled with indigestion-from an in-

termittent derangement of your digestive or nutritive organs.

1T 527.*YOUl' sense of smell is not verv impressible, and

only odors of considerable force would be noticed, while you

will enjoy only a limited number of them.

1 528.-Your sense of taste is quite variable in its acuteness.
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FACULTY

Dignity.

Stability.

Laudation.

Integrity.

Industry.

Liberty.

Economy.

Caution.

Defence.

Aversion.

Destruc-
tion.

Mobility.

SUB-FACULTY.

Pride.
Self Esteem.
Power.

Firmness.

Energy.
Perseverance.

Praise.
Emulation.

Display.

Justice.
Honor.
Balance.

Efficiency.
Utility.
Hardihood.

Freedom.

Equality.
Independence.

Proper .

Ownerexip.
Selfishness.

Care.

Secrecy.
Rest.

Aggression.
Protection.
Self Defense.

Dislike.

Contempt.
Solitude.

Vengeance.
Rigor.
Baseness.

Travel.
Commerce.

Mobility.
99
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THE WILL. §

dynamic powers, the tendencies of civil, financial and produc-
`

_

tive presentation. .

Function of Ambition.
I

 
'

W
Its products are Rulership and Stability.

'

./
'

_
_

1 530. -FACULTY or DIGNITY.-From which arises thel
studies and social departments of Authority, Training and

Ranks.

§ |32-1 531.1 Ifivy Large Droxrrv.-Your faculty of

Dignity is so large that it leads you to extreme conservatism,

and to fear of stooping to. the level of ordinary humanity. mGNTY
X ou are apt to put a very high estimate upon your capacities,

`

and where you make an effort you are very urgent in its suc-

cess, even under depressing circumstances.

' 1

1' 529.-From this class of faculties arises the executive and

I

'f þÿ�5�3�2�.�*�V�h ¬�f ¬you are invested with power, you do not i

hesitate to act the dictator, and to enforce your wishes with

severity.
if 533.-REPRESSION-Would advise you to repress your

faculty of Dignity; it is very strong, and unless modified by --

other faculties, its tendency to extreme Ambition may lead

you to injure others for your own advancement, or you may

become egotistic, vain and dogmatic.

~¥

overmastering pride, it defeats the benefits it is intended to

confer upon its possessor.

,

'

{ _

` W4

1' -

I'

5
i- i

WT 534.-When Ambition leads to the injury of others, or to   'Q

`

Fx Ii L/
1

1' 535.-Ambition and Dignity should be governed by the  

Intellect and higher emotions, and not allowed to support the
(

`

destructive faculties of the lower back head.

§|33-HT 536.-Largr DIGNIT'.*It is your nature to be § If
proud and somewhat conservative in your actions and opinions. `, 'a

In this you will never underestimate your capacities.
1 537,-On the other hand you will be careful not to stoop

'

10]





DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

§ |36-il 545.-V¢'If}' Large S'rABrLI'rv.-When your opin-
ions are formed they are as firmly set as a solid rock, and all

your acts are filled with resolution and determination.

1 546.-You are also unbending and in some cases obsti-

nate, and may resist all entreaty toward change, but along
with this you possess great fortitude, and will boldly meet the

strongest opposition.
1' 547.-Vith a full range of organs through the Will, you

might go to extremes in firmness, in the expression of physical
and mental energy, and in perseverance against even favorable

reasons for cessation.
'

§|37-1 548.-Large STABILITY.-You have much firm-

ness of character and an unwillingness to yield under ordinary
pressure of influence, and also a disposition of severity and

fortitude.

1 549.-If your faculty of Defence is large or very large, you

will naturally have very much courage, and a large amount of

STABIUTY

efficiency, and this without too great arbitranness. Q* '| ';`~ . . I

1 550.-There is very little changeableness in vour temper-
5 (

ament, and when you take action it is with vigor and decision.
L I*

'

. - ~

' '

\.Perseverance is a product of several organs, but principally
from Stability.

§ |38-if 551.-/l/edium S'rABIL1'r'.-While you are some-

what fixed in purpose, you are not govemed by resolution.

In most cases you would carry out your own or others' plans,
and are somewhat executive.

1 552.-With large Dignity and Industry, you would carry

out doubtful operations. but you will be easily reasoned out

of action which seems in any way doubtful.

1 553 -I think it might be well to cultivate more firmness

and perhaps more perseverance, especially where things con-

cemed your own success.

§l39-if 554.--Small S'I'.BILIT'.*,01l' nature is much

given to variableness and instability. Especially is this true

concerning your own matters, but you might pay more atten-

tion to other peop1e's affairs.
103
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DESCR IPTIVE MENTALITY.

but would express mild approbation when you think it de-

served, or would bring about a good eHect.

1 567.-In your personal conduct you seldom demonstrate

self-approbation, egotisni or self~esteem, and are rather of a

disapproving nature than a connnending one. In fact you

are too much so inclined, and it would be well to cultivate the

habits given under large Laudation.

§ |43-1568.-Sflla/l LAUDATION.-You are indifferent to

praise, care very little to be commended for what you do, and

do not desire to give or receive credit for your particular ac-

complishments.
T 569.-You can be, with very little exertion, very repellant

and disagreeable in your manners, paying little attention to

the customs and habits of the more elegant persons around

you.

T 570.-You should cultivate more style, more ease, and a

more agreeable manner, as well as to endeavor to accomplish
more toward your own appreciation.
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DESCRI l"I`I'E MENTALITY.

Function of Co-Action.

Its products are Methods of Production and of justice.

11 571.-F.xcUx.'rv ov INTEGRI'l`'.*Fl'0IIl which arises the

studies and departments of Rights, Duties and Penalties.

§ |44-11 572.*l?'f_}' Large INTEGRI'I''._YOU have an in-

tense desire to be just and honorable; you enjoy fairness and

impartiality in your own actions and the actions of those

around you.

1] þÿ�5�7�3�.�"�'�H�&�' ¬a high sense of honor and enuity, and would

rather lose than use compromising measures to get justice.

1l 574.*Il1 public and private life you would avoid dishon-

esty as far as conditions would admit of, and deprecate the

circumstances that force injustice into practical methods.

§ |45-il 575.-Largr INTEGRITY.-Your nature in indus-

trial pioblems and those concerning justice is to be fair-

minded, honorable and just, and you have a sense of careful

discrimination of right and wrong.

il 576.-You think it is desirable to be equitable and to act

in impartial methods, to seek to give others an opportunity to

demonstrate their worth and gain their repayment for it.

1l 577.*Ill business, where necessity forced sharp trades,

you would yield under pressure to the general ideas of fair-

ness, for this organ is not large enough to compel you finan-

cial failnre because of its strength.

§ |46-1' 578.*J&'dfll)II Ix'rEo1u'r'.-Your intentions so far

as justice is concerned are upright, and in the way the world

runs you can be safely trusted.

17 579.-In matters other than business you are of a justice-
seeking nature, believe in fair play around you, and would

prefer not to stoop to unworthy means to accomplish the ends

sought.

1] 580.-This faculty will be very much modified by your

other organs, especially the predominant ones.

§ |41-fi 5S1.-.S`/ua// INTE{}0l:;I'1`'.*r0U are not very decid-



DESCRI PTIVE MENTALITY.

edly affected by considerations of right and wrong; ordinarily
are govemed by what you consider the best policy.

1' 582.-This faculty, when not strong, is very decidedly in- -`»
fluenced by other faculties, and hence if other organs of a just
or elevated nature are strong in your character, they would°"

modify the loss in this small organ. Thus, if Amity, Reform, __

,

Hope, Reason and Inspiration are large or very large, they  
would give your nature much of the effect of large Integrity. 39/

¢

'J 583.-FACULTY OF INDUSTR`.*'Fl'0l'l which arises the ¢\°
studies and departments of Climates, Forestry and Horticul- INDUSTRY.

ture.
,g

l"»
§ 148-'I 584.- Very Large INDUSTRY.-rOl1 have naturally /fy;

' `

very great hardihood, and the constitutional boldness to Q ~'

attempt very difficult and doubtful tasks; do not hesitate to  
attempt even more than your reason would lead you to expect  '

to accomplish.
`

'f
'I 585.-When you assume the execution of a task, you

-  

bring every possible power to bear upon it that you can find  5;
within your grasp, and complete as thoroughly and as quickly _ V'

as possible every part you are able to.

have acquired, you have very great power of utilizing the

forces and substance within your control.

'J 587.-Thus you would be a natural leader in industrial 4 i

life, and with otl1er mental capacities very strong you might (
lead in other vocations with much energy.

§ |49-'J 588.-Large INDUSTR'.*YOll have somewhat of

natural hardihood, and would be enthusiastic in completing -

thoroughly and completely any undertaking in which you be-

came interested.

1 586.-In proportion to the amount of knowledge you may

1' 589.-You would undertake difficult and doubtful tasks if

the remuneration seemed to warrant, otherwise you would be

 slow to risk. _ ,
"

1 590.-In industrial managements you quickly discern the /'
most desirable methods of action, and desire to carry out thor- l

oughly and effectually any undertaking once begun.
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DESCR IPTIVE HENTALITY.

T 591.-Your persistence is of a quality that seeks a plainly
apparent product and not a long delayed one.

§ |50-1' 592.-Mcdizzm INDUSTR'._'011 are quite emcientf ~

;/iivéh  '

.

'.
r'~

,a ,;,. 'tp in carrying out a plan once begun and tested, but you are not

a.:  _

G?  " takings.
Q,

D'

_', ' bold enough to undertake new or in any way doubtful under-

L 'J 593.-Industrial movements which combined your labor

 with that of others you would likely shun, and would prefer
`

 to let others take the part of leadership and the responsibility
A ,_ \so

far as this faculty is concerned; other faculties may be

li* ¥ strong enough to modify this quality. »

ia

~l if 594.-Vould consider you thorough in your work when

you were interested, but have a tendency to avoid haste in

other things.
§ l5l*`l 595.-Small INDUSTRY.-You are very slow to at-

tempt what seems to be a dihicult or doubtful task, and would

not undertake anything requiring boldness and hardihood.

1 SQ6.-,0l1 would be variable and changeable in your

work, sometimes slack and careless; would rather be led than

to lead; you would be slow to attempt anything new or exact-

ing, and unless you have Defence and Economy large, you

will be slow to gain position and industrial independence.
il 597.-Ct'LTI'.TxoN.--You should study eiliciency and

power to produce practical results from your own leadership
and efforts: urge thoroughness and completeness into your1*
own industrial habits; bring into use the strongest methods of

accomplishment you can master, and attempt more and more

severe undertakings.

UBERV(
1i598.-F.cUL'r' or LIBERT'.*FI'0I1l which arises the

V studies and departments of Freedom, Equality and Independ-
 ence.

§l52-fl 59Q.*I2`f)' Large LIBERTY.-You have a very

'ff 1 strong sense of freedom, and desire to act unconstrained by

 any arbitrary laws; are disposed to grant others rights and
`

gh _

_ i privileges, and allow, so far as in your power, them to act ac-

Mm
__

cording to their convictions of freedom and right.
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DESCR IPTIVE MENTALITY.

'A' 600.-Your sense of equality is inherent; with such con-

viction you desire the expression of that equality. This ex-

treme faculty may lead you into the utmost radicalism where

your Reason finds oppression either to yourself or those around

you; from this you would likely condemn old methods and

theories of right, seek as strongly as possible to institute new

methods and new laws of personal rights, and take upon your-

self the defence of those you believe to be oppressed.
1 601 -You have great control of your passions, such as

arise from the will, anger, hate, vengeance and voluptuous-
ness.

§ |53-17 602.-Large LIBERTY.-You believe in the nat-

ural rights with which equality and the necessities of life in-

vest men for their government and social adjustment and for

your own pleasure and success.

'J 603.-Desire freedom to act in accordance with your own

convictions, so long as these do not injure others or controvert

the success of natural progress.

Tl 604.-Your control of the destructive passions seems quite
strong and active, and you would not be easily influenced into

anger, deception and revenge.

§ |54-11 6O5.1.l[('dl`l¢)7l LxnEx'r'.-You are quiet in your

self-control, and do not like to be hampered by unnecessary

authority, but would yield rather than do that which seemed

to injure your success in any other direction.

1 606.-The questions of equality of position does not dis-

turb you, and you are apt to think the gainer is worth the

placed gained in almost any direction. This disposition is

not likely to react to your own benefit, and it seems that this

faculty should be cultivated into the state of demanding rights
for yourself and others, and in providing as far as possible for

the perpetual growth of justice and freedom. See paragraph
on cultivation. -

ii 607.-It might be well to exercise judicious control over

your appetites and habits, and to regard the elements of nat-

ural rights as part of human
gggeriiiiient.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

5 |55-11 608.-Small LIBERTY.-You are not much given
to restraining yourself, because of the rights of others, or the

sense of other persons' liberties.

'J 609.--The sense of personal and political freedom is not

very strong, and you would not attempt very strongly to en-

force, even if you could, your own rights, unless their abuses

became unbearable, or were of a very trivial order.

1 610.-So far as this faculty is concerned you do not pay
heed to the infringements of government, monopoly or imper-
sonal impression. This is deplorable in your nature, and is a

condition of mentality that leads to gross injustices by those

who are shrewd enough to control the populace by false prom-

ises, concealed legal intentions and secret methods in com-

merce and ownership.
il 61 1 _-(`ullz`z'a1z°on_-Study the mental conditions that give

freedom of thought and choice; the natural rights of others

and their freedom of choice; study social and civil ethics and

methods of putting these into action; study personal ad-

vancement and rational self-protection, and do not negatively
allow abuses of rights in opinion and expression to grow in

power around you.
-
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Function ol Defension.
ECONOML

Its product is Wealth and Security.

1 61 2.*FACULTY or Econoivrv.-From which arises the

studies and departments of Expenses, Ownership and Ex-

changes.
§ |56-1 613.-Very Large Ecoxouv.-Your nature is of

an intensely economic kind, and you have a constant desire to

accumulate wealth. If other faculties do not prevent it, you

will be disposed to be miserlv and very saving.
1 614.-Your ambition is doubtless to acquire wealth, to

keep all you have, and to use it for your own good.

1 615.-In habit very selfish. desiring the best of everything
for yourself, and using very little care as to what becomes of

other persons' needs or dues.

il 616.-In business you would be extremely saving, and

would often lose more through extreme Economy than you

would gain by it.

§ |57-il þÿ�6�I�7�.�*�L�G�f�g ¬ECONOM'.*'0ll are very much dis-

posed to acquire wealth, and to be economical in its expendi-
ture. Like very much to have the credit of commercial

shrewdness and ability.

1 618.-Your large Economy does not xule your nature

enough to make you a slave to its wants and the accumulation

of wealth, and under favorable conditions you would use it to

the benefit of others and those who might be dependent upon

you.

1 619.-You have only moderate selfishness, and would

yield your right to others if pressure was brought to bear upon

those faculties of an opposite nature to Economy.

§ |58-1 620.-Medium ECONOM'.*'OLl are careful of

your wealth and property, but are open-handed and generous

Where you think it is needed and deserved.

1 621.-Are disposed to recognize the rights of others and

deal with them upon the basis of financial equity.

'I 622.-So far as Economy alone is concerned, you might
111
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DESCR IPTIVE M ENTALITY.

Function of Impulslon.

Its products are Commerce, Personal Repulsion, and Physi-
cal Endurance.

il 660.-F.».cUL'rv or AvERs1oN.-From which arises the

studies and departments of Distribution, Travelling and Trans-

portation.
§ |68--Qi 661.-l"2'rjy Lafggc Avnnsxox.-Commercial. You

have a strong and resolute disposition to push commercial

transactions to their utmost, and care very little what the out-

come may be to others.

1' 662.-Personal Aversion.-It is not well for those whom

you dislike, and you do not hesitate to show harsh ami severe

antipathy, or disdainful repugnance and ill temper towards

them. Left alone, this faculty will take no neutral place.
11 663.-Your contempt is one that demands execution; it

would heap contumely upon what it dislikes, and failing to ac-

complish its end, would seek solitude to recuperate its energy.

il 664.-There seems little need of this power in this direc-

tion: perhaps to train it upon the falsehoods of the world would

be beneficial, but always govern it with reason and justice.

§ |69-T 665.-La1;gf¢' .'\`ERSION.*'O1f aversion is strong
enough to prevent your always controlling or hiding it; you

show your antipathy for things you do not like often in a very
harsh manner.

1] 666.-At times you are apt to become morose and to

crave solitude, but this is generally of a transient nature.

if 667.-When prosperous you are much given to change and

variety of conditions, and are disposed to renew and re-

construct.

§ |70-12 66Q.*.ih7dl°1l)ll .'\'ERSION.*'0lX' impulsive nature

is of a moderate kind, your dislikes are strong, but only
enough to keep you away from the causes of those you dis-

like; your antipathy would often go unexpressed, and only
when aroused to a very high pitch would it become sharp and

scornful, and resort to severe

pigasures.



DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

1 670.-For this reason this medium aversion gives you con-

siderable quiet power to correct others who run amiss, and to

modify disagreeable conditions around you.

1 671.-You care very little for solitude, and are usually
lonesome when away from your friends.

§ |71-1 572.-Small A'ERSION.*YOUf antipathies are of a

negative quality, seldom directly apparent, and easily hidden

by your nature. Those of a minor kind you let pass negatively
and seldom rise to the expression of dislike and aversion.

1 673.-By most persons your repugnance for what you do

not like would be felt rather than seen, and you would with-

hold your contempt and scom until it became very necessary

to use them, or make them apparent, and you would then ex-

press your dislikes very curtly and definitely, and let them end

as they will.

1 674.-You are not disposed to solitude, and desire the ex-

pression of companionship.
1 675.-FACULTY or DEs'1'RUc'r1oN.-'I`he studies are Tex-

tile Culture, Fertilizers and Stock Raising.

§ |13-qi 676.- Veg' Large DESTRUCTION.-YOU are very

apt to get rid of obstructions in a severe manner, and would

resent a personal injury very quickly and effectively if you

could.

1 þÿ�6�7�7�.�1�W�h ¬�Uyour anger is aroused yon have somewhat of

a disposition to annihilate, and would retain your ill feeling
comiderable length of time.

1 678.-Ordinarily the sight of pain or misery does not

cause much feeling in you, and you can withstand very much

pain of a mental or physical nature.

1 þÿ�6�7�9�.�*�C�O�l�I�l�l�I�`�l ¬�I�'�C�l�2�l�l�)�'�,you believe in tearing down and

getting rid of the old, and replacing it with the new. Believe

in pushing foward with vigor and certainty, and would not

brook much sentiment in matters of business or commerce.

1 680.-You would punish severely and sometimes without

strong convictions of the necessity for so doing, and might
easily be led to seek

revenge.117
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DESCRIPTIVE MEXTALITY.

§ |13-W 681.-Large D1as'rnUc'r1os.-You would resent an

injury to the extent you thought necessary to prevent its re-

currence, and if the cause were great enough you might seek

revenge, but not under ordinary provocation.
il 682.-You would not hesitate to destroy that which you

were convinced was of an injurious and obnoxious nature, but

would very seldom be prevailed upon to take base or degraded
measures to effect your wish.

if 683.-Commercially you would rather start the new, before

destroying the old; would rather move moderately than rashly.
§ |74-11 684.-.l/cdium DESTRUCTION.-So far as your fae-

ulty of Destruction is concerned. you would destroy only when

every other means of avoidance was exhausted, and would

often take ill treatment rather than resent it.

1| 685_-Yourautagonism would arise from some other faculty,
in the forms of conflict, and very seldom reach the phase of

revenge or direct injury.
1] 686.-You are not apt to combat old ideas, institutions or

dogmas, except by a method of displacing them calmly by new

ones, and if in commercial life, you would need to be urged on

to success by some other higher group of organs.

§ |75-qi 687.-Small Drssriufcrrox.-Your nature is op-

posed to all methods or actions that tend to inflict pain, spe-

cially physical pain, and if other high organs are predominant,
even mental injury.

11 688.-\'ould rather suffer evils than destroy or greatly in-

jure their ereators, and in the punishments of injury to yourself,
would prefer to punish less than more than necessary.

1[ 689-The feelings of rigor, vengeance, hate, destruction

and revenge are exceedingly small and imperceptible in your

nature.

'I 690-F_ct7r.'r'o1= hl()BlI.IT'. (Located partially in the

M°B"~`'Yqmpq cerebellum.) From which arises the power of Continuous

Mobility. Locomotion. the desire to travel and for stirring con:-

 mercial life. Its studies are Civil, Mechanical and Locomo-
_¢ tive Engineering.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

§ |76-1[ 691.-I 20/ Lange frIOl!ILI'l`'.*S0 far as your

nervous constitution is concerned, it is adapted to great en-

durance, and to supplying your muscles with a great amount

of nerve power and continuous action. You should have a

very powerful muscular system supported by a strong bony
structure; these should be very flexible and powerful when

combined and well trained.

1 692.-Your organization is well adapted to connnercial

and climatic changes.
'

1 693.-Your power of endurance might manifest itself more

strongly in mental than in phsyical labor, and much will de-

pend upon yonr nutritive system and the supply of vital force

it gives your body to expend.
§ |77-il 694.-Large MoBIi.I'rv.-Yourinstincts are toward

movement and travel, and are somewhat restless when you find

yourself confined to a local region of action; are disposed
toward mechanical occupations that require movement.

'E 695.*Y0ll' nervous system is adapted to much endurance

and to very much staying power, but would not withstand very

great physical excess or the effects of narcotics of strong

powers, and I would advise you to shun the use or habit of

using them. .

il 696.-Your muscular system should, with reasonable care,

be capable of great flexibility and obedience to your nervous

system; are adapted to severe labor where your interests are

apparent, but would not desire to exhaust your vitality where

there was only small gain.
§ |18-qi 697.-Jlrdium Mon1L1'1''.-'ou might, with prac-

tice and good health, gain much endurance in muscular action,
and gain a Hexible and and mobile condition of muscularity.

if 698. You would have very little desire for constant

change of location and business and would not find a movable

connnercial life enjoyable as a more constant one would be.

Climatic changes would very likely effect your endurance and

power to labor.

5 |79-if 699.iSl)ld[] MOBILITY.-Your muscular system is
» 119



DESCR XPTIVB )lENTAI.I'l''.

not very powerful in proportion to its size and cultivation on

nvvnunl nl your not having a powerful nerve force in the back-

Iwaul. mul because it is soon exhausted. Constant change in

lulsilirxs ur lncutlon would be very wearing to your nature, and

your v|ulu'u\cc would he very much modified by our adverse

ellumle.

1| 7nu_- (`u/fi:°ahl»u.-Tlie muscular system and the nerves

llml |,{|\`'ll it :mr slrungtliened by gradual development and

'sm~Iul (mining. by studying to keep them moderately exer-

~isvl. mul hy l1'§\l§l' working exercises; power of endurance

mm he gumlly i\pn\'vd by the same kind of judicious prac-
lwv. lvul sh\\ll nc'vr he carried to extreme. Long life is

|»=\i=ll) = |u\l\cl uf uumdcmte muscular labor.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

1 633.-I find your tendency in transactions to be toward

the discreet and reserved, by using circumspection where there

is a possibility of injury to yourself.

il 634.-Your watchfulness is not of a nature to cause you

great inconvenience, but rather of a precautionary nature, and

sometimes relaxes, even at vital moments. It needs steadiness

rather than cultivation.

1 635.-If Amity and Faith are small, you would seldom

implicity trust strangers, only in immediate matters.

§ |62-if 636.*.}f¢'dl'lUIl CAUTION.-You act with only mod-

erate caution and reserve, and would not be over careful un-

less warned of danger.

1 637.-Are not much excited by vaguely expected fear of

failure, and would rather wait until certain of its onset than

yield to feelings of fear before there was strong evidence of its

need.
'

1 638.-There is very little of the element of dread in you,

and you do not propose to "cross bridges until you get to

them."

§ |63-1l 639.*SI7l¢Z/I CAUTION.*I read your nature to be

very incautious and lacking much in the elements of personal
protection; hence you may very often be careless of your

action, and thoughtless of present danger.

WT 64O.+C'0l1 should, so far as caution is concerned, more

thoroughly prepare yourself for any action of consequence,
and avoid any tendency to rashness of demeanor or-extreme

haste in business transactions.

1] 641.-C`ulIz`:'alion.-Lack of confidence generally leads to

lack of vigilance. In all business vigilance and its consequent
watchfulness are only second to good judgment as an element

of success. So also of a trade, or in fact of any occupation,
even when there is little danger of physical accident, the habit

of attentive watchfulness will very often empower one to see

new methods and easier ways of accomplishment, and the

tradesmgm
and the laborer both

learn to save labor by
1 U
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rms HAND.

By Descriptive Mentallty.

THE older method or art of reading the hand is commonly
called Palmistry. Its more artistic name is Cheirosophy. Chei-

rosophy is usually divided into two branches, Cheirognomy and

Cheiromancy. Cheirognomy is the branch that treats of the art

of describing an individual's nature from the general form of the

hand. In so doing the method has been to consider types-
generally seven-and making them the basis of the nature, to

elaborate them by Cheiromancy. Of this latter branch we shall

treat later.

There is no doubt that there are general types of hands, and

that these types indicate (as types) the general nature of the pos-
sessor. But the author claims that these can not be so specifically
outlined-in fact it would be quite impossible - as to in any way

completely delineate the nature of any cultured person by any

system of general types of either hand or face.

Cheirognomy (and Palmistry) has no specific signs of mental

power; it must indicate its character and mental capacity by
masses; it confines the expression of the nature of an individual

to a very limited range of descriptiveness and of only partial
treatment.

It treats, for instance, of the seven types, as 'I`he Elementary,
or Necessary (?) Hand; 'l`he Spatulate, or Active Hand; '1`he

Conical, or Artistic Hand; 'l`he Square, or Useful Hand; The

Knotty, or Philosophic Hand; the Pointed, or Psychic Hand;
and adds a seventh class, Mixed Hands, representing more or less

than either of the other six.

By this method the dominant elements of a nature were the

only ones clearly recognized, that is, if the nature came within the

range of Cheirognomical types. All the minor and secondary
(necessarily the greater part) of the mentality of every person
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

delineated was either overlooked or negative in its indices. In

order to modify this deficiency the general outline was supple-
mented by a description of the accidents and incidents of life as

portrayed by the lines of the hand - Chciromancy.
To Cheiromancy we shall devote considerable space, and for the

reasons stated, as we proceed. In the author's early studies of

the hand he found that it required some method of indicing which

admitted of judging and comparing the power of all and of each

individual faculty of the person being read. The older systems
of Physiognomy gave way to the new Descriptive Mentality for

the same reason -namely, their lack of more definite and special
signs of mental power. Not only that, but it must be evident that

the names of the signs should encompass in meaning the whole

nature of all individuals who were to be read by those signs. All

of the mental faculties, then, whatever their number, must be

represented. And therein was another vital omission in the older

arts of delineating the mental nature by the hand.

The DE.SCRIPTI'E M1~;x'rA|.ITv oi-' THE HAND departs from

Cheirosophy at the very outset, by establishing discovered re-

gions of direct mental iniiuence and control. It is the companion
of Descriptive Mentality of the Face and Head. It very natu-

rally leaves the method of reading and arranging "types" of

hands or of faces for the much more definite and elaborate - to

say nothing of scientific-art of discerning signs of mentality
by the power and strength of the parts of the hand or face that

are directly influenced and controlled by a definite region and

faculty of the brain. 'l`he student will not at first appreciate the

gain made by the change. It seems to open a vastly wider field

of study, and to necessitate a much greater amount of labor to

become eliicient in the art. But an alphabet of a thousand vari-

able characters would not make a language more easily learned.

The student will find that these signs in Descriptive Mentality
are not simply descriptions of a mass of incidents in the lives of

persons. They extend immeasurably farther than that fact, for

they are capable, through the different degrees of power in each,
of expressing the vast range of human actions and of human

needs that run through the nature of the whole race.
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DESCRIPTIVE M ENTALITY.

In this regard the signs of the regions of Descriptive Mentality
differ vastly from the signs of Palmistry. When taken with the

ratings of iextun, ru./turf and size, these signs are capable of being
made to describe the character, temperament, method and capacity
of every mentality, and of furnishing the complete mental basis of

ability from which arises more than two thousand distinctly differ-

ent occupations, and to a large extent the dif`ferent degrees of

capacity that are possible in each occupation. So uncompromis-
ingly delicate and definite is the response of the instruments of ex-

pression to the power of thought, feeling and will, that the descrip-
tion is limited only by the ability of the delineator to interpret and

portray their strength and outward effect.

For this purpose, however, the author does not for one moment

admit that the hand is ever as full an index as the face. It falls far

short of the delicate shadings of character, method and analytical
expression to be found in the face. The Hand is the exefuior rather

than the expressor of mentality.
Whatever impress the actions and repeated habits of' the indi-

vidual may give to the form, power and lines of the Hand, such

impress must necessarily fall short of the index of those same mani-

festations made upon the face.

Only by years of careful and intense study and practical deline-

ating by both methods, and, strictly speaking, both classes of indices,
can one fully measure the great advantage of the Face over the

Hand as a complete index of texture, quality, mental capacity, tem-

perament and natural aptitude.
The discovery, since the year 1859, of the regions of mental in-

fluence in the hand is the result of diligent, careful and extended

examination. The faces and hands of thousands of individuals

were compared with each other. The form of the hands of' persons

whose mental capabilities were known were carefully studied, sup-

posed signs here and there eliminated, supposed places of influence

were found to be correct or incorrect. Nature is orderly. Ab-

normality is always disorderly.
Gradually uncontradicted degrees and kinds of mental power began

to appear, and finally the whole territory of the hand was mapped
into regions of mental sympathy--a physiography of mentality.
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DESCRIPTIVB MENTALITY.

Necessarily, this must be done wholly independent of cheiro-

mancy, the art of predicting events by inspecting the lines of the

hand.

Cheirognomy was too general in its treatment, and of but little

value to an effort to fathom the mysteries of manual physiognomy.
But what is most surprising is that ascientilic explanation has

been found for the nonnal development of lines in the hand, an

explanation wholly independent of the purely anatomiml require-
ments of Iiexion-the bending of its parts.

'l`he student who desires to End mysteries and attempts to solve

them will tind plenty of material in this author`s treatment of the

cheirosophy and mentality of the hand. The only thing necessary

is to take the drawing of Regions of Mental Influence. and upon it

truce the origin. |uth and termirution of the variots lines-solving
by this their meaning-a a naturalin would study the geology and

products of the valley of a river.

The study of Palmistry. like the study of all branches of men-

tality, not only can give pleasure and temporary interest, it goes
much tarther; it will aid in :inding methods tor :tpbuilding charac-

ter. and in twinting out the parks of greatest danger and of greatest

lt` }'_xl::tis:ry treats of the incidents _md accidents of life; of the

liabilities ti-at endanger the progre§ of the individual ; if it reveals

an orgtzzie prognosis of or iiakiliry to them. it is rrorthy
 srzzdy.

`l`he author believes it dee-s  and rnazclz more- IS study will

lead so the realizarion rhaz uxazerlal bodies and force can

be :rua-_ie obedient to :Eur other par: of the universe whose sub-

sr;|;:-ees .tad energies are mocldzg :he destiny of man.
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General Types of Hands.

Tm: ORDINARY HAND.

Tl-ll-I Ordinary, or, as often called, the Elementary
hand is largely a result of coarse texture and an un-

cultivated mind. It has a coarse, thick palm, and the

fingers and thumb are clumsy, lacking in flexibility
and in grace. It is the hand of coarse labor, intem-

'P

I V

3

QJperance, and the unskilled avocations.

The palm is longer in proportion to the whole hand

than that of the other types. It is govemed most

strongly by the forces of the base of the brain. These

forces are destructive, combative and muscular; they
do not lead to a desire for growth and progress.

The faculties that are dominant are shown beneath

the dark line upon the head. The portions of the '

'-<-

head that are shaded by line lines are the negative
regions, in each type.

The hands of highly organized and fine textured

persons may become hard and calloused by hard labor.

They may seem coarse and rough when the palm is

examined, but these hands will infallibly demonstrate

their quality when the skin and contours of the back

of the hand are examined.

It is not enough, in judging texture, that the skin

shall be smooth. Thick and coarse skin is often

almost velvety in its_surface softness, while the integu-
ment is thick, the veins large and sluggish, and there
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is a. complete series of signs of mental and nervous in

activity.
Sharp sight ; fairly fluent, but not extensiie language ; amative-

ness and strong parental tendencies are generally indicated in the

Ordinary hand. It is the labor hand of the race.

Note carefully the contours of the fingers, palm and thumb.
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THE SQUARE HAND.

The Square hand is square at the wrist, at the
'

of the fingers, and generally in the line of the ting
  

and at their ends. It is the hand of accuracy,
'

severity 'in method, of order and determination.

has full perseverance, firmness and energy. It is so

what constructive, always practical in matters_in wl

it takes interest, but in other things is often dogm
and bluff, drastic and direct.

The Square hand of fine quality indicates strer

of will, love of natural sciences, particularly in

direction of mechanics and physics.
 f In business life this hand is exacting, careful,

 'ff%i%§"
J' °°~g p 'ppb

im/
,y r

honest in fulfilling its pledges. In home life it i

cates strong attachments, generosity, watchfulness

pride, but seldom demonstrates fully the higher e

tions, or very intensely those of the affections.

The Square hand, with short, square fingers (e
cially the little finger), is an indice of a very pr:

cal, wealth-accumulating, businesslike and material

mentality, and always careful of his rights.
'I`he faculties that are dominant in this hand

those of Rulership, Labor, Wealth and Reliection

so far as reason and construction are concerned.

In the bust drawing the regions within the <

  3

 W W?

line are those that give the dominant forces in gov.

ing this hand.

Hands indicating poor quality and coarse texture must not

rated nearly as high as those of fine texture.

As noted in the description of the Ordinary hand, the tex

of the palmar surface may vary much with the avocation. The

ture of the back of the hand, and other surfaces, must be exami

to determine the probable power of the mentality.
When the texture is coarse this hand indicates a liking for sr

business occupations.
When the little finger is abnormally long its tendency is tow

spiritualistic beliefs, and has an attraction for manifestations.
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Tm: SQUARE HAND wrrrr LONG, SQUARE Fmcrsns.

This variation from the Square hand with short

fingers is a very favorable one, indicating a clear
_

dominance of the Intellect over the low'er Will facul-
 ties of the back head, and of an aroused power in the f

wir
I

,
Y

upper Vill. The very long and strong fingers are -

expressions of a love of detail, exactness, earnest ap-
~

=
¢

1
plication, and a strong inclination to formulate new .  plans and new methods of action. The desire for -

.

investigation precludes unreasonable prejudice. The   ,-jQ.;~-"'
perceptions are acute, furnishing clear evidence to the "

_  
"

reasoning organs. -

,- 
Notice the changes of line on the head as compared

with~the Square hand with short fingers.
The long index finger is an evidence of sensibility

/ A5~q:,f" §
to the forces of nature and the contours of objects that

come within the bounds of touch.
fif  /f»

one or more parts of this hand ; quite often the second  ,Wx/J
(medius) finger has knotty joints, indicating clearly

/11
` _,,.,

forceful strictness and exaction ; the second joint very
/A4

`¢?/
large is an evidence of power to organize business, and

to put in practice any difiicult plan. ,

When the third (annularis) finger is very knotty at -

its first (or outer) joint, the indication is a love of dis-

play and pompous self-assertion. This is generally
well-timed and intended to have a beneficial effect.

When the second joint (or node) is very much developed there

is a constant play of forces seeking to gain great wealth, and may
sometimes lead to unscrupulous dealings.

As seen by the bust drawing, the kind of dominant energy shown

by this hand is perceptive, reasoning, good constructive capacity,
acute appetite, large love of home and of mate, strong mlership,
and plenty of industry.

When the quality is low, 1'.e., poor, coarse, or untrained, the re-

sults will be in proportion.

fy' 7,,.  
.__»j7

1 yi

  `/ 1

There is often a marked variation in the outline of
'
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Tm: SQL'/nu: HAND wrrn Knorrv jonvrs.

It is evident that this hand is an accentuation, in

many directions, of the characteristics of the Square
hand with long and broad fingers. This hand has an

intense love of detail, and with it a quality of persever-

problem once taken hold of. It is the hand of the spe-

cialist ; but its power is both directive and formulat-

ing. The mentality back of this hand has ambition,

energy; it will seek to manifest its capacities in the

physical sciences, if possible.

4

i
If

ance that gives tenacity in the execution of a plan or

t ip
J |_,

3

Tm; SQUARE HAND WITH SPATULATE FINGERS.

This is the hand that clings to the tools of invention ; the men~

tality has in it the inclination to see practical needs and to fill the

demand for change in instruments. But it is not an imaginative
hand in its main character. Sometimes, when the second finger
(Association) is somewhat conic, there is a fair amount of prevision
into coming needs and new processes.

'I`Hl-: Solfaiu-: HAND w11°i-1 Coxic OR Po1N'r1;r> Fixosns.

This hand has the reflective faculties in force, with a

'ery strong influence from the retentive and artistic

» / groups of faculties.
/

' 'l`he point of the first finger has love of detail, per-
~ ception of form and texture 5 it is well supported by

'

- the second joint, and this gives an artistic temperament, to the extent of this finger's power. The second finger
4

A has fancy, tact in conservative directions; the points
of the third and fourth fingers accentuate the delicate

and vivid perceptions and sensibilities. Hence this

hand is often deeply interested in art work, in expres-

sion of imaginative impulses and thoughts-in idealism

struggling to fomiulate realism-to make manifest to

the many the visions of its own brain.

But this hand signifies generally a necessity to more force, more
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breadth of conception of the relation of extemal things. It does

not often secure to itself and the world the results of its capacity.

THE SPATULATE on YYARIABLE HAND.

f

This type of hand has a wide palm, sometimes broad I,
at the wrist _and only moderately so near the fingers.  
It is generally quite broad the whole length, but is  
almost always flat and thin, with large mounts greatly 1

__

varying the surface.

'I'his hand is the hand of restless energy, vivid nerve

and mental forces; it seeks activity, travel, movement.
 , -1'

It seeks also change of opinion, new impulse, new
'ii

_

(
'

incentives. There is, however, always a fund of per-
'

severance that makes it sincere, aggressive, successful. `_ 
When the quality of the whole organization is poor,  

that is of a coarse texture, there is danger of degrada- ig'  tion, of an irritable and petulant nature, sometimes  Q' V
vicious in the impulsive moments of life.  \ \_

v

In those organizations that have good quality, the
`

love of freedom gives them originality; gives them
I _'_

keen appreciation of the advantages of change in  4f$?i";'.l¢fi§-21.7,
method or rule of action. There is a rare- combination  of intuition and reason, dignity and defence, capable  mugobwrvation combined with intellectual foresight; in S(  
this is the power to make discoveries, penetrate un- _gf "' I'  
trodden fields of thought, and also suffer acutely from J 
the rebuffs and antagonism of the stale conservatism 9' ,'!\ v

i

of the unprogressive and stolid minds around them. .»' l '

-

As will be seen by the bust of the head, the region -

_

of culture, friendship, kindness and generosity, with
i

l

construction and reason, is the positive and dominant f
one.

'I`he marriage affections are strong and well-balanced between

reflection and the industrial group of faculties. Dignity and Lau-

dation are prominent in the breadth of the secundus finger, giving
pride and general ambition, love of liberty and sense of freedom

from both extemal and internal restraint.
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Tl-lr: PHILOSOPHIC on NUZNTALIC I-I/isp.

'l`his hand has all the indices of the rugged
side of intellectuality. It lacks the vital forces;
it is not strongly marked by the Will energies.'

v' »°

"
-° 'l`he joints are apparently large, the hand bony,

`
-~~- the fingers long and taper at the ends. This

`

"_

 hand indicates a nature that can live largely in

'Y
I

the realm of mental conjecture; it can enjoy
 5 the visions of imagination, construction and

L,  l

6
'i Q form; it likes the weird, the mystical, the

_ strange. Its egotism is expressed within, by
»

'I

habit, by exclusiveness. There is an absence

l ll Q of financial selfishness, but present, plenty of

l personal miserliness.

It can seldom see the limits of the practical,

_- it prefers not to; in this fact it often finds its
'

 / / i greatest enjoyment. One of the happiest men

the author ever knew was a supremely egotistic
pessimist, who found, to his utmost satisfaction, that there was

'nothing in creation that he could not severely criticize, and nothing
he could truthfully praise or compliment ; and yet he was a man of

wide leaming and profound thought. His hand was

an extreme representative of the philosophic type.

\_ 'l`he natures of possessors of this type of hand vary
~ more widely in mentality than those of any other. '

, The Philosophic, knotty hand, with broad finger-
points, has the elements of profound work in an ex-

tremely wide range of activities.

The possessor of such hand should seek to avoid ad-

\ ~, verse introspection; should aim to enliven life with

% `

its most hammonious pleasures, and to avoid magnify-
ing little or trivial incidents into monstrous injustices.

To make the world better by persistent good action

is far more pleasure-giving than to attempt its elevation by petulant
criticism. The constant tendency toward negation should be

avoided. The positive spirituality grows. The negative spiritual-
ity withers ; its individuality is lost in the very shadows it hides in.

'
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DESCRIPTIVE BlENTALITY.

Tm; CoNrc HAND.

The Conic hand is the hand of Expression; it

varies much more in its mental indices than any

other. It lacks the muscular impulses of the Square
and Spatulate hands.

In many instances the Conic hand (so-called be-

cause the fingers are very long-pointed, tapering like

a cone) is soft, the palm full and energyless, the

thumb and fingers lack the appearance of resistance

and strength. The will faculties are not strong

enough, and the character trends toward luxury, in-

dolence, changeableness and impracticability.
But even this deficiency of will does not offset the

fact that the nature has intuition and foresight, a

spontaneous insight into the beautiful and artistic, and

that there is plenty of pride and love of praise in it.

By comparing this hand with the drawing of

Regions of Mental Infiuence (page 141) it will be

clearly seen that the regions of detail, fancy, art,

talent and social activity are very well developed.
Vocal and general physical expression are also very
marked. The regions of expression are all large.
Generally, in the soft and indolently-inclined Conic

hand, the second finger is not as long, in proportion,
as are the other three.

The nature is quickly angered, quickly paciiied;
it lacks perseverance in this as in other matters. It

is generous and kind, but loses the benefit of these

attributes because of its impulsiveness and indiscre-

tion. It has much emotive sensitiveness, is sym-

pathetic, graceful, and, when interested, genial.
When the Conic hand is fimi and full of vitality,

the muscular tone appearing to be in control, and ac-

companying these an expression of intensity and

action, then indeed is there a vastly different result.

The faculties of Industry, Defence and Stability are

playing their forces over that hand, and the result is
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DE§CRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

evident in much more constant brilliancy, a desire to demonstrate

the talents at command, and a determination to gain success in the

fields of art, literature, the stage, or in theology. Intuition and

impressibility are joined with reason and persistency ; the result is

brilliancy in accomplishment.
While lacking in the very ponderous tendencies of the Conical,

pointed Square hand, this combination has more subtlety, more

delicacy in judgment, and more facility in manual as well as mental

dexterity-readiness, precision and efficiency in any physical ac-

tivity-if one may so speak, for manual foml and power is a result

of mentality.
THE PSYCHIC HAND.

The Psychic hand is the result of mental government
too strongly arising in the upper intellectual faculties,

, I / ,
and with which the vital forces from the affections are

weak or delicate.
_

'The hand is not sufficiently strengthened by the will

forces ; the muscles are small, frail and smooth.

`
When we understand that only part of the cool, calm

intellect rules this hand, and these the most formal of

the faculties, the cause is evident. With intuition,

amity, reform-hope, love and faith of the affections

ruling-it is not difficult to realize its rather dependent, always
negative or neutral, always sensitive, state.

The purely psychic hand is seldom seen. This age is not the

age of negative spirituality ; it is an age of accomplishments. 'I`he

ambition of woman is to gain force, strength, capacity ; she seeks

to manifest talent and genius; these arouse wider ranges of mental

faculties, and thus give to the hand a cast of character gradually
more and more widely departing from the delicate and physically
frail psychic form.

'l`he ambition of man is to make commercial, martial or scien~

tific fame. 'I`he philosophy of negation is losing its power to move

the world ; the demand is to make certainty the basis of faith, no

less than of action ; the nobler faculties in his nature seek the com-

panionship of equally noble mental powers in others. Spirituality
and strength are not inimical.
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Is a stronger hand than the Psychic; it has harmony
and beauty as results of strength and even temperament.
It loves action ; to appear energetic, to live with some

degree of positiveness.
But with all these desires there is extreme mental

sensitiveness and delicacy. There is present a greater
love of music than power to express it; a love of art

and literature, but seldom the strength to create art or

the endurance to master the many-sided requirements
of the successful author.

When the intellectual hand does gain these elements

of mental power the result is exquisite art, or literature,
or expression, in the charmed channel of its activity.

Vhen the texture is poor, or low in power, it does

not vitiate the nature; it simply depresses the power
and forcefulness of the nature. It is easily seen why
this is true.

The character needs added reflection of an analytic
order ; it needs more defensiveness, more spontaneity ;

it should avoid the shafts of critical opposition by men-

tal equipoise.
A gradual accumulation of self-confidence, dignity

and determination is necessary.
Exercises that give muscularity and nerve-strength

are beneficial. Demand justice. Study propositions
of utility. Master a profession or an art in which

commercial contention is at a minimum.
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The Thumb.

If the reader turns to the page of regional influ-

ences, the volume of powerful mental influences that

play over the thumb will at once be apparent.

D'Arpentigny said :
" The hand denotes the supe-

rior animal, the thumb individualizes the MAN."

He could more scientifically have said that the

thumb of man is individualized by his superior men-

tality.
The third phalange of the thumb is governed prin-

cipally by the faculties of the Atlections; the second

by the reflective function ; the first, or nail phalange,
is governed by the higher of the faculties of the will.

The long, finely-moulded, evenly-developed thumb

indicates complete hamiony and blending of the in-

tellectual, social and industrial faculties; it demon-

strates the presence of well-balanced mental pro-

portions, and an absence of those extremes which lead

to eccentricity, either in the direction of intelligence,
or in that of grossness and lack of self-rulership.

When the first phalange of the thumb is very full, it

is an evidence of extreme determination and stubbom

insistance upon the course desired.

When the thumb is extremely supple and bends

backward easily, or one may say habitually, it indi-

cates an easy -goi ng, extravagant, somewhat bombastic,
but generally very generous nature. The sense of

justice and integrity is not always fully aroused ; the

appetites, however, are seldom at a discount.

The heavy, bulb-ended thumb, having, as it nearly
always has, an attitude of lazy grossness, is capable
of being aroused by sensuality into the coarsest pas-

sions and intemperance. But it is always supported
by the same characteristics in other parts of the hand.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Let it be understood here, particularly in relation to the form and

lines of the thumb, that it never indicates elements of individual

nature that are not also found in other parts of' the hand. Unlike

individual fingers, each of' which and each part of

which has its own specific regions of influence, each

part or region of the thumb is a duplicate en mass:

of several mental faculties, except where faru/fir:
are located on the chart maps of' mental influence.

For convenience, a drawing of these regions of in-

{@ (Q M
THROAT AND BRONCHIAXTRWBLE

fluence is included with these thumb studies. An

elaborate consideration of the thumb is possible
with this aid, and an extended description is not

necessary in these pages.
The signs of diseases as indicated by the nails of

M Ki 
LUNG MI] QIRCULNTORY TROUBLE

the thumb and fingers are too uncertain to warrant

f`ull confidence; they are, in the main, results of

the absence of dominant will ; that is, the motive Tenmsucv TOWARD `PAR*LYS'S-

and dynamic faculties are subject to the intellect as to tempera-

ment, etc. The nails undoubtedly show, as far as their pliability
can, the absence of certain kinds of energy, and a sympathetic re-

duction of strength from that condition.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

The Regions of Mental Influence.

Wx: shall now trace from our Chart of Regions (or blending
boundaries of influence) the descriptions of four main sizes of

the signs in the lingers, palm and thumb. The descriptive sections

are to be found in the central part of the book, and should be

referred to carefully and diligently if progress is to be made in

the descriptive part of the art.

The human Hand has three parts in Descriptive Mentality.
These are the palm, the fingers and the thumb.

It is the thumb of the human hand that makes it so superior to

that of any lower animal. The thumb indicates the power of the

individual life to express itself in its most positive actions and

conduct. The Line of Life surrounds the inner base of the thumb,
and is modified by it.

The palm of the hand indicates to us a generalized reflection

of the faculties of the brain as seen in the lingers, and also forms

the foundation for the lingers.
The lingers contain the specific signs of mentality, more special-

ized than they are in either the palm or the thumb. We shall

therefore treat the fingers first in our general delineations. We

rename them in accordance with their indications.

The linger of Intellect. When we examine the habit of the

first finger, we find it directs the tools and instruments in nearly
all kinds of skilled labor. This finger expresses the character of

the distinctly intellectual faculties, and its nerve force comes

chiefiy from the intellectual part of the brain. The first phalanx
of this finger has the signs of the Senses as one of its regions,
and is described when very large, large, medium or small, by
Sections 124, 125, 126 or 127 respectively. It gives sense of

Touch and of general perception. 'I`he same phalanx has the

region of Perception and of detail described by the same propor-
tions by Sections 3|, 32, 33 and 34. Logic and system are also

described (in proportion to their power) by Sections 59, 6o, 61

and 62. Reason, on the second phalanx of _the thumb, is also

described by these sections.
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DESCRIPTIVE M ENTALITY.

The second phalanx of the finger of Intellect has the regions of

Learning and of Events, with the signs of 'system and order at

either end indicated by its width. This phalanx is very clearly
described by the sections of the faculty of Attention (Sections 43,

44, 45 and 46) and Events or Memory (Sections 47, 48, 49 and

50).
The third phalanx has the general signs of Wisdom and Men-

tality ; these include the whole range of Intellectual faculties.

The second finger is that of Association, and in a limited way
that of Affection. Its first phalanx expresses Dignity and

Sobriety, as outlined by Section 132, when its sign is strong and

powerful in these regions; or when diminished in power, by either

of Sections 133, 134, or 135.
The second phalanx indices Mechanics and Agriculture, with

the general habits of strictness and force. (§§ 148, 149, ISO and

151.)
The third phalanx we see marked by desire for social Organi-

zation, by Conservation and practical treatment. These grow
out of the religious groups of faculties and those of familism.

These signs are described by the sections from 79 to go, and in

less degree those from 1o8 to 1 19.
The finger of Will is the third. It responds most directly to

the end of the thumb. The first or end phalanx has the regions
of Ambition, Art-talent, Action and Display. 'I`hese are read,
when very large, by Sections 136 and 140; when large, by 137

and 141 ; when medium in size, by 138 and 142 ; and when small

and weak, by 139 and 143. The second phalanx has the signs
of Industry read in its different sizes by either one of Sections

148, 149, 150 or 151; Business by 164, 165, 166 or 167. These

sections also portray the Wealth instincts. The third phalanx
answers as a basis of action for the rest of the finger. and its

nature is described by the sections of Impulsion.
The little finger is the finger of Expression. It determines by

its signs the graceful products of the Intellect, Affections and

Will. In the palm at its base lie the regions of Elegance,
Utility and Integrity. Its first phalanx indices the Occultism of

the individual, and the elements of Tact and Eloquence; these are
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

closely described by the sections (5 5, 56, 51 and 58) of Inspira-
tion. The second phaianx has Education and Versatility. The

third phalanx expresses the amount of desire for Adventure and

movement.
°

If we read the sections already outlined as being indicated in

the fingers, we shall observe how completely these signs indicate

the nature of a person's mentality. A. careful reading of the

fingers will nearly cover the whole nature of the character deline-

ated. But we find many of these faculties again located in the

palm of the hand, and we shall also find several regions which are

the combined infiuence of several faculties. The regions of

Prudence, Glory and Fortune, in whatever degree of power in the

palm, or the signs of Stability, Leadership and Control in the

thumb, are an outgrowth of an equal degree of power in the facul-

ties of Dignity, Stability and Laudation. (§§ I32 to 143, in-

clusive.)
Utility is also again described in proportion to its size by

Sections 148, 149, 15o and 151. Courage and Contest by the

same and by 164, 165, 166 and 167, and by the sections of Aver-

sion and Destruction.

Romance, Harmony and Sentiment are general signs but par-

tially described by the sections (55, 56, 57 and 58) of Inspiration
and those of Language (51 to 54), the latter including Rhythm,
Melody and Time from the thumb. Imagination is self-defining.

The region of Marriage is described by Sections 9I to 107.
It has been our aim to point out and describe a wide range of

character as the outgrowth of the regions. In succeeding descrip-
tions, we will describe individual 'hands and comparative sizes of

different signs. We have selected widely different forms of hands,
but not with the idea of types. Descriptive Mentality treats of

individuals, not of types. These descriptions are necessarily
brief, but if the sections are read they will be found quite elaborate.

Some of the concomitant signs are omitted from the drawings.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

By Descriptive Mentality.

A SUCCESSFUL BUSINESS HAND.

A GLANCE at this drawing will show at once that it is from a

broad, solid, deep and short hand. It is in every essential a business

hand. The index and little finger are the weakest parts, while

the shortness of the palm indicates lack of Imagination, Rhythm
and Melody.

The author has purposely printed the words upon the drawing
of such size as to compare with the power of the region where

they are located. Thus on the finger of Intellect, Wisdom and

Leaming are of moderate size; the finger is short and compara-

tively narrow (vide § 6o); Mental~life and Events are also shal-

low: the region of Detail is broad, but short and practical.
The second finger (Association) is also short, and there is but

little Fancy; the second phalanx is somewhat deeper and broader

and there is indicated some mechanical ability (see § 65) and a

slight interest in agriculture. The third phalanx is full and wide

under Organization (see § x48) and also under Conservatism

(§ 137>~
The third finger (Will) is a little longer in proportion to the

others. Its broad first phalanx indicates great Ambition (§ 132),
positive Action and commercial skill. On the second phalanx
Industry is seen to be full (as § 148 above) and the region of

business habit very large. 'I`he third phalanx indicates moderate

Formality and friendship (f§ 69) but a very large region of Com-

merce (§§ 164, I76).
_The little finger (Expression) is narrow for a hand as broad as

this one, and the first phalanx indicates no desire for Occultism,
Research, or Eloquence. Education and Versatility are larger,
yet wanting in power. The third phalanx, or region of Adventure

and Expression, is also of only moderate fullness and strength.
On examining the thumb we find the regions of Stability (§ x36)

and of Executive power are very strong, as we do likewise those

of Prudence, Fortune and Courage in the palm. We find the
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

region of Reason supported by fullness in the region of Planning,
and also great fullness in the region of Utility (§§ 148 and 152).
The region of Pleasure is large, and closely related to that of

Feeling, while that of Reserve (§ 145) is broad, strong and full

of power. The region of Muscularity is strong and full, and the

Line of Life makes an age of ninety-five years.
In the palm, the regions of Harmony, Romance and Sentiment

are comparatively shallow, and indicate that this person does not

derive his principal pleasures from these directions. The region
of Periodicity indicates great punctuality, and that of Courage,
great Aggression (§ 164) and Independence (§§ 136, 148, and

x6o). If, however, the quality and texture of the individual were

very poor and coarse, it would greatly reduce the power of all

these signs.

THE TEACHER AND Music:/IN.

As we examine this hand, we find a very evenly developed
nature. The hand is long and muscular, narrow at the wrist, and

moderately slender along the palm and percussion.
We find the region of Brain very full, signifying a mental tem-

perament (§ 2); the sense of Honor is large, as seen in the full

width of the iinger. Of the signs on the finger of Intellect, we

observe that the first phalanx has only moderate indices of desire

or capacity for Detail, and the region of physical Sense is very
moderate (§ 122). The second phalanx is much wider, and this

indicates a strong desire for some kind of Learning and desire

for knowledge (§ 43), while foresight into approaching Events

seems much less developed (§ 57).
The third phalanx we find medium in size as compared with

the rest of the hand, and the search for knowledge would not be

over a wide range, but would search for a specific branch, and

work assiduously in it.

Mental Life is full, and gives force.

We find the finger of Association very full at Fancy and Dig-
nity (1T 251 and § 133) ; it decreases at Mechanics and Agriculture,
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and increases again strongly at Practice and Organization. Mod-

erate Conservatism.

The finger of Will, or Execution, is strong under the signs of

Art-talent and Action; somewhat weaker at Ambition. Industry,
Business, Fonnality and Commerce are all very moderate in size.

The finger of Expression (little finger) is long, slender at the

end, indicating a moderate liking and capacity for Occultism and

Eloquence; it curves in and decreases under the sign Education,
but grows strong under Versatility, and we will understand a

sensitive nature that grasps its desires easily. .

There is a moderate desire for Adventure and traveling. and a

very marked capacity for Expression.
Tracing along the percussion, we see that Utility is small; at

Courage and Contest the hand is much stronger, but yet moderate

as compared with the strongest parts.

Approaching Periodicity, there is an increase of power, and at

Imagination the hand becomes much longer and fuller. We see

that the hand is fullest in the regions of Harmony, Romance and

Sentiment. These we easily find to portray the musician. The

regions of Rhythm, Melody and Time indicate power in these

directions.

Feeling and Vitality are moderate in power. Pleasure and

Reserve indicate some capacity ; Integrity very much : and

Reason and planning very much.

A concise statement of the leading traits of this character

would be, a reasoning, sentimental and romantic musician.

A V1-:Rv S|:INSl'I`I'l-1 HAND.

The general form of this hand we see to be long and slender,
especially pointed at the finger ends, with the exception of the

little finger. We omit from the drawing the names of the regions,
and refer the reader to the chart of " Regions of Mental Influ-

ence." In fact, the Mentologist must remember the regions and

locations of the signs.
In this hand we find Wisdom and Mentality very full, and the
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

strong iiidex finger, with large Imagination and Reason, will

imply a mental temperament (5 2); Leaming is very large (§ 43);
and the region of Events very full (§ 47).

Perception is not fully developed (§ 32), although opposite we

find the region of Senses very full (§ IZO) and the end of the

finger very pointed, though long, and indicating small desire to

go into detailed thought and examinations. Logic and System arc

below the average in force.

Turning our attention to the second finger we find Organiza-
tion quite full (§ 149) and Conservation and Dignity medium

(§ x34); Mechanics small and forceless (§ 65); Strictness and

Sobriety also lack energy. The end of the finger indicates fancy
and imagination of a visionary and impractical kind.

In the regions of the third finger we find small Formality,
Commerce and Travel (closely described by § 167), the instincts

of Business and Wealth of a dormant nature (§ 166), and Com-

mercial Industry is hardly more developed (§ 1 51) ; the region of

Ambition is below the average (§ 134), and of Action intense,
quick and vivid, but not marked with constancy.

Directly in this range, although a little distant in location, we

find the regions of Utility and Courage (as above, §§ ISI and

162). The regions of Integrity are both strong, indicating a just
nature (§ 145); and Stability in the thumb (§ 138) and Will, as

a whole, is very moderate.

We now return to the little finger, which we find to contain the

strongest series of indices in the whole nature. There is a strong
and prominent region of Adventure and a seeking after Glory and

Fortune, these being full. That of Expression is prominent, as

likewise are the regions of Education and Versatility.
The first phalanx of the little finger of this hand is the largest

region of the hand, and we find the region of Occultism very

prominently developed (§ 55), with large Eloquence (§ 5r); and

that of Tact large, but, perhaps, not always prudent. (See that

region.)
'I`he region of Marriage is only moderate in development

(§§ 94, 1o1, 1o6), but the Affections are stronger and Vitality
somewhat more marked (§ 129). Rhythm, Melody and Time are
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

large, and demonstrate a natural capacity for music, and are sup~

ported by full regions of Harmony and of Sentiment.

In reviewing this character we can plainly see a struggle for

greatness and disposition to extreme nervousness, to intuitions

and study of occultism and its kindred phases of thought, with an

occasional loss of complete self-govemment and relapse into mel-

ancholia, fanaticism and infidelity.
The character lacks the elements of Courage, Aggression, Sm-

bility and forceful thought. Its nature is negative but capable;
its forces are receptive, and, except in the directions of poetic,
verbal, and elocutionary capacities, would be more capable than it

would appear to be. The sections of Descriptive Mentality, as

given in parentheses, elaborate this delineating very much.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Cheiromancy.
The Descriptive Mentality of the Hand, as we have seen, has

taken the place of Cheirognomy, and very greatly elaborated that

old physiognomy of the Hand. Cheiromancy treats more closely
the lines of the hand, and especially of the palm, and interprets
those lines to describe the past and future conditions and circum-

stances ofthe lives of human beings.
As to the accuracy of Cheiromancy as the art of' describing the

past, present, or future events of an individual's life bythe lines

of' the hand, the author must for the greater part rely upon the

careful work of others. He has, however, tried to avoid inserting
signs which seemed to him to be doubtful.

There are many persons who believe that the lines of the hand

are in a measure prophetic, and who desire to thus anticipate the

expressions of "fate," and to these we give the indications found

by the lines. But the author's confidence rests rather in the

reszklmre q' natural /auf than in the prevision of arbitrary design.
Where weakness and deficient power is clearly shown by the

signs of mentality it is possible in every case by proper precau-

tion, cultivation, and treatment, to strengthen the weak faculty
and promote physical health. Descriptive Mentality and Chei-

romancy are of essential value in the direction of precautionary
and preventive methods. 'l`here can be no event portrayed that

cannot be avoided, delayed, hastened or modified if the character

or event be foreknown. Fate is a thing of the present. It is

invariably the inevitable course of natural laws modifying each

other. These are never futurity, but their constancy of general
habit gives us liberty of judgment as to the future results of past
and present actions and powers. As an example: A long, firm

Line of Life portrays long life; the elements are present in

the person to perpetuate life- in consequence, a long, firm Line

of Life.

Whatever there may be in the art of reading the lines of the

hand it is certain that these are caused by brain forces exerted

around and beneath them on the skin, muscles and tendons of the
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

hand. Brain forces cannot exist except as the result of natural

law.

.The method of illustration, however, the author believes to be

original and quite easily applied or mastered. As many signs as

could be clearly seen will be drawn upon a part of the hand and

named along the line or near the sign. A number of these will

later be grouped on one page and described upon the margins of

the drawings. This will be found valuable, as it brings the signs
of a region together for study or comparison with a natural hand

that may be under consideration.

In describing your own or another person's hand, examine the parts
outlined by each page of drawings, and if the hand examined con-

tains any of the signs given in the drawing, examine the mate, and

if the same sign~lines appear in both hands, note it accordingly. A

sign found on both hands adds certainty, and particularly when the

sign relates to matters pertaining to the future. However, in any

case except the signs of great fatalities, the duplicate sign is not

absolutely necessary. In many instances a sign is not duplicated in

the other hand, but is confirmed by another sign.
It is to be expected that sign-lines in hands examined will vary

somewhat from the lines in the drawings, but care should be taken

that they are in the same location, or region, and in the same gen-
eral direction. That is, a cross, star, ray, or chained line may lie

at any angle on a region, when disconnected from the regular lines.

We shall see that many lines are modified by their width and color,
cross-lines, mars and breaks in them, and by their length over the

path they should run.
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Dl'1$CRIl"l`l\' I-I M I-§N'l`Al.l'l`Y.

The Right and Left Hand.

A study of the Brain as a mental mechanism gives the key to the

question of the character of the signs in the Right and Left hand.

ln right-handed persons the left side of the lmrain is the larger and

more positive side ; the right hand is therefore chosen to art as the

positive hand, the guiding, executive hand, and its lines and all

other signs indicate thc directive, impulsive and forceful elements

of the pcrson's nature.

The left hand is, then, the negative hand ; it is receptive, calm,
more static, more rlosely representative of the fragments of the

past destiny-the hereditary endowments of parents and lhmily

history-than is the right hand.

When, however, the Left hand is positive and dircgtive, exactly
the reverse is true.

The positive hand is the hand of fnturity by Will-f0I'(`C, the left

futnrity by hereditary endowment.

Pages 155 and x56 give views of the anatomy of the hand. 'I`he

tigure of the skin, magnified, in the lower corner of page 156, gives
the layers of the skin, the nerve papilla and tactile vorpusele, and

its nerve fibres ramifying outward through the Malpighian layer.
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DESCRI PTIVE M EN'1`ALl'l''.

mancy ; the planetary and zodiacal signs constitute the symbolism.
The older symbolism was, in many respects, tentative and arbitrary,
and varied widely from the now known mental and natural signifi-
cance of the influences that continually play, in microscopic chan-

nels, over the surface and deeper tissues of the body.
That condition of symbolism was to be expected from the mere

intuitive phases of the art.

It is hardly necessary to say that we must not be satisfied to

simply perpetuate the old system or fomis when new elements are

known-not even at the expense of popularity.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Islands are unfortunate signs, but are local to the region or line

on which they appear, and are chiefly hereditary indications.

A Cros indicates united polar forces ; change ; on a branch of

the Heart line, marriage.
p

A Grille signifies obstacles ; faults ; default of opportunity ; con-

fusion, excesses.

A Spot is generallyasign of temporary illness, or injury from an

accident ; black or blue spot, a disease ; red, a wound ; white (the.
exception) some good. 'I`he kind of disease, wound, or benefit is

indicated by the place where the spot is found.

Bars, on the fingers, indicate intensity and struggle in the facul-

ties marked by them.

Mounts are regions of dominant forces, parts of the hand where

the anatomical and mental forces develop the tissues and stmctures

to a greater extent than in other regions of the same hand.

A fork at the end of a line increases (except the Life line) its

significance and power. .

Branch lines, ascending, denote increased power and capacity;
descending branches, the reverse.

Tasselled lines are signs of weakness and depressed energy.
Chained lines are signs of weakness in the particular character-

istic of the line; obstacles; lack of hardihood.

Wavy lines denote diminished power in the line.

Capillary lines, hairlike lines arising from or running parallel to

a main line, or falling from such a line, indicate weakness in the

same manner as chained and wavy lines.

Circles are unfortunate signs except when found on the Mount

of the Asteroids (old Mount Apollo). On any other region, or on

a line, they indicate the inability to break away from the cause of

misfortune.

Broken lines indicate failure ; defeat ; cessation of power.

Sister lines, increased power ; support; defence.
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The Principal Lines.

The principal lines of the hand, as seen by
the engraving of the palm, are the Line of Life,
Head or Natural Line, Heart or Mensal, For-

°`

tune or Satumian. These lines and all their

Q \
signs are considered in Descriptive Mentality,

~'°
\

as we have seen, but as being of minor import-
* '\ ance, while in Cheiromancy they were the most

`~ important parts of the art. We will first de-

-\
g scribe the most prominent signs of these lines,

.»§ and then take into consideration their variant
' indices. ~

Tm: Lm-: List-:_

Health, long life and strength are the results

of mental self-government. Ill-health, sickness

and death are results of lost control of some

part of the body : even when it can be traced to unavoidable acci-

dent there maybe a relation between the mental forces and the

accident causes.

lt is not at all strange that the Life line indimtes the constitu-

tional power to resist disease; nor that it mn indicate the fact that

ata certain age its poxessor will relapse in resisting power until

subject to its attacks. Neither is it-strange that the line, in com-

bination with other lines, should indicate that period of life at

5%
which the personality will make a sutliciently great

:."$_ strugle to succeed in marriage, or in fact in any

 '
5 other indicated fact.

1
Q °- The Lite line indicats constitutional strength and

,

'
f the appmximate dates at which indimted events will

¢

I

3 .1 take place.
` -'

_

`

_\ ,mit me tim should im-¢ good color = it should

,-

l

le _':_ he e\ enlv drawn. without breakage or wavering, free

P fmnt loops or islands. and run well around the thumb.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Such a line indicates general good health, vitality and endurance ;

it indicates long life and mental strength.
When the line is pale and shallow there will be general ill-

health, feebleness or lack of vigor.
When the line is red, deep and broad, it indices a violent will,

bad temper, severe judgment, and often great destnictiveness.

A line that is variable, changeable, and poorly marked in width,
course and in color, indicates a nature that is poorly
nutrilied physically, very changeable in volume of

strength, and liable at all times to serious reverses in ff

health.

When the line is linked or rope-like, it is' a sign
_

~ 2
y  

indicate the date of beginning, and when the line i fl
again becomes even and smooth, the date at which '

health is regained.  , w

A most important sign is that which indicates dan-

/

pl  ` J/
 u hw '

of bad health. The point at which the links start _ 1. '»f4',/ny 

i

4  5

G.; _7/ ge FP

5
I'

gerous illness; when' the Life line is broken in the
'

negative hand and (at the same age) still joined in the positive
hand, it indicates severe illness; when broken in both hands it

generally signifies death. Often the line is renewed

at a date much earlier than its break, neutralizing the

result.

The line in the illustration is broken at the 48th
year. The end tums upon the region of vitality.

2*

f #mai

across it. If duplicated in the other hand it is a fatal

sign.
If broken and repaired by a square, it signifies

protection from the serious effect.

When the Life line rises on the region of Wisdom

(Mount of Apollo) it indicates an early development 5n><,, L6 > pg" ,
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of ambition. When chained and looped at the ""'*l°G"
beginning, under the region of Mentality, it signifies sickness or

general debility in youth. When fine lines spray downward from

the Life line they denote loss of vitality, and of mental force, at

the date marked by their appearance.
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D I-l§CR|P1'l\'E M ENTALITY.

All lines arising from the Life line running
downward (toward the wrist) are lines of depres-
sion; all that branch upward are marks of gain,
success or power.

'l`hc relation of the origin of the Life line to that

of the Hcad line is very important.
'I`he Life and Head lines arising together indicate

a mentality governed by judgment and fimmess, but

very sensitive to infringement upon its rights.
When the space is moderate the subject has more

aggression and sense of freedom. When the space

is very wide there is indicated an overplus of egotism
und ambition-a cutting in two of judgment, as it

\\'ere-leading to egregious failures.

When the Life, Head and Heart lines arise to-

gether it is at very unfavorable sign, and betokens

spasintxlic reaisoning, lack of caution, tendency to

tleeeptioxi, and at very large list of general faults.

_-\ll lims arising from another one are branches

front the \n.\in line; of these there may be many
from each of the prineijul lines of the hand.

Of the ttsrentling lines from the Life line there are

nutty. the ineaning of the sign depending upon the

\\\t:N: taken by the line and the place of its ending.
_\ stmzg l\r.x::\'h running from the Life line over

Mutant .\;\\ZZo gms szzcuw in the ambition to gain
pon er ; to\\';tr\l .xzrd oz: jupiter gi-'es wealth and gen-

eml e:\\\\\ ; ::` :ie )l,\;::: of Astemids 1 under third

tinge:
`
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DESCRIPTIVE M ENTALITY.

The most important of these unfavorable lines are those that

relate to health and to family life, or, in the fullest sense, to the

Affections.

At the foundation of all signs in cheirology lie the influences of

that spirituality that moulds life, its thought and feelings, its will

and mechanism of choice. In this treatise we cannot attempt to

describe the processes, forces, distribution of energy-even as far

as known-but the reader will perceive many of these if inclined

to study the full-page drawing of the regions of mental influ-

ence in connection with the lines described upon the various draw-

ings.
Even at the risk of confusion we shall trace over this drawing

many variant lines that relate chiefly to the line of Life.

A line cutting only the Life line (from Affection to Fortune)
signifies the interference of relatives ; when continued across the

line of Destiny, aggressive attacks from others ; when continued to

the Head line (over Destiny, Brilliancy or Mentality), indicates

dominance of others' thoughts and opinions ; cutting from Vitality
to Fortune, Glory or Prudence-the Life, Head and Heart lines-

means a vicious interference in the Affections, the time being indi-

cated on the Life line.

A line from the region of Affection to Utility, cutting a marriage
line on the percussion, indicates a scandal or divorce, or both.

A heavy short line across the Life line indicates bronchial

troubles, generally asthmatic.

Many lines cutting the Life line, severe, prolonged illnex, and,

generally, constitutional weaknes.

A short line, branching from the Life line toward the Hard line,
demands rest and mental relaxation.

A line cutting Life and Head lines, with a star between them, is

a sign of loss of reason; when it cuts the Life line and ends in a

star it signifies a great loss of money through lack of vitality and

force ; the date should be carefully observed ; it is particularly un-

fortunate if low on the plain, as the star alone is a very unfortunate

sign in that region. These effects are easily accounted for when

we realize that the Affection faculties govem the nutritive system
and influence the regions of vitality and affection in the hand.
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The Lifeline is also the chief origin of signs of travel. The

signs of travel on Mount Luna are generally minor in import-
ance.

When a line branching from the Life line crosses the Plain of

Fortune around or across the regions of Harmony or of Imagina-
tion, it isa sign of a great change from one country ,_

to another-a change of citizenship. The time of
u

'

"1 A, /i
the change is given by the origin of the line from the JA/

i

'/- 5? M]
"  ('_

Life line. ¢_'3'5'
i

"
Lines nmning upward from Mount Apollo (mis- 5

'

ab;
represented by the old symbolism as Mount Jupiter) 5 ffé
are indicators of great mental success.

°

A loop forming an island at the origin of the Life
_  3 Q

_.
_

line signifies a mystery surrounding birth. Chained / 4'§7*~ lg"
lines along the Life line indicate severe, prolonged

_ ff °

sickness. A square on the line shows preservation ff
from some serious attack, the nature of which may be i §;6°
found in other signs.

Many other signs relate to the Life line, but these we shall con-

sider in combination with other signs or subjects with which there

are mutual effects.
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The Head Line.

As we have already shown, the Head line may arise very high
upon Mount Apollo, and cut in twain the intelligence of its region
of origin. It may arise nearer the Life line, and, as if its posscssor
were freed from responsibility of any external order, become a sign
of mental and industrial independence. It may arise with the Life

line and indicate a judicious and careful attitude, with reason and

caution closely blended, but may lack sutlicient impulse toward in-

dustrial activities.

But the prime interest in the Head line is in the indications

given by its course and termination, and by the signs that may

modify it in increasing or depressing its power.
or straight Head line is the line of the practical,
reasoning, determined mentality. When it turns

gradually and slightly dowmvard it has increased

intellectuality and slightly decreased commercial

habits.

When the Head line turns quickly downward

across the Plain of Destiny into the regions of har-

mony, imagination and romance, the character par-

takes very largely of those elements of mentality,
and the whole nature is inclined toward idealism,

symbolism, imagination and creative thought.
'l`he latter line, and the line of intellectual bril-

liancy, denote a love for painting, music, architec-

ture and landscape ; there is a wide range of emotive

interests and love of grandeur.
When the Head line falls very low, close to the

Life line, and then undecidedly croxcs Mount Luna

'l`he normal
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to the region of Imagination. it indicates an ex~

tremelv nervous mental temperament, much inclined to hallucina-

tions and sentimentality of an impractical nature, and the possessor
IIN
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of' such Head line had best strive to find interest in a good whole-

some avocation.

When the Head line falls short and downward on

Destiny and is forked, it indicates a nature engrossed
in business and in materiality-one in which personal
interest and advantage is the chief incentive to ac-

tivity.
When the Head line runs well across the hand,

tums roundly and strongly upward on the regions of

Contest or of Courage, the nature will be aggressive,
progressive, forceful in money and political matters,
but not essentially selfish and penurious. When the

line turns up to the regions of Utility and Integrity,
the forces at play over it are dominant love of com-

merce or of science. Turning still higher on the re-

gion of Glory (or even to Fortune) indicates love f ,f-"/ _V
 

of notor iety, display, and desire to emulate greater men.

When a branch of the Head line arises on the re-

gion of Wisdom, it is a sign of love of power and in-

tellectual dominance.

the Plain of
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Several lines curved down into the Head line over the region of

Mentality signify great success; when the Head line begins with a

loop and an island, it signifies some great mystery

concerning the person's birth.

When the Head line ends short, and there are loops
or islands in the Life line, there is to be illness and

loss of money at the date shown on the Life line.

A square on the Head line above or just below the

above signs prevents the disasters indicated from com-

plete culmination.

The Headline, stopping sharply on the region of

Mentality, indicates early death by mental affliction,
and especially if other signs confirm this. \\`hen a

little longer, with broken Life line, there is danger
from a fatality to thc head.

When the Head line is chained and looped it is a
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decided indication of shiftlcssness, changeable and indecisive1nen-
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tality. \°hen ray lines fall downward, and the Head line is im-

perfect, there is danger from brain troubles; the date

will be found on the Life line.

A Head line branching into two strong and well-
- ~ marked lines running well acros the region of Bril-

f -*

'7
./.

7.  W »

/` A  i _ _ _1/ it 5 1 "`/3 lrancy rs an evidence and result ot' a powerful men-

/ '» *f
l e'

`

tality with wide versatility, good judgment, persever-

Lf ance and courage.
°

When a strong branch arises from a star on the

 
region of Honor it presages great success, essentially

__ _ if
'

. _I intellectual, or at least due to powerful memory and
'

`

reflection. But if the Head line traces downward in

'
a cowardly fashion along by the Life line, and then cuts wanderingly across the Plain of Fortune, there

,  is lack of decision, courage, strength of character and

of will.

'l`he Head line should be in hamiony with the main character-

istics of the hand. The lines on a business hand should be in the

path of business indications; on an artistic hand in the direction

of imaginative and artistic power. To each general type the same

rule should apply.
However, the Head line, or any other principal line, need not

be so deeply marked upon a hand in which the character of the

whole is in sympathy with the line, as when there is a strong con-

trast between the indication of the line and the fundamental

mass of mental nature in the hand itself.

Widely differing, contrary and apparently impossible signs very
often appear. Let the student remember that all nature is a con-

flict, friendly or otherwise, and that the balance of power generally
wins. The difficulty will be found only in correctly determining
where the balance of power exists.

'l`his is equally true in the matter of insanity, melancholia, and

other morbid mental states.

These states or tendencies of mind are generally clearly indicated

by extreme variations from the normal location of the Head line,
as when, on the square, spatulate or knotty types, it falls heavily
across the regions of Harmony and Imagination.
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On the Psychic and Conic hand this would be onlya small varia-

tion from the normal.

With the Head line as above noted, and an extremely full region
of Prudence, there is always gloom, moroseness, and extreme

reserve.

In an opposite direction is the tendency toward crime.

When the Head line rising high on the hand, near the first finger,
runs severely across the region of Prudence, Glory and Fortune,
driving the Heart line very close to the fingers or obliterating it

altogether, such hand is in the attitude of crime. It is viciously
impulsive; the moral balance is very uneven, and responsibility
sinks to the lowest level.

The age when desire to commit crime may reach its dominant

degree of power is indicated by the crest or touching of the Head

line on the Heart line.
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The Line of the Heart.

The Heart line, properly the line of the Affections, is

one of the four great lines of the Hand.

Its signs express the state and nature of the faculties

_ of marriage and family devotions ; the attractions of the

sexes for each other.

R

Y-

As shown in the drawing, the Heart line may arise

from three (in fact more, abnormally) regions of the

hand, and cross to the percussion.
e

V Arising from the region of Honor or Wisdom, it indi-

i.,' s

'

'

cates a nature whose love is of the highest purity and
`

constancy ; a devotion that is tender, strong, and intense.

It is the index of a devotion which, once aroused by a

worthy mate (and often when not), will last more than a
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lifetime. When the line is extremely long, when it arises from

the first finger itself, it is in excess in the direction of blind worship
of the chosen mate, and will glory in, or suffer from, the attach~

ment in just the proportion that its object proves worthy of nature's

divincst gift to man.

\'hen the line arises betveen the fingers, or between the regions
of Unity and Prudence, it has the deep, intense and constant ele-

ment, with tenderness and consideration in its expression; and

marriage and home life seem to that nature to be the source of all

human happiness.
When the Heart line curls around the index finger, or a branch

of it arises there, it signifies marvelous powers of an occult nature

and of spiritual intuitions.

\`hen the Ileart line arises high on the region of Prudence

(Mount jupiter). it is an indication of passion and a more material-

istic view of conjugal attnchtnents. When the source of the Heart

line is high, or at least on the second finger, it is an indicator of

sensuality, selfishness and inconsidcrate nature. An equally un-

IT2 '
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fortunate line is one that runs completely across the hand, dividing,
as it were, the realm of Reason into two of jealousy.

~

The Heart line that arises from the two favorable

sources, as noted above, is exceptionally happy in Q' `.
?

'

',
feelings of devotion, hereditary influences, the trend

'

jg
9

", _

of life toward its most desirable needs and pleasures.
I

` 'og
*

I

Exactly the opposite is the indication when one origin
t 5

'

_

is fairly back upon the region of Prudence, and there
'

A43 ~>

is danger of fickleness, want of constancy and excess `

of amative expression.
i

~

¢ `

Another still worse origin of the Heart line is
°

"_`_ 9
Q,

!

where it arises from the side of the hand, joined to `~ `(v§
the Head and Life line, and irregularly bends up- gf p

"'

ward toward its own course. It is the line of un- of
`

#E
scrupulous feelings, interests and manner. It is a 6 - suis#
plain waming open to the world, and well so, in that

` F

there need he less opportunity for wretched mistakes. Its absence

is about as bad. .

Many variant signs appear on the Heart line ; some of these we

shall illustrate on the lesser drawings.
Fine ray lines ascending toward the region of Fortune indicate

strength and depth of alTection. When the origin is frayed and

the Heart line of irregular strength it indicates heart troubles of a

physical nature and probably arises from nervousness.

An island in the Heart line is indicative of illicit  love. If there are groups of such islands, or the line
i  is very much chained and interwoven with fine lines,

A  5these are evidences of love affairs of transient nature, N: ,

A

and want of sincerity in the attitude of the wooer.   A strong ray, running in a curved direction from ,¢'
the Heart line to the region of vitality (Mount Venus) ,

~ ,~-61) ~

`

there ending in a star, has been said to indicate dis-   / _Q
appointment in love; this author has never found    
this sign and cannot vouch for it. £5  `

A dark spot on the Heart line is said to mean a  Q  very severe accident; and a break in the line, espe- KQQQS' , 
cially if there is a simultaneous sign on the Life line
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to mdimte heart disease. The author has known of many use of

hart disease, some terminating fatally, and yet this sign was absent.

He does not think the sign su$ciently certain to merit reliance

upon it.

Deep scars on the line, with the Had line irregular, or with a

very thin section in it, indiaats a tendency to apoplexy and gener-

ally depresed veinous circulation.

It is said that white spots denote strong love attraction and its

conquests.
It can safely be asumed that the color of the Heart line mries

much more with each temporary change in health volume than does

the color of any other line. This isdue to the fact that it is in

close sympathy with the nutritive and circulatory systems.
Breaks in the Heart line relate more directly to the affections

than to the ph}sical state. Breaks under Mount jupiter indicate

accident to the loved one: under the Asteroids, affection troubles

due to tinancial pride: under Mount Neptune, disappointment due

to the worldliness and lack of spirituality in the person loved.

The Heart line extremely thin and bare of branches, iudimtes a

cold and emotioule§ affection; when very deep, vitality colored

and extremely rayed or broad, an intensely pasionate nature.
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The Line of Marriage.

Perhaps no other line has aroused more curi

osity, caused more eager inquiry of the cheiroso-

phist, than the marriage lines, and before proceed-
ing further with the question of theirsurety and

dependableness the author refers the reader to the

brief statements made conceming the Fate line.

It is stated again and again, as a warrant against
the certainty of the sign, that " nature knows no i

ceremony, knows no civil or ecclesiastical law.'

reflection. Human mentality knows ceremony I;

knows civil and ecclesiastical law and forms, and

human mmtalzb' is mzlurf. Human memory

.

This statement is a grave error, a result of shallow

l

.L

,

reason, love, perseverance, these are nature-the

highest known expression of nature. That nature

& &discredits one law by another (overcomes one

force by another) does not set aside this fact.

That men break civil and ecclesiastic law in no

way destroys the knowledge (mzturnknowledge,
remember) they And marriage signs (as
long as man knows of civil forms as /am) should »

be as predicative as any other sign of arbitrary

"Nl

act.

The lines upon the percu§ion and Mount Nep-
'

tune, said to be marriage lines, and found to indicate that fact,
may be only corollary signs, and this author's experience warrants

the conclusion that the Heart line has the completer signs, though
much more complexly marked.

The principal signs will be found on page 177, where many signs
are shown, and their significance noted at the margins as directed

by the dotted lines. The signs given on the side of that page are

segments of the Heart line.
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The Marriage line runs from the percussion side of the hand up-

ward and across the regions of Utility or of Expression. It should

be a clear strong line, and of good length. When quite short and

hardly reaching the curve on the palm proper, it generally indi-

cates a love affair not powerful enough, or without conditions pro-

pitious enough, to reach the climax of marriage.
Sometimes the line, good and clear, does not arise until the face

of the region is reached.

When the line tums with a quick sweep downward to the Heart

line, it indicates that the mate will die first ; and when a deep cut

line crosses it the death is from accident. When a line cuts ob-

liquely across from the Marriage line to the Plain of Fortune, it

predicates divorce.

When with the Marriage line there is also a sister line to that of

Fate on the Plain of Fortune it indexes a very fortunate marriage,
vith brilliant enjoyments and success. A branch arising from

Mount Luna, but high (Sentiment or Harmony), and joins the

Destiny line below the Head line, wealth accompanies the mar~

riage; when, however, it cuts full across the hand in a separate

path, the marriage will be the result of ambitions of style, pride
and scllishness.

'l`he higher the line of Marriage on the hand (away from the

Heart line) the later the marriage.
'l`hese are the most prominent signs upon this line; there are

several other very marked and clear signs upon the Heart line ; as

that line is under the influence of the marriage, parental and re-

ligious faculties, it must necessarily, and may very fitly, portray

marriage incidents.

A strong branch running from the Heart line, clearly, across the

region of Prudence is an index of a marriage of fate, a marriage in

which much thought of the world's interest centres. When a

similar branch strongly divides the region of Glory from that of

Fortune, there will he commercial ,anxiety as a result of marriage;
sometimes failures of profession. Lines running at right angles to

the Life line on the region of Vitality, especially if crossed and

tangled, are signs of marriage troubles, and in a measure due to in-

temperance.
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DESCRIPTIVE M ENTALITY.

A branch of the Heart line tuming strongly downward and acros

the Head line, with a bar across it, is a very bad marriage sign.
Lines upon the thumb, from Reason to the Life line, indicate mar-

riage or love affairs.

\Vhen two parallel lines run from the region of Affection across

~ the hand to Brilliancy or Sentiment they betray the existence of

two love affairs at once.
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Children.
_

The lines indicating offspring are, in a measure,

of the same order as those of marriage or of fate, in

m far as the future is concerned.
In reading these signs great care is necessary, the

lines are often very delicate ; they sometimes gather
in confused order among other sign lines upon the

same region. 'I`he lines are vertical lines, well up,
on the region of Expression, seldom extend below

the Marriage line, and generally appear to spring
from it at right angles.

'l`he lines, if broad and very clear, indicate males;
if fine, delicate, and a little more oblique, females.

The clearer and firmer the line the greater the con-

'l`he course of the child's health during its minority is shown

during its minority by the strength of the line; if it begins
and ends strongly, the delicate infant will grow

strong ; if the reverse is true of the line, it will be equally true

of the volume of health in the child.
~' ;f if

`

2 The blending of dominant forces received from the parents
~ will determine the temperament of the child.
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The Fate Line.
'

In every being there rests hidden the possibilities
of that being's future; the possibilities of a destiny
undeveloped, of energies unaroused, of forces that

may combine and reorganize until there is a result or
__

"

series of results, which we may call fate.
1

»

"

If, when the boomerang is thrown in the air by a  g
skillful hand, an observer, noting the laws of physics,

'

_ 3
f

V,

would declare it would not come back to the thrower,
'

 X 'N

he would only ailirm the common experience of men. gf
7

l

J

But it is evident that the expenditure of transmitted
l l

'

"'»`

energy gradually changes the line of its impingement __`:j  >
l

upon the air, and, that still obeying the laws of :YJ "is  
'

fnzfygvand farm, its course contradicts the common  

experience of other sticks thrown by the same hand.

And fate, too, is that unknown volume of energy, undemonstrated

at one time (though apparently necessary then) only to spring
forth at another, and make manifest effects which are not only un-

expected, but are irresistible by surrounding opponents.
The Fate line is the form symbol of that particular force which

may be hidden from experience and from hnaterial sense. 'l`he

force, the energy containing substances, the set-bow and arrow of

achievement, may be ready to receive the impulse to spring. And

logically enough the hand that is fullest of marks of force and power

and energy should indicate less markedly the Fate-energy hidden in

it than would be shown in_ the hand that' (more clearly governed
by the intellect) is less an embodiment of the mastery of fate by
the Will.

Therefore, those hands called Psychic, or Conic, or even the

Philosophic, are more subject to the heavy and clear mark of Fate

than would be true of the Elementary, or Square or Spatulate hand.

A small body under great energy strikes harder than a larger one

under dormant energy. This law, realized, is of more value to a

ann seeking success than whole encyciopzedias of general informa-

tion. It is a diiiicult law, too, for delineators to realize.
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The Fate line is the line of career ; it relates to the mass of' ac-

complishment ; to place in advancement and benefits; to the ratio

of happiness given and received by the one human unit to and from

all others.

'l`he Fate line may measure money in the hand of the money-

maker; joy in the hand of' the joy-maker; wisdom result in the

hand of the wisdom-maker, and crime in the hand of the criminal.

Do not look at this line with the condensing lens of' mere finan-

cial and wealth gain ; nor with the dilettanteism of' style and

voluptuous show.

Whatever is ma.sterly in the spirit of the man or woman in whose

hand the line falls, to that mastery bind the line of Fate. If their

nature seeks fame in the serenity of truth; in the contention of

war ; in the enslavement of man by the power of' law ; in appeas-

ing the wants of' fellowmen, the Fate line binds them to that aspira-
tion~plant until that fruit of fame is changed by oncrowding years,

and there come other hopes and other fears to graft to their tree

of knowledge.
,`_' In the small drawings of this group the aim has

~

* _I 7; been to show the types of' hands with the Fate line

so drawn as to give it the same relative value in each

ii' hand.
/ § In the Ordinary type the line is short, thin and

W indefinite; in the Squane hand it is fine and not

_
strong, has some variation ; in the Spatulate the line

_  is longer and slightly broader; in the Knotty hand

_

" it is longer, deeper and more variable in its course ; in

:_
the Conic and the Psychic still more prominent.

it In the Psychic hand the element of fate is gen-

r
erally the result of parental providence or the incident

v

/  
C,

/ .§
l 4°

of' marriage.
'I`he Fate line may rise from other regions of' the

hand; it may start from the wrist in early life; it

may run from the region of Imagination (Mount
Luna), or it may spring from the Life line at points
from the thirtieth to the sixtieth year along that

line.
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When it rises from the Life line and is clear and strong, it indi~

cates successful personal energy.
When it rises from the wrist and runs free and strong upward to

the region of Prudence, it is an indicator of successful elements in

the direction of the person's ambition.

It is always safe to assume that the Fate line partakes of the

character of its origin, and is in sympathy with the form and

characteristics of the hand.

If the Fate line ascends to the region of Unity or of Honor (on

the old Mount Jupiter), the subject's life will be filled with a great
measure of renown and inlluence, the strength of character and

brilliancy of mentality asserting themselves wherever there is effort.

A ray or branch turning in that direction gives the date at which

the zenith of power is reached. But when the Fate line fatally, as

it were, extends full upon the finger of Association (the second),
there will be a recursion of forces greatly depreciating the end of

the subject's career.

A late origin of the line of Fate (on the Plain of Destiny), the

early years of maturity will be years of struggle, failure and care;

but as these are turned aside the career will become brighter, and

perseverance, industry, good judgment and aggression will have

gained the ascendant.

Arising at the Head or Heart lines indicates a correspondingly
late period of success. Stopping at either line of Head or of Heart

indicates difficulties of these natures terminating the

best part of the gains of life indicated by the Fate line

preceding those dates.

The line arising from the region of Harmony indi-

cates a nature full of calm and ennobling impulses;
from the region of Affection, a career due to the aid of

a devoted mate; from both regions, the destiny is one

of blended mental and social power.
A broken Fate line is a warning of unsuccessful efforts,

or of partial failure, at the age indicated by the break ;

if the line ceases and another begins earlier beside it,
and lower on the hand, there is liability to change of
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avocation, sometimes simply of place or condition.
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~ DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

The absence of the Fate line is evidence that the subject's life is

one devoid of the most dynamic desires for success, but that gains
may come and success follow from the direction of impersonal ad-

vantages. 'l`hese may result from servitude to others, from the un-

accented trend of events under which the person is rather a substi-

tute for another power than the power itself.

()ne other fundamental course of the absence of a decided line

of Fate, and one wherein is a wide difference from any heretofore

noted--at least to the author's knowledge-is to be found in the

nature and career of those who struggle mentally and unselfishly (so

far as their present life is concerned) to give to the race a higher
trend of personality, and seek in their various ways to diminish

antagonism by decreasing its apparent necessity.
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Line of Apollo.

Line of Apollo, more properly the line of Bril-

liancy, may start from the Life line, Mount Luna, W 
or from the regions of Contest, Sentiment or Perio- ../T

l

dicity; when present it predicates fame in some per- 'ir-. ._,.j§`-~
f If

manent form. The kind of fame, the source of the _;_,,_:_,,.g_, _ ,;5g,é? _,.,,.'**Wj L

reputation gained is seen by the termination of the °2"`;k & "" 'z' 
line. '";'f¢' "f , if ~ _

A

If the line of Brilliancy ends upon the regions of
  . M ,2  vb _ 

Glory or of Fortune, it will be from politics, Guan-  g   »__-Q;- 
cial success or law. If terminating upon the region þÿ� �-�H�3�5�§�§�1�¢ ¬�-�f�i�f�"�'�i�'�:�5�"�1�:�"
of Utility the fame is of discoveries, inventions,
the realm of science. If upon the region of Elegance,
success in art, in literature, or in the departments of

mimetics.

When the line of Apollo, or Sun line, appears as

if a band of broken lines, it indicates the mind of the

artistic tinkerer, the man that never does anything
great because he has so many little things to do.

If the line runs upward, clear, and ends in or near

a star (not a spot), there is gathering friendly support
and general good luck, particularly if the Fate line is

a favorable one. Ending in a trident, there is to be

fame from purely personal merit. Three equal lines

with good, clear form, indicate the same.

The Apollonian line may arise from the Life line,

indicating, on an artistic hand, worshipfulness for the
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beautiful ; on the business hand it gives index of brilliant schemes,

power to manipulate commerce, and to gain directive position.
The line is not essentially an art line. Its stronger appearance

upon the artistic, conic and psychic hand is due more to the lack

of opposing forces in those hands than to the greater power implied
by the line. Its meaning will depend much upon the cast of men-

tality to which it belongs.
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The Health Line.

The Health line should be long and clear and

'
finely traced, with good color and even width.

,r This line then indicates good health both "men-

_' tally and physically," although in truth all disease
i

p

~ is mental.
-

T

 ._ '
When this line is good in may overcome the in

_

* at Q
effects that cause a poor Life line.

i

 wg _M When joined to the I.ife line it is said to indieeze

 .1 weakness of the heart. This author has found its

 § Q- evil signs all absent when there was known heart

 _1  
l

trouble and disease. Red at the lower end also in-

=  ~
V

i dicates heart troubles. Red at the upper end, head~
, W-

. .

 ' aches; in the centre, fever; red throughout its

 ` length, a low, impulsive will; wavering, twisted,
badly rayed, constitutional biliousness, and also supports any sign
of dishonesty; a strong sister line, avarice; a deep cross line,
coming sickness (date on Life or Fate lines).

The Health line may also indicate love of occultism, natural

science, and spiritonic aptitudes. When it does so, these tenden-

cies arc in their most positive directions; they result in products,
in worldeactivity, in a desire to broaden the influences of all prin-
ciples advocated.

The Mars Line.

'I`his line, always a fairly strong one, runs almost parallel to the

Life line, on the region of Vitality, and is due to the play of men-

tal energy over the muscles and nerves of the thumb. It indicates

dynamic force in support of the vital forces that will preserve
health when those that fonn the Life line are not powerful
enough. The Mars line is a supporting line, and upholds the

energies of regions along the Life line by will-force and motive

power.
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The Line of Intuition.

This line is a delicate and variable line, sometimes

disappearing from the hand in the course of a few

months, and in other cases appearing quite as quickly ;

its presence depends very much upon the degree of

positiveness possessed by the person on whose hand it

appears. A Psychic, Conic or Philosophic hand most

frequently has this line; it is the line of Mental

temperament, of sensitiveness and negation. When

the mentality becomes positive, forceful and dynamic,
the line is less marked, and may even disappear. It

metric receptibility.
When the line is very strongly marked, and the

Head line long with a sweep downward on Mount

Luna, the Line of Intuition is an evidence of brilliant mental con-

ceptions and prophetic power.
It is well to make effort to freely exercise these powers; to

express in a useful fonn the world-needed truths that such line

indicates as being hidden in the mentality.

is an indication of intuition, sensitiveness and psycho- I lf! l
The Girdle of Venus.

This line is generally a bad sign; it indicates grossness and in-

temperance in a weak hand; in a strong one it merely adds an

indication, always to be found in other signs, of energy and inten-

sity of a passionate nature, but often only carried to the extent of

govemed appetite and love of pleasure.
In a weak hand it is a sign of a state of mind at the point of

chronic melancholia, mental depression, negation to effort and in-

tellectual lassitude. When turning upon the regions at the base of

the little linger, it is an indication of a falsifying mind and a very

delicient volume of integrity.
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Signs on Mount Apollo.

The old Mount jupiter, better symbolized by
Apollo, is the physiognomical region of Wisdom,  ' ____-  Q i
Unity, Honor and Mentality. Apollo was the

_  'rk  ,_
K

oracular god of the spiritual Sun (as Helios was Q-l fy. -'

_;,,

 `

god of the physical), symbolizing mental illumina~  
'

 (  Q3,  
tion, knowledge, truth and moral purity. jupiter Q   _ 
symbolized rulership, not knowledge or intelli- __ P-

 ;1  
gence.

l

F.. '_ 'FQ _

'T if

Vhen Mount Apollo is the highest in the hand `   ' -- 

the intellectual nature is predominant, and a fine  1
base is established for the powerful activity of "- nga: f 
those faculties represented as strong by the index

,_ ', #ax  
finger. g '. 1 cz.  

When the mount is full and high, it is a sign of `0__ lf'  
reflective capacity, power to reason profoundly and '~

I

to prolong investigation into any subject of interest. 'l`he mount

is reallya wisdom mount. The love of unity in thought ; the desire

to synthetically grasp and present the needs and truths of human

life, to bring harmony out of chaos, is fundamental to this region.
Its energies are those of the Intellect " pitted over against

"

the

Will (thumb).
An abnomially large mount (with a thin and long thumb) is

most indicative of a pedantic mind, with "

spruce affectation
"

of

great leaming, but generally lacking the mental harmony required
for broad and profound inquiry.

A small, flat and energyless Mount Apollo is an evidence of in-

attentive mental attitudes; of intellectual lassitude ; of an individu-

ality in which opinions are too neutral to be either obstructing or

constructive to thought or happiness.
This latter condition of the mount is often found in the hand of

those who have had early ambitions, but failed to receive the sym-

pathy and support of those upon vhom they had a right to depend,
or from whom a right to expect encouragement.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

CHEIROMANTIC SIGNS.

A single line upon the region indicates great and brilliant success ;

a cross indicates a very happy marriage, and particularly so if it

rests upon a branch of the Heart line. When this cross is accom-

panied by a star, the marriage will not only be happy but very

brilliant, and of great advantage to both parties.
A spot upon Mount Apollo indicates a. fall from honor, credit or

position ; reverses in many ways.

An island or loop upon this region indicates a loss of ambition

due to failure, but if accompanied by a square there will be a retum

of good fortune, of energy and ambition. Sometimes the injuries
are wholly turned aside.

When the region is exceptionally high and self-esteem and

egotism run riot, the square will indicate a final turn that will pre-
vent the culmination of ambition in disaster.

A star far on the side of the hand is a reactive sign ; but, fairly
on the region of Unity, the star predicates a position of honor and

power.
A triangle on this mount is an evidence of power to manage

people, especially if the finger of Association (second) is long and

strong.
Combination of strong Mounts Apollo and Asteroids indicates

good fortune and wealth ; of Apollo with Neptune, love of science

and philosophy; with Mars, aggression and warlike temper; with

the Moon, an imaginative, calm, just, poetic and musical nature;

with Venus (Affection), a temperament that is generous, genial,
sincere, and expressive of devotion.
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Mount jupiter.

The old Mount of Saturn, better symbolized by Jupiter, is the

physiognomical region of Prudence. _Iupiter was a justiciary god.
Saturn was an agricultural god, and not a god of fatalistic, destruc-

tive and morbid powers-at least only to the extent that nature is

full of contention; (Fig., Page r87.)
Mount jupiter, when full and high, is a very powerful mount.

It govems with the severity of the Will faculties ; the mount is, in

fact, the result of combined influences that are not remarkably
sympathetic; hence its variable, positive, fatalistic, and often ab-

nomial trend of force.

When high and full just above the Heart line, it gives reserve,

severity, taciturnity, and a love of quiet, even solitude ; this with a

desire to rule others by an austere attitude.

Severe natures are almost always tacitum and reserved; nearly
always egotistic.

But when the fullness is high near the finger, and slopes grace~

fully toward the Heart line and along its branches, the index is of

prudence, caution, good judgment, organizing capacity and perse-

verance.

A hard hand, rough skin, thick wrist and "stubborn
"

thumb

are bad accompaniments to the high Mount ]upiter.
If with Mount jupiter we find Mount Apollo well developed and

the quality of the whole good, the result will be a mentality well

balanced between thought and will, a happy medium of intellectual

desire and executive force.

But if Mount Jupiter is extremely high, the mental capacity will

be used to defraud others, and to acquire their property, and in

every available way domineer the lives of those around.

If the Mount of the Asteroids is large, the nature will turn to

commercial shrewdness.

If Mount Neptune is large, there will be a love of expression.
some bombast, versatility at law or business.

A large Mount Jupiter with large Mars indicates a mentality in
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. DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

which rulership and the war spirit are dominant ; it is severe and

destructive when opposed. With Mount Venus large, indicates a

fair degree of sensitiveness, an interest in new and occult subjects.
Mount Luna large adds occult power, intuition and foresight, but

this mount greatly reduces the mlership elements of Mount Jupiter.

CHEIROMANTIC SIGNS.

A single straight line upon Mount _lupiter predicates success and

good fortune; a spot, an evil and fatal attack, its nature deter-

mined by kind, and time by signs of Life or Fate lines.

An island is a sign of misfortune, and so is a series of fine lines

crossing the mount.

A cross signifies fatalities, but of a minor nature, unless deep,
large, and on the Fate line. It is then a dangerous sign of violent

death.

A star supported by the square signifies great deeds ; a star de-

pressed by a cross, great loss; a star low on the mount, a distinc-

tion of poor consolation.

A strong triangle, alone, or with a single line, predicates the

govemment or control of many men.
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Mount of the Asteroids.

This is the old Mount Apollo, but much more truly
symbolized by the Harvest planets. '_ it  -

It is the physiognomical region of love of glory and -

-   
of fortune.    L 

'l`he mount fonns the base of the finger of Industry. 7' ~ '* _ - .H

When the mount is fully developed it indicatesa  3 _£?`a_3 ' QM
prevailing love of artistic fonns ; a desire to apply A 4_3 _i`  _gs 1 "H
mental power and skill to the problems of production, 5. E  §_ £ - 'fcommerce and science; it demonstrates a desire to `~__   

t

apply invention, but not to invent ; it has a trend to-  ;; _ j
ward brilliant organization of commercial or of social

qi"  
interests; a love of gaudiness and display. _'  

This mentality combines in a marked degree the f
I/_

e.

more brilliant features of the mounts on either side.
'

 
`

It does not give the volume of power held by Mount  ,

jupiter, nor has it the subtle insight and spirituality
given by the expressive Mount Neptune.

With a well developed Mount Neptune there is added sense of

justice as a spiritual force ; perspicuity ; an insight in science and

profound research, and the natural clearness of diction and elo-

quence that belongs to the region. The developed Mount Luna

gives imagination, emotion and gracefulness. With Mount Venus,
the geniality of the affections adds pleasurable qualities.

CHEIROMANTIC SIGNS.

A clear line running up the mount is the old line of Apollo, or

the line of Brilliancy, and gives power and force to the qualities
of the mount.

A line running across the mount to Mount Neptune is an indi-

cator of charlatanry and deception, of professions not fulfilled.

An island upon this mount is a fortunate sign, an evidence of

accomplishment; a. triangle, an evidence of calm self-control and

self-govemment ; a star, an indicator of wealth accumulation at the

expense of health and enjoyment of life.
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A star at the end of the
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 P if  , line of Brilliancy is an in-
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loss of caste and standing;

 "  :_  a triangle on the line, that

 4   '

_ an and science win be
-   blended in the life-work.

Q:   ,

- Many lines across the

 li ififx  mount signify the mentality
of an art-tinkerer who will dabble in the commercial phases and

hardly succeed in any direction. Sometimes the skilled mechanic's

hand has these fine lines combined with others of an artistic nature.

A clearly marked square is preservative from danger in the direc-

tion of over-ambition for public life ; or, a tendency toward over-

investment and speculative methods. It shouldbe clearly guarded,
and the time observed by other signs.
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Mount Neptune.

We have introduced Neptune as a symbol of old Mount Mercury.
Neptune is a spiritual planet, full of elegance in much of his

mythology, and a representative of the really essential region of

Utility, and that of Integrity, as well as of Expression. (P. 191.)
Mercury came much nearer symbolizing this mount than either

of the planets of older location on the three mounts just considered.

The indication of a full Mount Neptune is love of elegance and

expression ; an interest in the application of leaming to productive
pursuits ; and the advancement of science, especially natural science.

'I`he indication of a refined spirituality, promptness in the appli-
cation of new ideas and inventions, and, remotely, the love of

speculation, philosophy and occult sciences.

'The kind and quality of these attributes are governed by the

other characteristics of the hand-by the dominant mental influence

on the fingers.
The whole trend of the mentality is toward a clear understand-

ing of the subjects under consideration. There is also a general
habit of display and love of demonstration. There is a fragment
of envy that may come to the surface. There is often a decidedly
clairvoyant tendency. The mentality is generally good-humored,
affectionate, but not sensual.

The abnormal development of this mount strangely contradicts

its sincerity and spirituality, and gives it the disposition toward

quackery, cunning, deceit and superstition.
The nature then seems to love ostentation, to really enjoy self-

laudation, and if Mount Luna is very much developed, there is an

imaginative egotism-so aptly termed I-am-i(y by George Henry
Lewes-that it distressingly depreciates any good quality springing
from the mental power that develops those mounts.

When Mount Neptune is low and flat, with the appearance of an

absence of vitality, the indication is clear that the person will ex-

press himself with reserve and without vivid gesture or elegance.
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DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

The nature is quite apt to be pessimistic, peevish or petulant ; there

is a deficient utilitarian desire; the sense of personal honesty is

weak, and the negative mental state induced by want of spiritual
buoyancy will lead to inactivity, feeble resistance, and even to

melancholia.
_

Cnnrkomluric SIGNS.

A line running obliquely across the mount ending on Utility
predicates modesty and good fortune, often received in a phenom-
enal way.

A series of vertical lines evenly spaced running up the mount

indicates liberality and kindness ; a blurred and tangled line, death

by water, unless there are remarkable controverting signs.
A star on the region of Utility is a sign of grave error in busi-

ness, and of amistaken plan of action. A star on the region of

elegance indicates elegance and brilliancy.
A crow on the region of Utility denotes astuteness in the realm

of science ; a triangle, talent in politics, and especially if the

Asteroids or jupiter are well developed.
A cross on the region of Integrity is an indication of dishonesty.
A square indicates protection from nervousness and restlessness.

'I`he lines of marriage are traced upon this mount, but these have

been considered in another part of the book.
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Mount Mars.

Mount Mars, intuitively and by experience rightly named, is the

fullness on the percussion side of the hand, and just below the

Heart line, and extending over the regions of Courage and Contest

in our physiognomy of the hand. We do not recognize a plain of

Mars ; that plain, here called the Plain of Destiny, is presided over

and symbolized by the planet Saturn.

The characteristics indicated by a fully developed Mount Mars

are those that properly belong to the faculty of Defence in the

brain, and somewhat more generally to the wealth group.
These characteristics are courage, aggression, calm but intense

self-defence, a full volume of selfishness, and marked executive and

dynamic energies. It may be noted that these natures are not

always economical. This may be true and their natures still selfish

-they seek to enjoy the products of their power, and very often

shun the disposition to save wealth that others may enjoy it.

When the mount is extreme, the nature is one of aggravated
temper; fiery and unjust; violent in disposition to punish; deep
in intrigue ; and in business unscrupulous in the use of power or of

wealth. The thumb is usually heavy and short ; Mount Luna

heavy but not long; the hand hard and muscular, the forearm

heavy and strong.
Combined with Mount of Asteroids their energies are turned

toward manufacture ; mechanical arts ; the utility of discovery ; to

strategy in war preparation, and in woman's hand particularly
given to household management.

Combined with large Mount Luna there is a love for geographi-
cal discovery, travel and heroic adventure.

With Mount Venus the mentality loves gaiety, recreation, music,
sensual pleasures, highly seasoned foods, and has a very jealous
love nature.

Combined with Mount Neptune there is quickness of insight;
vivi_d expression ; spontaneity in action and in defence, and a. much

gentler habit in matters of friendship and good-will.
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Mount Luna.

The attributes of Mount Luna (Mount of the Moon), when that

part of the hand is predominant, are quite varied. Chief among
the indications of mentality are those of imagination, ideality, rev-

erie and intuition.

The mentality in which the mount is dominant is one filled with

love of poetry and emotional literature. It is restless ; loves mys-

tery ; esoteric thought.
The mount, when quite high and long, reaching well toward the

wrist, is a clear index of love and taste for art, for eloquence
in expression, for natural scenery and weird phenomena. 'I`o these

it also adds a trend toward purity of thought and action, and a

craving for musical and vocal harmony; unsellish pleasure ; geni-
ality in friendship. There is also a sense of time, of periodicity,
and a disposition to alternate much work with prolonged rest.

An absence of the mount is characteristic of a mind that is lazy,
logy, lethargic in its reflection and imagination; but such a men-

tality may be very active in the satisfaction of its bodily pleasures
and in the lower fomms of amusement.

When Mounts Luna and Neptune are highly developed there is

spiritual subtilty, a combination of psychometric and intuitive

powers; and, if Apollo is of moderate height, the reasoning will

be profound, idealistic and prophetic.

CHI-TIRUMANTIC Slcss.

One line upon Mount Luna predicates a vivid foresight; many

lines, a tendency to visions and prophetic sentiments; a clear,

strong line from the wrist to the middle of the mount predicates an

irritable and complaining disposition. An inward arc from Mount

Neptune is a sign of presentiments and prophetic instincts. Lines

vertical to the hand, running up from the percusion at the side,
indicate voyages and travels. When one of these ends in a star

there is danger.
A straight line from Mount Neptune to Mount Luna is a distinct
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DECRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

sign of good success, resulting from intuitive and imaginative facul-

ties of the mentality.
When the mount is much cross-barred and rayed there is a lack

of government and self-control, and much misery resulting from it.

If the Mounts, Apollo or Mars, are high, there will be a inodihcation

of this tendency.
A square on the region of Romance indicates preservation from

irrational precautions.
A cross signifies clairvoyance.
A star indicates the perfection of a grand imaginative work;

but if at the end of a line from the percussion, an accident during a

voyage ; if the line is from Mount Venus, the tragic loss of a. friend.
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Mount Venus.

The physiognomical signs on Mount Venus are many. By ob-

serving the regional influences located on the chart of these, the

reader will see how prominently this part of the hand is an index

of the vital and mobile forces that give beauty, grace and suple-
ness; the region of Affection is the significator of devotion, of

caressing, the expression of fondness, the enjoyment of buoyant
life, and genial tendemess; and with these a love of praise and

generous laudation.

There is a distinct indication of a love of pleasure ; a feeling of

sympathetic interest in all that appertains to friends or relatives.

On the outward line of the mount is the region of Rhythm and

Melody. When full, these are an index of love for music in its

sweetest forms. The mount is always well developed in great

singers and musicians. It is usually prominent in the hands of

poets, in the hands of artists, and occasionally remarkably large in

the plain, home-loving, good-body who claims no talent except
that sweetest of all talents-the ability to comfort those that fail,
and yet those others who succeed and are still unhappy.

An absence of the mount indicates a very poor nutritive system,
or else one that early intemperance has destroyed. It indicates an

absence of sufficient affection to maintain constancy and serenity
in the domain of love. It betrays the absence of normal geniality
and warmth.

The reader can easily imagine a vast variety of defaults and de-

ficiencies that would abound in a nature with the elements named in

that region deficient.
CHEIROMANTIC SIGNS.

When Mount Venus is smooth and devoid of lines the nature

is cold and feelingless; when many lines run around the side of

the mount parallel to the Life line there is warmth, intensity and

vitality ; a line extending from the mount to Mount Neptune (1`.e.,
old sign, Mercury) indicates love and good fortune as results of

each other. A line from the base of the hand rising to its crest is

a sign of a lucky nature.
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lhe regron of Affecnon rs, naturally the most

vrtally sensmve to the anfluence of the mamage
faculttes-devotron, herednty, uressmg and fond
ness It zstobe expectedthatmgnsol' mamage

-1 wrll appear upon thus regxon of the hand lf any
where

The srgn ts when rt appears at all, a. clenr ltne

runmng parallel to the Infe lane, arismg well on

the YCLIOD ol' vntalnty and sweeping along f0"l8ld

the WTISI on the reglon of Atfectron It must be

clear and dnstxnct from other lmes nur and

parallel to nt mt' other ltnes, above it on the

3 ,L mount, seem to accompany xt there ts hkelyto
be dnvxded mterests, lndecrston and want of oe!

A

tamty rn the matter of love and not the unlim-

taltable alllmty that makes mamage a perpehnl
pleasure and confident happiness

A star on the mount prognostrcates love con

quests

\w'>

An arrow, seldom seen but mdncates great sue

cess ln dommant mental pow er

A square denotes prcservatxon from the tlegm
datnon of passnon and hatehtlness

Tw, l-" Imes runmng across the mount are evidence
4

*Sv vf f of great nenous mtensmty and stress upon the

lk nutntwe system a lme begmmng an a Bill Ind

cuttmg the Ilfe lane predlcates loss of fortune

through loss of parents
I`here are many other sxgns of less importance,

further careful observatron of whlch ts 116017

to estahllsh their constant meanmg
\\ e wlll now place before the reader three full page drawing ot'

chenromantnc sugns grouped lh classes, and bnetly defined llpull
the margms of the pages Page zor treats of the cron, iillli,
urele and spot Page zo: treats of the tnangle, shrand lflll'

labe 203 treats of the square
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Hieroglyphs on the Fingers.

The signs and lines upon the tingers are seldom carefully noted

by chciromancers, yet in nearly all hands the forces of mentality
manifest their power more spergfca/0 upon the various parts of the

fingers than upon the palm or the mounts.

Variant signs are not as frequent, however, upon the fingers as

upon the mounts.

Tm: FINGER or IN'rm.u-zcr.

'l`he lirst finger is the finger of Intellect, and its signs are results

of formal, intellectual plans, although they may relate to the Affec-

tions or to the Will.

A star upon the phalanx (basilar) of the first linger indicates un-

chastity and lack of judgment in matters of affection. A long line

running from Mount Apollo to the phalangine is an index of strong
reason and intellectual audacity.

A star upon the phalangine (middle) is an indicator of bold-

new and mischiefmiaking propensities 1 two crossm, the friendship
of great men. Bars across the face indicate intensity in studies

and tiereenew in the pursuit of knowledge.
'l`\\'o luis acrow the phalangette tunguall indicate great debility,

due to the overtaxing of the organs of sense, and relate generally
to sight or hearing.

.\ star is an indicator of great good fortune : an irregular mar of

any kind denotes avarice. or. :-5 shown by other signs, imprudence
in investment.

'Fmt Flxosx or ASSOCIATION.

Main' lines upon the phal.uL\ of the second finger, running from

the palm. is QI sign of cruelty: cmftine-§ in money matters; and,
if .tu-\»:\xi\\1xie\i by a grille, predicates a low volume of morality.
A tritingle here is ;\ lxul sign. ill-luck and mischief-making tenden~

cies c\unbine\i.

.\ long thin line running from the phalzuu to the end of the

Eager indices mei.xnchoi:.i or tkspontiency-'_
$<\er.1l lines on :he pE~..x1.tng*ne or on the phalangette denote

-w =s



DSbLKlP'.\`.lV`E ll BNTALITY

An essenttal tn the evolutlon of an art ts

the eradtcatlon of untruth, mistakes and mas

DDIIICIS

The upper angle of the Plum ot' Fortune ts

bounded by the energxes of the Vlml facultxes

producmg the Ltfe lme and those of the Intel

lectual facultnes fox-:mug the ongun of the Head

lme, and when well shaped, ns evtdence of an

harrnomc play of these forces, and an absence of

undue volume of exther

When the regxons of Wealth and Reserve are

excessxve (these sprmgnng from the defensne

mental facultaes of the Wxll) the Lnfe lme wxll be

crowded upon the Head lme, and the angle be

come blunted and very obtuse m both form and

mentality
But thus fullness and heavmess ol' the upper part

of Mount Venus tncreases the natural vttal forte

of the nutnttve and absorbing systems When

these regtons are small and shallow the Llfe

lme runnxng close to the thumb, and nts Grst jomt
short or weak, tndxcates an absence of nerve force

nn this regxon, and a relatxvely weakened vttalxty
A broken Llfe lme ts the result of a badly dns

tnbuted vxtal energy eulmmatmg at that pomt

Sympathy, cannon, lntense nerves deep feel

tugs, all trend toward broademng the base of

Mount Venus throwmg the Lnfe lme m a wider

and more extended curve around the base ot' the

thumb

Prom above the Head lme ns extended toward

Mount Mars by the formatnc forces of the Intel

leet 'lltese forces should be held at bay by the

play of energy upon the plaxns of the palm
When these forees ot' the Intellect are power

ful they extend the Head lme atross the hand

far upon Mount Mars , sometumes sendmb a
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Dl1SCRlPTlVE MENTALITY.

In the Psychic, Conic and Philosophic hand, the line of Brilliancy
is the result of intellectual forces sweeping downward across the

plains, meeting the return currents from Mounts Mars, Mercury
and Luna.

The plains of the palm are like a valley down upon which rush

the stomms from the mountains around, the floods of energy and

storm contests depending upon which series of mountains have the

greater power; and these currents tempered by the mental-light
and affection-light of the plains within.
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Astrological Symbols.

The use of symbols in Cheirology must not be confused with the

meanings of lines and cheiromantic hieroglyphs.
'

The symbols of Astrology have a wide range of meaning, and

are used to signify the character of mentality in the mount _or re-

gion upon which they are placed. 'l`o the student of astrology or

of mythology these symbols speak volumes.

Through a study of planetary influences, of astrological symbols,
and of the physiognomy of the hand, an harmonious representation
is herewith given.

'I`here are radical changes, and while the author realizes the im-

portance of these, and the fact that there may be confusion to stu-

dents of the older systems of palmistry representation, he feels

better warranted in making them now than in delaying until a

future date.

In this system the signs of the Zodiac occupy those places on

the hand which are symbolized by the sign. The planet and the

zodiacal sign and influence that are in closest sympathy with the

mentality of a region are placed upon that region.

THE 'l`i~ruMu.

'I`he phalangette (ungual) of the thumb is dominated mentally
by rulership ; symbolized by jupiter and Libra.

The phalanx (basilarsection) is dominated by co-action and its

industrial forces, with some of the refiective energies; symbolized
by the Asteroids and Scorpio.

'I`he metacarpal part (thenar eminence) of the thumb has, in-

ternally, the wealth region, symbolized by Mars and Sagittarius ;

lower down, the affectional regions, by Venus and Cancer; later-

ally by Uranus and Virgo.
°

'l`Hxa Ism-zx FINGER.

'l`he phalanx of the index finger has culture as its dominating
energy ; symbolized by Mercury and Gemini.
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DESCRIPTIVE M ENTALITY.

The phalangine has science and reflective leaming; symbolized
by the Pleiades and by 'l`aurus.

The phalangette has sense perception, letters and general learn-

ing ; symbolized by Neptune and Aries.

_

'l`|~|i~: Sizcoiw (MEDIUS) FINGER.

'l`he sccond finger's phalanx, the region of social order and con-

serving, is symbolized by Uranus and Virgo.
'l`he phalangine, mechanics and agriculture, is symbolized by

Earth and by Aquarius; the phalangette, dignity and sobriety, by
jupiter and Libra.

Tm: Rixn Q.-\NNl`L.-\RlS) I-`ixG1:R.

'l`he third tinger's phalanx has wealth and commerce symbolized
by Saturn and Capricorn; the phalangine, industry 'and business,

by Mans and Sagittarius.
The phalangette, the region of art-talent, display and industry,

is symbolized by the Asteroids and Scorpio.

Tm: l,|'rru: (:\l'RlCl`L.-\Rl$) Fixcnlz.

The phalanx of the little finger, region of adventure and expres-

sion, is symbolized by the Moon and Pisces.

'l`hc phalangine, aptitude and versatility, in minor degree, by
Venus and (`:uu'er.

The phalangctte. spirituality, occultism and eloquence, is sym~

bolivml by Apollo and Leo.

Tm; I'_\1.x|.

The >yml»ol~ of the fingers will be found duplimted in the

palm.
ln the drawing of the hand the sympathetic regions can be

readily seen.
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Measuring Time.

The most interesting element in the study of Cheiromancy is

that of dates on which important events in the life of the indi-

vidual has taken place, or may be expected to take place.
The estimation of dates from the principal lines requires close

study and much experience. No arbitrary division can be made to

it the age periods of every hand, but a plan that will most nearly
apply to all, 'and from which the easiest deductions of variation

can be made, seems to be required.
The author has found by many careful measurements that angles

of thirty-six degrees measure every twenty years along the Life line

more accurately than any other diagram he has seen or been able to

design. These angles are not, as in other systems, to be taken

from a centre of the Mount of Venus, but from a point to be found

as follows: A line drawn from the margin of the lirst finger (at-
tachment of the tirst dorsal interosseous muscle to the palmar sur-

face of the second metacarpal bone) to the prominence at the base

of the thumb (lateral surface of the first metacarpal bone), which

very nearly forms the line of the wrist.

A point, 6o per cent. of the distance down this line (from the

origin of the Life line to the end of its extended curve), is used

as a centre. From points where angles of thirty-six degrees drawn

from this centre cross the Life line, are to be calculated each

twenty years 3 these angles can be divided into as many subdi-

visions as the cheirognomist desires to make.

It will be found that in taking this base line and the designated
point from which to make the angles, the size of the hand is at

once taken into account, and it is in every way easier to detennine

the age periods.
As an illustration in part, of this fact, the drawing has three Life

lines traced upon it, and the relative ages are seen upon them all.

'1`he size of the hand is thus provided for by the length of the

base line as the base of the curve of the Life line.

A fundamental law, the minretic law, here comes into play, the

length ofthe line of force and its direction determining the volume
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DI-ZSLRI PTIVF MEN'I'ALl'l'

and nntensxty of nts power as well as the drreetnon of growth or de

velopment
The greater the drsumce of any part. of the Lnfe

lme from the focal pomt, the longer rs the sectaon to

be given to each year
It as notable that an thas xnstance the law of force

m vttahty ts exactly the oppostte to the law of the

mdxus vector m matter of time, and ln exact sym

pathy mth xt ln matter of power, the power ns nn

proportxon to the length of the arc, the years remam

ing m acura' with flu ang/c

M/nuts or Tms FEN1`S

The date of events may be determmed by several

dzsunct signs along the Life and other lanes

......, 'vw iv

""'1'_~'

On the Lnfe lane, when the lme ceases at the mme txme nn

both hands, when the Lnfe lme breaks wnthout hemg reparred,
but only nn one hand , when the lane ceases at one

dale but begxns at an earlier penod and sweeps on ,

when at breaks and IS repanred by a square (mdncatmg
complete protecnon from the eH'ect) , when the I lfe

lme has a clear, strong short stroke lane dxrertly
across lt , when xt has a long and sngmfymg lme

from one mount to another or to the plains when

lt IS marked by ascendmg or descendlng branches

when nt has an Island or any of the hleroglyphs on

at , the branch bemg most frequent the tnangle most

fortunate the xsland varying somevs hat m meanxng

~s these sngns have been defined m umnv planes
throughout the context no cxplanatlon of their

meamng need be guven m than sectron

Dates may be seen by ll'ldlC3llOl`l upon several

other lmes, but are Lhxefly conlined to the I xfe

Pate and Head lanes to all of nhnch are applntable
the lndlcatlons noted .tboe of the l lfe lme and ll

wall often be found that tuo lnnu support oath other

Ill rebard to date periods
71:
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Theory, Practice and Proficiency.
'l`o those who study palmistry for pleasure and divertisement the

author extends a cordial asumption that few studies contain more

widely diverging forms of interest, more possibilities of arousing
curiosity and giving tests of experience open to proof.

But professional practice is altogether different.

'l`he profound importance of any judgment given by the cheirog-
nomist or cheiromancer concerning signs of sickness and death,
and in fact any of the graver fatalities-or apparently certain ca-

lamities-must, or should, trend to restrain hasty conclusions on

those matters.

It should be self-evident to any person of intelligence that an

ignorant and inexperienced practitioner is no more trustworthy in

cheirognomy or cheiromancy than such an one would be in any other

art or profession. ~

Neither is the intelligent and serious cheirognoniist responsible
for the fact that people consult pretenders, nor that pretenders pro-
fess to be experts. A knowledge of the fundamental laws of nature,

of the problems of commerce, and the essentials of morality and

civics, is as requisite in this art as is any other; in fact, a mere

knowledge of the sign locations and their definitions is the least

part of the problem of good judgment and truthful delineation by
either the physiognomist, cheirognomist or cheiromancer.

On the other hand, the consultant can hardly expect an expert

opinion appertaining to life and death, to prolonged periods of

success, to caution against failure due to characteristics of mentality,
or on constitutional physical debility, at the price of a bottle of

patent medicine or a fee charged by a veterinary for diagnosing
a sick kitten. And yet intelligent people will abuse the art by
rating its value at the hands of fakirs, or, going to the other extreme,

expect judgments upon profound equations of mental powers to be

givcn in an off-hand yet wholly acceptable manner.

'l`o engage the physiognomist, cheirognomist or cheiromancer as

one would the surgeon, physician, counsellor or expert in any other

profession ; to expect reasonable immediate benefits and an exten-
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DESCRIPTI VE M ENTALITY.

sion of these benefits into the future through the knowledge re-

ceived, and, in equitable manner, offer a fee in proportion to other

professional service, seems to this author to be wholly within the

bounds of reason and warranted by the development of these arts.
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PERSONAL INTERVIEW

by appointment, may be

had with the author,

PROFESSOR HOLMES W. MERTON,

at his, or your residence,

or ofhce.

~§~

ADVICE, AND WRITTEN DELINEATIONS ARE

FROM FIVE TO TWENTY DOLLARS.

4°

ADDRESS

HOLMES W. MERTON,

WBT Nizw Bmci-rroN,
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From a Photograph.
DESCRIPTIONS of character and ability, of temperaments, natural

aptitudes, etc., can be given from a good photograph, tintype, or

detailed picture. But both the yualig' and .rise of the face are of

great importance, and the physiognomist should be given advan-

tage of any information calculated to determine these essentials

which the photograph seldom clearly reveals. The circumference

of the head will assist in determining the size or length of the

face ; where the length can be given, so much the better.

Information that will aid me in determining gualiify may be

given without revealing any particular point; as for example: " I

have a collegiate degree," or "a leamed profession," or
"

a mechani-

cal trade," whether and at what age high school or grammar school

graduate. These do not decide what faculties are strong, but give
me an insight into the natural ability and texture of the inquirer.

Two or more views of the face are an advantage over one view;
a statement of age in years is often of value ; if information con-

cerning a particular course in life, or occupation, or method is

desired, it is best to state it specifically and directly. As it

makes absolutely no difference to me what kind of a character

or mentality my patrons have, or what I am compelled to say to

them as a truthful statement, of their natural abilities, etc., I will

also frankly say that subterfuge or misstatements may mislead me

ir: some directions, but will be of no possible advantage to the

person being described. Therefore, as a minute and detailed

statement of mentality is diflicult enough to do under the most

favorable conditions, and still more diflicult from portraiture, it

is to the inquirer's interest and advantage to aid me in those

points which I could very quickly decide by a personal obser~

vation.

My terms are approximately $5.00 for each two thousand words

(or about zo pages of manuscript). Send the amount you desire

to pay for your delineation along with the portrait, and such other

information as you may determine from the above directions.

Five to twenty dollar delineations are the most satisfactory to my

patrons. Address concerning delineations,
Homes W. Merton.
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LECTURES ON MENTOLOGY

BY

HOLMES WHITTIER MERTON.

The lecturer aims to advocate a natural system of human

life, based upon demonstrated laws of spirit and matter. That

the constitution of man is a spirit organism ; that all life depends
upon the involution and organization of spirit substances, the

bodies and forces of which, governing themselves and those of

matter, produce the phenomena called "evolution" and

growth; that the perfection of Human Life depends upon a

knowledge of and harmony with these spirit laws of the Uni-

verse.

The following lectures will be given (singly or in groups) to

classes, societies, or as public or parlor lectures. Illustrated

by oil paintings, 36x54 inches in size, painted by the lecturer

for these lectures.

The Inter-relation of Spirit and Matter.

Laws of Forms and Forces.

Symbols; Sacred and Modern Numbers.

Spiroplasm zfersus Protoplasm in Evolution.

Laws of Heredity Those of Life.

Sources of Health to Mankind.

Somatism, or Physical Life.

Plan and Responses of the Brain.

The Growth and Functions of the Intellect.

The Affections and Their Satisfaction.

The Will; Its Industries and Impulses.
The Contagion of Fear and Uncertainty.

The Philosophy of Fate.

The Origin of Vants.
- 223



DESCRIPTIVE MENTALITY.

Pleasures of Harmony and Rhythm.
Integral Education versus Partial Education.

The Head and Hand and Art of Reading Them.

The Human Face and Its Mentality.
The Microcosmian.

'

Energy Through Rest and Contidence.

Motherhood and Fatherhood.

The Seven- Great Ages of the Earth.

The Riddle of the Sphinx.
The Seven Great Civilizations.

The Foundations of Human Government.

The Laws of Personal and Harmonic Ownership.
Voxnan's True Sphere in Government.

The Death of Antagonism.
The Tree of Life and Its Twelve Fruits.

The Living Cross.

The Atonement and Sacriiices.

The Coming Harmonic Kingdom.
The Reincarnation and Spirit Birth.

Synthetic Philosophy.
Symphonies of Soul and Sense.

This course does not include the general range of physiological,
phrenological or social topics. It is intended to present the new

age of thought and special views of interest to Psychical Research

Societies, Vegetarian, Hygienic, Health and Mental Healing
Societies, Y. M. C. A.'s, Business Colleges, Technical Institutes,
Fraternal Orders, Young Men's Clubs, Social Science Clubs,
Ethical Societies, etc.
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